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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of the research was: 1) to investigate
the absolute effect of formal instruction on the acquisition
of English grammatical structures by chinese adolescent
learners, 2) to ascertain the existence of the interface
between explicit and implicit knowledge. Formal instruction
in this study is viewed at two levels: formal instruction in
general and particular types of formal instruction.
The experiment which lasted three weeks was carried out
with 40 grade 8 students in one of the middle schools in
Shanghai, China. The subjects were divided into two groups:
one received explicit instruction (EFI), while the other
received implicit formal instruction (IFI). In the
experimental lesson series, eleven grammatical properties
related to three structures, namely, the simple past tense,
the present perfect, the passive construction, were
introduced. An achievement test battery was designed and
used both in the pre- and post- tests to measure students
improvement in language proficiency.
Test results reveal that 1) formal instruction in
general facilitates 'SLA. The two groups made conspicuous
progress in terms of overall performance on test items
across task types and linguistic properties. 2) Results
indicate that explicit formal instruction is not always a
better means to' accelerate the acquisition rate. The EFI
group performed significantly better than the IFI group on
the passive construction, but the two groups showed no clear
statistic difference on the acquisition of tense and aspect.
3) A significant difference was found between the two groups
in tests requiring spontaneous meaningful use of language.
The EFI group out-performed the IFI group in action/picture
description tasks, suggesting the possibility of the
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the past three decades, there has been an increasing
interest in classroom-centred research among second language
researchers and teaching professionals. Classroom-centred
research, as its name denotes, tries to investigate what
happens inside the classroom when second language teachers
and learners come together with the goal of enabling the
learner to obtain the target language. According to
Allwright (1983), modern classroom-centred research began in
the fifties among teacher trainers. In order to provide
student teachers with adequate feedback on their teaching,
the trainers investigated what constituted effective
teaching by observing their trainee's teaching behaviour
(Flanders 1960). Such studies were small in number and were
conducted in teacher training programs.
In the sixties, a number of large-scale investigations
were carried out in an attempt to find a better way of
teaching by comparing different teaching methods (Scherer
and Wertheimer 1964, Otto 1969, Smith 1970). In these
studies, large numbers of learners or intact classes were
randomly assigned to experimental and controlled groups. The
investigators visited the selected sample classrooms to
observe the implementation of certain teaching methods.
2Because of the large sample, investigators were unable to
control what actually went on inside the numerous classrooms
involved in these studies. Therefore, the results were
difficult to interpret and generally inconclusive.
The failure in these large-scale investigations has led
to a sharp increase in the amount of small-scale classroom-
centered research in the seventies and eighties. (Politzer
1970, Oskarsson 1973, Seliger 1975, Felix 1981, Pica 1983,
Van Baalen 1983, Ellis 1984b). Much of this type of
research consists of micro-analysis of the second language
acquisition process in the classroom setting. In other
words, these studies focus on different aspects of the
acquisition process in the second language classroom, e.g.,
focus on the form of the target language, teacher talk,
student participation, error correction. Long (1983) points
out that the findings of such studies, based on small sample
and corpora, may not always lend themselves to the direct
application in classroom teaching. However, when pooled
together, they do collectively offer rather substantial
insights into second language teaching and learning.
Ellis (1984b) pinpoints that in the second language
acquisition research (hereinafter SLA) literature, few
empirical studies can be found which directly address the
effect of formal instruction on the acquisition of the
specific. grammatical structures. The main reason, he
purports, might be the difficulty of controlling the
3instructional and learner variables, such as different
degree of explicitness and elaboration in the presentation
and explanation of the grammatical rules, different types
and amount of practice, or the difference in learners' age,
attitudes and motivation. In view of the insufficient
research findings in this area, Ellis (1984b) calls for
empirical studies that examine how the teaching of specific
structures contributes to their acquisition. He claims that
this question cannot be resolved by any single study, but
the accumulative evidence of many studies may provide
insights into the century-long argument whether form-based
classroom instruction has any effect on SLA.
The present study represents an experimental
investigation of one aspect of classroom instruction: the
absolute effect of formal instruction on the L2 learner's
acquisition of grammatical structures in the Chinese
context. In our experiment, we compare two types of formal
instruction differing on one local feature value, i.e.,
±EXPLICIT. We name the two kinds of instruction explicit
formal instruction and implicit formal instruction
respectively since they are both formal at the general level
but differ at the specific level in terms of explicitness.
The subjects in this study consisted of 40 grade 8 students
in one of the average middle schools in Shanghai, China. The
experiment lasted around four weeks in which eleven
grammatical properties related to three grammatical
structures: the simple past tense, the present perfect, the
4passive construction, were taught. An achievement test
battery was designed and used both as pre- and post- tests
to measure students improvement'in language proficiency.
The ensuing chapters provide detailed information about
why and how the research is conducted. Chapter 2 reviews
the related literature on theoretical, empirical and
methodological levels. The term formal instruction is
operationally defined from two perspectives: formal
instruction in general and particular types of formal
instruction. The effect of formal instruction is examined
along two lines: route vs. rate of SLA. In reviewing the
relevant empirical studies, methodological problems within
these studies are discussed. In the last part, theoretical
models illustrating the relationship between the explicit
and implicit knowledge are presented. Chapter 3 introduces
the research methodology, included are the description of
the subjects, the grammatical structures to be taught in the
experimental lesson series, the mini-curriculum and the
measurement instruments. Chapter 4 reports the results of
the statistical analyses of the achievement test. The
discussion and interpretation of the results are in Chapter
5. The discussion of major limitations and conclusions are
also included in this chapter.
5CHAPTER 2
THE ROLE OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION IN SLA1
In the following four sections, major issues related to
formal instruction will be reviewed. The first section
clarifies the notion of formal instruction adopted in the
present study. This clarification is important for an
understanding of its role in second language acquisition
(hereinafter SLA). The second section addresses the question
whether formal instruction facilitates SLA. The effect of
formal instruction is examined at two levels, namely, formal
instruction in. general and formal instruction at the
specific level. The third section centres around the
interface debate concerning the issue whether explicit
knowledge can be transferred into implicit knowledge. This
issue bears on the importance of formal instruction in SLA.
The body of empirical research in support of the interface
position is next discussed. The final section presents the
implications of SLA research for the focus of this study.
2.1. FORMAL INSTRUCTION
Ellis (1985) points out, studying the role of formal
instruction in SLA is important both for developing a
theoretical understanding of SLA and for language pedagogy.
He suggests that the investigation of the role of formal
6instruction be undertaken in two ways:
(a) to seek an answer to the question Does formal
instruction aid SLA?
(b) to tackle the question What kinds of formal
instruction facilitate S1A the most?
In order to find answers to the above questions, it is
necessary, first of all, to clarify the notion of formal
instruction employed in the present study. In SLA research,
the term, formal instruction, has been used by different
researchers in different ways, and causes great confusion.
Empirical studies related to formal instruction often fail
to define the exact meaning of the term. Sometimes it is
identified with the audiolingual method without an explicit
definition given (Felix 1981, Ellis 1984b). At other times,
formal instruction' is operationally defined as years of
formal studies in the classroom (Krashen et al., 1978,
Krashen and Seliger 1976, Lightbown 1980, 1983). However,
typically in these reports, no description about what
actually happened in the classroom is given. The implicit
assumption underlying these studies is that most of the
existing classroom instruction is form-based, which draws
the learner's attention to specific grammatical features. It
is important to ascertain the precise meaning of the term
intended by the researchers in each case. Otherwise the
empirical findings of these studies cannot be evaluated with
any degree of certainty. Rutherford (1987) underscores the
need for clarification of terms such as formal instruction:
7"since there are*so many possible instructional variables
having different potential effects upon the learning
experience, one simply cannot assume that such loosely
defined events as 'formal instruction', attention to
grammar', 'grammatical consciousness raising', 'grammatical
teaching', or whatever, will have any empirical value
without seriously looking at what is actually happening in
such situations. An understanding of the concept of formal
instruction is essential before its role in SLA can be
addressed. In our'study, formal instruction is viewed at two
levels: formal instruction in general and formal instruction
at the specific level.
2.1.1. DEFINITION OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION
The operational definition for formal instruction in
general is as follows: form-based classroom instruction
which focuses the learner's attention upon'the grammatical
rules or structures, either implicitly or explicitly.
This definition is based on Ellis (1985) and Krashen and
Seliger (1975). In order to identify the possible common
core underlying various researchers' use of the term, SLA
scholars like Ellis, Krashen and Seliger have tried to
extrapolate from the implicit assumptions about formal
instruction held in the relevant studies. Krashen and
Seliger extracted two crucial ingredients of formal
instruction from the existing teaching methods a) the
isolation of rules and words of the target language, b)the
8possibility of error detection and correction. These two
universal features are posited by them as the essential
contribution of formal instruction.
Ellis (1985) postulates two criteria attributes for
formal instruction: a) specific grammatical features are
selected for the learner's attention b) this attention is
manifested in a focus on the formal characteristics of the
grammatical feature. From this line of reasoning, we can see
that the distinctive feature of formal instruction is that
it draws the learner's attention to the selected formal
properties of grammatical structures.
In the light of the proposals of Ellis, Krashen and
Seliger, we assume that any classroom instruction which
focuses the learner's attention on grammatical rules and
structures of the target language is formal. The way in
which these rules and structures are presented, explained or
practiced will not be taken into consideration when formal
instruction is viewed generally. According to this
criterion, formal instruction has a broad meaning. It may
include the kinds of instruction used in the deductive
methods such as the grammar-translation and the cognitive-
code method, in which the grammatical rules are explicitly
presented to the learner before practice or drills. Formal
instruction will also'encompass the kinds of instruction
found in.the inductive methods such as the direct method,
audiolingualism, or the silent way, which provide practice
9first and then 'ask the learner to infer the rule or
generalization on the basis of the practice. The rules
induced by the student may or may not be stated or
explained. A quick look at some of the characteristics of
these methods will confirm the assertion that they are all
in the category of formal instruction defined at the general
level.
2.1.2 DEDUCTIVE METHOD AND FORMAL INSTRUCTION
The main- feature of the deductive method is the
presentation of the grammatical rule by the teacher at the
beginning of the class (Seliger 1975, Fischer 1979, Rivers
1983, Eisenstein 1987).
The grammar-translation and cognitive methods are
characterized by the feature of deduction. One of the basic
principles in the grammar-translation method is the
statement of rules. The teacher presents the rule explicitly
using the abstract grammatical terminologies within the
learner's grasp, e.g., noun, verb, clause. Students are
required to memorize and state the learnt rules which are
usually explained and stated in the learners' native
language. Drills include translation into or from the native
language which requires the application of the learnt rules
(Sharwood Smith 1981, Stern 1984, Larsen-Freeman 1986
Eisenstein 1987).
The cognitive method is said to be a modified up-to-date
10
grammar-translation method (Carroll 1966). Cognitive
learning theory views language learning as rule-governed
behaviour and attaches great importance to the learner's
understanding of the grammatical rules and structures.
Chastain (1976) feels that the term cognition implies
proceeding from mental understanding and awareness to
practice, from studying a structure to its use in context.
In this method, the learner is never expected to use new
structures prior to the teacher's explanation of these
structures. As soon as the learner comprehends the
grammatical rule, he is required to use it in a meaningful
context. (Oskarsson 1973, Chastain 1976, Rivers 1983).
Learning again occurs deductively.
From the above description we can see that in such
deductive methods as grammar-translation and cognitive-code,
the focal attention is placed on grammatical principles: the
teacher presents grammatical rules and then leads the
learner in subsequently deducing examples from rules (moving
from the statement of the rule to its application in the
example). Deductive method are therefore necessarily formal.
2.1.3 INDUCTIVE METHOD AND FORMAL INSTRUCTION
In contrast to deductive methods, inductive methods
emphasize the presentation of examples which always occurs
before the presentation of grammatical structures and rules
(moving from examples to rules). Inductive methods can be
formal or non-formal. In formal inductive methods, the
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primary focus is placed on the grammatical structures rather
than on meaning. In non-formal inductive methods, however,
attention is drawn to meaning rather than grammatical
principles. Following the general notion of formal
instruction defined by Ellis (1985), one may consider such
inductive methods as audiolingualism, the direct method and
the silent way as varieties of formal instruction.
The audiolingual method emphasizes the inductive
presentation of grammatical structures with extensive
pattern practice. Allen (1975) states, the audiolingual
method of teaching depends heavily on the use of intensive
oral drills or 'pattern practice designed to give maximum
opportunity for practicing the structures being taught. In
an audiolingual-oriented classroom, primary attention is
given to structures rather than vocabulary. Learners are
first provided with a dialogue or a reading passage
introducing new structures. Subsequently structural pattern
drills are carried out so as to enable the learner to
overlearn the structures involved to the point of automatic,
nonthoughtful responses. Then they move on to some type of
activities in which opportunities are provided for them to
use these forms in different contexts. Eisenstein (1987)
asserts, "there has been considerable variation in the
realization of this method. In some cases, (Von Elek and
Oskarsson 1972, Oskarsson 1973, Ellis 1984b), no grammatical
explanation of any kind is offered in others, grammatical
explanation is. offered at the end of the lesson as a summary
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of behaviour (Politzer 1965). In the latter version of this
method the rule might be stated in the middle of the lesson
and followed by additional drills (Eisenstein 1987). Despite
the variation found in the different versions of
audiolingual method, they all share one common attribute:
focus on grammatical patterns.
The direct method (discussed in Lado 1964, Stern 1984,
Larsen-Freeman 1986, Eisenstein 1987) is characterized by
meaningful practice and exclusion of the mother tongue.
According to Eisenstein (1987) this method has had many
interpretations, some of which include an analysis of
structure, but generally without the use of abstract
grammatical terminology. Students are presented with
examples of grammatical structures in the text and are asked
to figure out the rule or generalization from the examples.
Stern (1984) points out that in the direct method
Grammatical observations are derived from the text read and
students are encouraged to discover for themselves' the
grammatical principle involved."
The silent way advocated by Gattegno (1976) approaches
language learning as a series of problem solving situations.
The teacher sets up situations that direct students'
attention to the structures of the language. Typically only
one structure is presented at a time. With minimal spoken
cues, (sometimes the rod is used), the student is guided to
produce the structure. In the silent way there is no
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explicit grammatical explanation. Eisenstein (1987) states,
rule isolation is usually a factor in lessons that include
consciously stated rules. But it is quite possible to have
careful rule isolation in a lesson, yet never actually deal
with a rule or structure in any abstract way. The silent way
is just such an approach."
Irrespective of the differences one may find among the
three aforementioned inductive methods, all of them involve
isolation of grammatical structures. In these methods,
learners are exposed to various structures of the target
language through an inductive process. The conclusion can
therefore be drawn that the audiolingual method, the direct
method and the silent way are variations of formal
instruction.
2.2. NON-FORMAL INSTRUCTION
According to the definition previously set up, non-
formal instruction in this study is confined to the kind of
communication-oriented instruction in which learners are
preoccupied with meaning rather than the language form.
2.2.1 AN EXAMPLE OF NON-FORMAL INSTRUCTION:
THE BANGALORE PROJECT
The Bangalore/Madras Communicational Teaching Project
(Prabhu 1987) carried'out in India typifies the non-formal
instruction thus defined.2
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This project was started because of a dissatisfaction
with form-based classroom instruction, which, according to
Prabhu, was more harmful than beneficial. Therefore, rule
presentation or grammatical explanation was excluded in
their program, teaching was exclusively concerned with
creating conditions for coping with meaning in the
classroom. Instead of being provided with grammatical rules
or structures, the learner was assigned a series of problem-
solving activities at the beginning of the class. The
problems were introduced as specific tasks involving map
reading, the interpretation of time tables, solving simple
whodunits, and so on. Each lesson covered one task. In
fulfilling the tasks, it was assumed that the learner was
occupied with understanding, extending (e.g., through
reasoning), or conveying meaning rather than rule
generalization or internalization. Attention to language
forms was not intentional but incidental to perceiving,
expressing, and organizing meaning (Johnson 1982). It
should be noted that in this kind of instruction, teachers
do correct the'language produced by students, but primarily
for content and not for the violation of grammatical rules.
The correctness of language is not taken into account in
evaluation: the sole criterion is success in the task
(Prabhu 1987).
In this program, the function of grammar has been played
down and emphasis is placed on meaningful learning. The
presentation of rules/structures is replaced by the
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assignment of. learning tasks (problem-solving activities),
and grammatical explanation is prohibited. It goes without
saying that the kind of instruction espoused by Prabhu is
non-formal.
2.2.2 COMMUNICATIVE TEACHING AND FORMAL INSTRUCTION
Communication-oriented classroom instruction can also
take many forms. Some of these forms of communicative
teaching may have a structural component (Allen 1980, Stern
1984), but unlike functional and experiential aspects of
language, this component will not be given a prominent
place. Instruction will always center around the meaningful
interactions in different real-life situations. Larsen-
Freeman (1986) presents a detailed description of the
communicative approach.
a) Language functions should be emphasized over forms.
The assumption underlying this principle-is that we learn
language in order to accomplish some functions in social
contexts, e.g., arguing, requesting, persuading. Language
form, so to speak, is peripheral as compared with function.
b) Errors of form are tolerated and seen as a natural
outcome of the development of the communicative skills. So
long as the learner gets his meaning across, he will be
considered as a successful communicator.
On the basis of these two features, we may argue that
the communicative approach defined in Larsen-Freeman (1986)
is also a kind of non-formal instruction.
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2.2.3 FORMAL VS. NON-FORMAL: A SUMMARY
Summing up, the main distinction between formal and non-
formal instruction rests on the issue of focus. In this
sense, formal instruction includes form-focused methods,
while its counterpart non-formal instruction embraces the
methods that are meaning-focused. The following table
presents examples of formal and non-formal instruction
discussed above:
Table 1. Examples of Formal/Nonformal Instruction




cognitive-code direct method Communicational





2.3 A TYPOLOGY OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION
In the preceding discussion, the definition of formal
instruction in this study has been given according to which
a number of methods can be categorized into formal
instruction at the general level. In this section, we will
look at formal instruction at the specific level: by means
of a feature-type comparison, we will see how types of
formal instruction differ with respect to the presentation
and practice of grammatical principles. Krashen and Seliger
(1975), based on a feature analysis of language teaching
methods, identify eight features two of which are common to
all formal instruction (i.e., isolation of rules/structures
as well as the provision of error correction and error
detection discussed in section 2.1.1). The other six are
local, i.e., characteristics that are not found in all
formal methods. These six features are as follows:
1) ±Deductive.j This feature refers to the presentation
of rules before practice versus the inference of rules from
practice (inductive). Some of the teaching methods are
deductive while others are inductive (cf. section 2.1.2,
2.1.3).
2) ±Explicit. A* deductive method will always be
explicit,. but this feature is not necessarily present in the
inductive methods. As Krashen and Seliger (1975) point out,
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"a rule may be given explicitly after an exercise to fix it
in the mind of the student or in order to aid those with
faulty inductive powers. Alternatively, the rule may not be
stated at all by the teacher, the learner makes his own
representation of the generalization. From this
illustration, we may arrive at the following schematic
representation:
+DEDUCTIVE -EXPLICIT -GRAMMAR-TRANSLATION, COGNITIVE CODE
+INDUCTIVE -±EXPLICIT- AUDIOLINGUALISM, DIRECT METHOD
(discussed in section 2.1.3)
3) Sequence. It refers to the arrangement of the
language content. In language teaching, the gradation of the
language items can be based on contrastive principles on
increasing complexity, on utility, or frequency, or on the
'natural' order of acquisition. The validity of these
principles for the arrangement of the language content or
gradation remains to be substantiated by empirical research.
So far no experimentation has taken place comparing one
sequence with any other.
4) Performance channel. This feature refers to the
separation and combination of the four skills: listening,
speaking, reading and writing, specific to a method. A
method may present a 'single channel' or may be 'multi-
channel'. According to, Krashen, single channel methods
include audiolingualism (emphasizing understanding first)
and the silent way (emphasis on early speaking). The
19
grammar-translation and the cognitive-code methods are both
multi-channel with emphasis on non-separation of skills.
5) Exercise type: focus-on versus focus-away. This
feature is reflected in the design of drills. In grammar-
translation and cognitive practice, the learner's attention
is drawn towards the grammatical point to be learned while
audiolingual exercises and drills are designed in such a way
as to shift students' attention away from the pattern to be
learnt, i.e., substitution drills following the presentation
of the target pattern divert students' attention from the
target pattern, but the words to be substituted in the slot
call forth their attention. As Krashen and Seliger put it,
the idea is that the student's conscious attention is on
the noun, but what he is learning 'automatically' is the
habit of pattern."
6) Extent of control. This concerns the degree to which
the program is designed so as to minimize the learner's
errors. The audiolingual method is fully controlled in that
no error is expected from the students when doing mechanical
pattern drills. The Cognitive-code method, however, is less
controlled. It emphasizes the creative use of the language.
There is no prevention of students' errors.
Based on this feature-type analysis, we may compare the
five types of formal instruction mentioned in the previous
sections by tabulation:
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Table 2. Feature-type Comparison of the Five Types of
Formal Instruction at the Specific Level
LOCAL GRAMMAR COGNITIVE DIRECT AUDIO- SILENT














Key: indicating the presence of the feature
indicating the absence of the feature
indicating the co-existance of the feature
Krashen and Seliger (1975) claim that these local
features can be quite important in increasing language
learning speed, efficiency, or simply make the task of
second language learning more comfortable and enjoyable.
They further observe that in empirical research
investigating the effectiveness of certain methods, it is
necessary to select one local feature at a time. By so
doing, no ambiguity will arise when the research findings
are interpreted. In other words, the comparison of the
single local feature will guarantee the validity of the
research findings.
Up to now, the effectiveness of formal instruction on
SLA has hitherto been an issue of much debate. A number of
classroom-centered studies have been conducted in an effort
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to determine a) whether formal instruction facilitates SLA
b) if so, what kinds of formal instruction are more
effective in accelerating the speed of SLA. In the
following section, we will review the research findings
related to these provocative questions.
2.4 EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON THE ROLE OF FORMAL
INSTRUCTION IN SLA
2.4.1 THE EFFECT OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION IN GENERAL
In the previous section, we discussed the term formal
instruction from two perspectives: we gave a general
definition of formal instruction and we subclassified formal
instruction according to six features. The present review
about the role of formal instruction in SLA will also be
undertaken from these two perspectives. First an overview
of the research findings related to the role of formal
instruction in general will be presented. As argued by Ellis
(1985), it is possible to talk about the role of formal
instruction in general. This issue is logically prior to any
considerations of whether different types of formal
instruction produce different outcomes. Secondly, when
considering the role of formal instruction, the route of SLA
should be distinguished from the rate/success of SLA. This
is because it is possible that formal instruction may have
an effect upon both the route and rate of SLA or just one
of them.-In accordance with Ellis' argument, the effect of
formal instruction in general is discussed with respect to
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the route of SLA,'as well as the rate/success of SLA.
2.4.1.1 THE EFFECT OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION
ON THE ROUTE OF SLA
The route of SLA is here defined as the general sequencE
of development and the order in which specific grammatical
features are acquired by the L2 learner via formal
instruction in the classroom. The effect of formal
instruction on the route of SLA was investigated in a number
1973, Fathman 1975, 1976, Perkins and Freeman 1975, Makinc
1979, Pica 1983, Felix 1981, Ellis 1984a).4 These studies
indicate that there seems to be a uniform developmental
sequence which all children and adults follow in learning
the grammatical features of the target language. In other
words, the second language learners, irrespective of their
age, first language background or type of language
exposure, will eventually follow a natural order5 in the
acquisition of certain grammatical structures. A uniform
sequence in the acquisition of linguistic forms has been
reported in morpheme order studies, most of which are cross-
sectional in design. Similar results have been obtained from
longitudinal studies that are concerned with the acquisition
of syntactic structures. The evidence about the universal
developmental pattern supplied by morpheme studies will be
considered first.
a) Morpheme order studies
of L2 acquisition studies in the 70s and 80s (Dulay and Burt
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A number of studies (Fathman 1975, 1978, Perkins and
Larsen-Freeman 1975, Makino 1979, Lightbown 1980, Pica
1983), investigate the acquisition order of a range of
grammatical morphemes in the L2 learners' spontaneous
language production (most of the tests are oral). These
studies were carried out with the assumption that there was
an invariant order in SLA similar to that observed in Li
acquisition. The subjects differed in age, first language
background, and most importantly in language environments:
formal instruction in the classroom vs. naturalistic
language exposure in the community where the target language
is the native language. Data were obtained according to a
more or less fixed procedure: the subjects were engaged in a
structured conversation in which obligatory contexts were
provided for the learner to supply certain morphemes. Rank
order correlations were then established between accuracy
orders for the different morphemes in the speech of
different groups of learners. Much evidence has emerged from
the morpheme studies suggesting that formal instruction does
not change the route followed by the L2 learner in the
process of SLA.
The following three studies examined the acquisition of
certain morphemes by L2 learners of different age groups
with different first language backgrounds. The results from
these studies indicate that there exists an identical
development pattern in L2 learner's acquisition of
grammatical functors, age and first language background
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notwithstanding.
Fathman (1975) conducted an experiment with 200
children (age 6-15) from diverse language backgrounds who
were learning English as a second language in American
public schools. Some of them, besides attending the normal
classes, received one hour per day of instruction in English
as a second language. Others did not attend any formal
English classes. An oral production test was designed to
assess the ability of these nonnative English speaking
children to produce standard English morphology and syntax.
The test consisted of twenty subtests. Each subtest was
based upon a' particular morpheme category or syntactic
pattern e.g., the present participle, possessive and
negative morphemes, the comparative, imperative structures.
The testing results indicate that the order of acquisition
of structures is strikingly similar for all children
independent of whether they were instructed in an ESL
class or not. The following figure exhibits the high
similarity in acquisition order for all children regardless
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SUB-TESTS OF ORAL PRODUCTION TEST
Figure 1. Comparison of Mean Score Obtained by Children
in Different Language Program: ESL and No ESL.
Lightbown et al. (1980) investigated the effects of
formal instruction by testing subjects' use of five -s
morphemes: plural, possessive, third person singular,
auxiliary and copular. The subjects in this study (N=175)
were children and adolescents who were learning English at
three grade levels (6, 8, 10) in French language public
schools near Montreal. The data were obtained from a
grammaticality judgement/correction task and a communicative
game involving picture description. The grammaticality
judgement test was administered three times: The first and
second tests were separated by a two-day interval, while the
third test was administered five months later. A review
lesson was given to the experimental. group between the first
and second tests, while the control group had no review
instruction. Their findings were:
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1) On both grammaticality judgement and communicative
tasks, the accuracy order of the three verb -s inflections
was consistent with the natural order.
2) In the grammaticality judgement task on the second
test, the experimental group showed an average improvement
of almost 11 percent in terms.of overall scores, while the
control group showed less than 3 percent improvement.
However, on the third test, the overall scores for both
groups generally fell back to a level between those of the
first and second administrations.
Their findings suggest that formal instruction might
occasionally have minor effects on morpheme acquisition, but
its influence may be short-lived.
The subjects in Perkins and Larsen-F`reeman' s (1975)
study were 12 Venezuelan adults learning English in the
United States.' They designed two elicitation instruments to
evaluate the effect of formal instruction on the order of
morpheme acquisition: a) a translation task, b) an oral task
based on a non-dialogue film. Two tests were given to these
subjects. In the first test, no significant difference was
found in terms of acquisition order of morphemes. After one
month of instruction, the second test was given. Very little
difference in the rank order of morphemes was found on the
two occasions with respect to the two tasks, suggesting that
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the instruction students had undergone had had little effect
on the route of SLA. However, although in both tasks no
significant difference was found in the order of
acquisition, they did observe in the oral task that there
was some improvement in the learners' performance on the
morphemes taught. As a result, they concluded that formal
instruction might result in some improved performance but
not necessarily a change in the acquisition order.
The three morpheme studies discussed above indicate that
formal instruction is unable to alter the order of
acquisition. However, it should be pointed out that these
three studies were carried out in environments where the
subjects had access to formal instruction in the classroom
as well as L2 exposure outside the classroom. That is to
say, in the places where the experiments were conducted,
English was the native language. One may argue, therefore,
that the results from these studies are not convincing, as
they do not reveal the independent contribution of efficacy
of pure classroom instruction.
Pica (1983) tried to overcome the inadequacy of the
above-mentioned three studies by controlling for the
language community where the subjects lived in. She sampled
18 adult native Spanish speakers representing three
different conditions of target language exposure: six
subjects receiving formal instruction in Mexico City, six
being naturalistic learners residing in Philadelphia, and
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six attending an ESL program in Philadelphia. For the first
group of learners living in Mexico city, the only exposure
to the target language was through classroom instruction.
They did not have any direct contact with English-speaking
communities except minimal language input from films,
television, newspapers and magazines. The second group of
learners residing in the United States had naturalistic
exposure only, while the third group of learners studying in
the United States had both classroom and naturalistic
exposure.
By comparing the production of eight morphemes by these
groups of learners in an hour-long conversation with the
interviewers, Pica found that all groups of subjects had
exhibited a highly similar overall rank order of morpheme
suppliance in obligatory contexts. This rank order had
correlated closely with the natural order. What should be
especially mentioned is that the instruction- only group
showed the least divergence from the natural order.
The other two studies that touched upon the pure effect
of classroom instruction were conducted by Fathman (1978)
and Makino (1979). Fathman compared the English oral
ability of 50 students learning English in the United States
in a naturalistic setting with that of 50 students learning
English in Germany in a formal classroom setting. The
results revealed that there was a close correlation in the
difficulty order produced by the two groups of students. In
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Makino's study, a' large sample was chosen: 777 juvenile
Japanese students of English from 33 classrooms. The data
were collected from-a written test which included twenty
questions providing contexts for the nine morphemes
investigated. Makino reported that the order of morphemes
for all subjects was significantly correlated with orders
obtained by the other morpheme studies (Dulay and Burt 1973,
1974, Bailey, Madden and Krashen 1974, Larsen-Freeman 1975).
A similar acquisition hierarchy to the natural order was
also obtained. He concluded that the strong similarities
existed in the L2 acquisition process for all kinds of
learners: children, adolescents and adults, notwithstanding
years of formal instruction.
From the findings of the morpheme studies has emerged a
general picture about the effect of formal instruction on
the route of SLA: formal instruction in general fails to
change the acquisition order of grammatical features in
spontaneous language use, the difficulty order of morphemes
remains constant throughout various stages of L2
development. Further evidence pointing to the lack of an
effect of formal instruction on the order of grammatical
development in SLA comes from the longitudinal studies which
mostly examined the acquisition of transitional structures.6
b). Longitudinal studies
As mentioned above there are very few longitudinal
studies investigating the effect of formal instruction on
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the acquisition of syntax. The available longitudinal
evidence, to the best of my knowledge, comes from three
studies: Felix (1981), Ellis (1984) and Schumann (1978).
Of the three studies, Felix's study is of particular
interest, because her subjects were pure classroom learners
who were entirely dependent on formal instruction in the
classroom. This study, carried out in Germany, sought to
discover how students acquire a second language in a
classroom setting. The subjects were 34 L2 learners of
English in a first-year class of a German high school. They
received a forty-five- minute period of English teaching for
five days a week. Felix observed this English class for a
period of eight months. The grammatical variables examined
in this study were negation, interrogation, sentence types
and pronouns.
In her observation, Felix found the subjects followed a
developmental sequence almost identical to that of
naturalistic learners. Take negation for example. In Felix
study, the first negative particle to be taught was no in
elliptic sentences. The pupils were exposed to and drilled
extensively in such dialogues as:
a) Is this a dog?
Yes, it is.
b) Is there a flag in Peter's room?
No, there isn't.
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In the first eight weeks, they did not have any
difficulty in using the external negation no, but were
unable to use affirmative and negative elliptic sentences.
Despite repeated pattern drills, they still produced
mismatched utterances,
e.g., a) Is this a dog?
Yes, it isn't.
b) Is there a flag in Peter's room?
No, there is.
Main verb sentence negation was taught in the second
half of the school year. Despite the lengthy explanation of
grammatical principles of tense and number marking, 48% of
the utterances produced by the subjects under drill
condition were, not well-formed. For example, even though the
teacher had explained the difference between the don't
and doesn't in great detail, the students took them as
free variants and produced the sentences as He don't stand
behind the counter. You doesn't smoke pipe.
An explanation was given to suggest why the subjects
followed the same developmental sequence as that in
naturalistic language acquisition. Research on naturalistic
language acquisition (Klima and Bellugi 1966, Wode 1980) has
revealed that all naturalistic learners progress through
three stages in the acquisition of negation. They begin by
using,external negation in stage I with the negator external
to the sentence nucleus (e.g., no, you). Then they progress
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to internal negation in stage II (e.g., that's no good). It
is not until the third stage that they are able to produce
negative sentences with correct inflection and tense. It is
obvious that the subjects in Felix's study also followed
this developmental pattern. At that point of time, they were
not ready for the acquisition of negative elliptic sentences
and internal negation. When they were forced to produce
these kinds of negative utterances in the classroom, they
either selected randomly any one structure from a given
repertoire or followed the same rules that characterized
early stages in naturalistic language acquisition. In other
structures investigated by Felix parallels were also found
between tutored and naturalistic SLA.
Felix concluded that tutored and naturalistic SLA
involved the same learning process. Formal instruction could
not eliminate or suppress those processes which constituted
man's natural ability to acquire language.
Ellis (1984 a) investigated three L2 learners of English
aged 10-13. They attended a Language Unit in London in a
full-time withdrawal situation (i.e., without any exposure
to native speaking children). The grammatical structures
examined were negation, interrogation, and verb phrase
morphemes.7 All these structures were introduced by formal
instruction and practiced in the classroom. The study
covered a period of nine months. When analysing the
communicative speech produced by the subjects in the
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classroom, Ellis found that his subjects followed a
developmental pattern more or less identical to that of
naturalistic learners. This was true for all the structures
investigated. Ellis echoes Felix in saying that formal
instruction does not circumvent the processes responsible
for the sequence of development evident in transitional
structures such as negation and interrogation in
naturalistic SLA.
Schumann (1978) conducted an instructional experiment
with a 33 year-old Costa Rican named Alberto. He taught him
how to negate within a seven-month of period. Prior to the
instruction, the subjects was at the first stage of negation
(his no+ v utterances were 22% correct). However, after
seven months instruction, Alberto made little progress in
the acquisition of negation. Although he made some
improvement in elicited negative utterances (64% correct),
his spontaneous negatives utterances were only 20% correct
(still in the first stage). A conclusion was drawn that in
normal communication, formal instruction did not affect the
developmental sequence in transitional structures. It
influenced the learner's production only in test-like
situations.
SUMMARY
Both morpheme and longitudinal studies have sought to
investigate whether formal instruction influences the route
of S LA. The results from these studies suggest that the
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answer should be negative. In general, formal instruction
does not appear to have any marked effects on the
acquisition of grammatical morphemes. Nor does it have any
obvious influence on the overall sequence of development of
grammatical structures in SLA. A tentative conclusion can
be drawn that in spontaneous language production, no matter
in what order grammatical structures are presented and
practiced in the classroom, L2 learners will eventually
follow a uniform route of SLA.
2.4.1.2 THE EFFECT OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION
ON THE RATE/SUCCESS OF SLA
It has been indicated in the above section that
independent of such factors as years of formal
instruction, first language background, L2 learners,
children or adults, follow a uniform developmental sequence
in learning the grammatical properties of the target
language. Formal instruction in general exerts no impact on
the path of SLA. In what follows, we shall examine whether
formal instruction affects the rate/ success of SLA in the
light of findings from empirical studies. The term rate of
SLA, in contrast to route of SLA, denotes the speed at
which second language learning take place. The term
success means the proficiency level attained by the L2
learner. A large number of studies have explored the
effects of formal instruction on the rate/success of SLA.
But almost all of these studies examine the relative
utility of formal instruction, that is, they measure the
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learning rate by comparing groups of learners with different
learning environment (with respect to extent of exposure and
amount of formal instruction) vis-a- vis their overall level
of proficiency. These experiments by and large ignored the
effect of formal instruction on the acquisition of specific
linguistic properties. The only exception is Ellis(1984b),
which investigates the direct effects of formal instruction
on the acquisition of specific rules. Although SLA
researchers have made a great deal of effort in exploring
the effect of formal instruction on accelerating the
learning rate, due to the methodological problems in their
research design, no satisfactory conclusion has been drawn.
a) Relative Utility Studies
Long (1983) presents a comprehensive review of the
relevant research on the rate/success of SLA and lists
eleven studies (see the simplified table below):
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Table 3. Empirical Studies on the Relationship between Formal
Instruction, Exposure and Second Language Acquisition
STUDY SUBJECTS EXPERIMENT TEST PROFICIENCY
LOCATION TYPE (B ,I or A)
FORMAL INSTRUCTION HELPS
adults1, Carroll (1967) USA & IN B I A
abroad
adults
2, Chihara & Oile
Japan DP & IN B I Ai
children Mexico3, Briere (1978 DP B
4, Krashen,Seliger
adults USAHartnett (1974) DP B I A
5, Krashen &
adults USASeliger (1976) IN I A
6, Krashen, Jones,
Zelinski &
adults USA DP & INUsprich (1978) B I A
AMBIGUOUS CASE
7, Hale & Budar adolens- USA DP & IN B I A
cents(1970)
children USA IN B I A8, Fathman (1976)
FORMAL INSTRUCTION DOES NOT HELP
adults USA DP I A9, Upshur (1968)
adults USA DP I A10,Mason (1971)
children USA IN B I A11,Fathman (1975)
Key: B= beginner DP= discrete-point
I= intermediate IN= integrative
A-= advanced
From the table, we can see the findings from the studies
are mixed: six show a positive effect, three a negative
effect, and two do not offer clear results.
According to Pienemann (1985), Ellis (1985), the
ambiguity of these results had to do with the type of
available data and the. research method applied. All of the
studies examined the relative utility rather than the
absolute effect of formal instruction. In other words, they
(1978)
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were concerned with the effect of formal instruction on L2
proficiency in relation to the effect of simple exposure to
the L2 in natural settings. In these studies, learners with
different learning environments8 were tested and compared
for their proficiency level. There are mainly three
methodological problems with this type of study.
First of all, it is difficult to separate out the effect
of instruction and exposure. Take for example the two
studies conducted by Krashen, Seliger and Hartnett (1974),
Krashen and Seliger (1976). In their studies,the proficiency
level of learners with only naturalistic exposure was
compared to the level of learners with formal instruction
plus naturalistic exposure. It is assumed that as the amount
of exposure is equal in both groups,9 the higher proficiency
score of the latter group will be due to the effect of
formal instruction. However, the validity of such studies
can be questioned on the ground that the students with more
formal instruction experienced more overall contact with the
L2. Thus the results obtained could presumably be explained
in terms of the amount of total contact (i.e., total
instruction time plus total exposure time) rather than the
amount of formal instruction. In addition, the measure of
equal amount of exposure was arbitrary. The rating scale
for the intensity contact, as well as the pure time of
exposure, would by no means guarantee that in the respective
comparison, the natural part of the learning/acquisition
process would be the same for the two groups. Individual
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variation may be. involved, and time and intensity of
exposure are not the only factors functioning in L2
acquisition.
The second problem in this type of study is related to
the issue of learners' motivation. This, being one of the
important factors in L2 acquisition, can influence the
result in several ways. For instance, in Hale and Budar's
(1970) study, the learners were not given any choice whether
they would be willing to receive formal instruction. As
reported by Hale and Budar, some subjects resented the form-
based classes and did not perform well. The effect of
motivation, therefore, was confounded with those of formal
instruction. This may have added to the ambiguity of the
results.
The third problem with the relative utility studies is
that none of them provided any detailed account of what went
on in the classroom. It was assumed that most of the
classroom instruction was form-based. Therefore, in these
studies formal instruction was operationally defined as
years of English studies in the classroom. When reading the
report, one does not know what took place in the name of
formal instruction and in what way formal instruction led
to the positive or negative findings. As is shown in section
2.1, formal instruction can be extremely varied. Even if
positive findings have been obtained, one does not know what
kind of formal instruction facilitates SLA. It is difficult,
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therefore, to apply findings from relative utility studies
to second language pedagogy.
It should be noted that despite the above mentioned
problems and the diversity of results, Long (1983) asserts
that formal instruction does have positive effects on the
rate/success of SLA. He argues that formal instruction is
beneficial a).. for children as well as adults, b) for
intermediate and advanced learners as well as beginners, c)
on integrative as well as discrete-point tests, and d) in
acquisition-rich as well as acquisition poor environments.10
Clearly, this is quite a sweeping conclusion, since the
research findings available on these issues are equivocal.
The four points summarized by Long remain to be further
substantiated by empirical studies.
b) Studies on the Absolute Effect of Formal Instruction
In view of the aforementioned problems with relative
utility studies, Ellis (1984b) conducted an empirical study
which directly examines the effect of formal instruction on
the acquisition of WH questions. The 13 subjects were given
three hours' teaching aimed at ensuring a clear
understanding of the meaning of "what" "who" "when" and
where and the use of subject-verb inversion with these
interrogative pronouns. What should be specially mentioned
is that in Ellis's report there is an elaboration of the
formal instruction taking place in the classroom. The
method adopted in the class was audiolingual. An elicitation
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game was designed to measure pupils' ability to produce
inverted WH questions.
Ellis observed that for the class as a whole there was
no significant development after three hours of teaching.
But when the amount of formal instruction directed at each
individual pupil was measured, it was found that some of the
children made conspicuous improvement. But Ellis did not
attribute the improvement to the amount of direct teaching
specially addressed to the children. This is because when
measuring the participation of each pupil in instructional
exchanges, Ellis discovered that it was the low interactors
rather than the high interactors that gained the higher
scores. He suggested then that it might be the quality of
certain kinds of interaction rather than focus on form that
contributed to the development of WH interrogatives in those
children who showed some improvement. Based on the findings
in his study, Ellis came to the conclusion that active
involvement in formal language instruction did not appear to
facilitate SLA.
Despite the value of Ellis' findings, one could observe
a number of limitations in his study:
Firstly, since this study was conducted in a Language
Unit in London, thus the variable of learning environment is
difficult to control. Ellis reports that, all the pupils
were exposed to English outside the classroom, particularly
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in the Language 'Unit.... The extent to which they use
English outside the Unit is less certain." It is
questionable, therefore, whether the results obtained from
the study truly reveal the pure effect of formal
instruction.
Secondly, as mentioned above, motivation can have a
bearing on the results. This study did not take the
motivation factor into consideration. If the subjects, like
those in Hale and Budar's (1970) study, have been resentful
about formal instruction, this would have complicated the
experimental findings.
Thirdly, formal instruction in this study covered too
short a period of time to provide an adequate amount of data
from which reasonable conclusions might be drawn. Given
this limitation, the conclusion of this study can only be
tentative.
SUMMARY
The relative utility studies as well as Ellis (1984b)
have tackled a very specific interpretation of the question
as to whether formal instruction in general is effective in
improving learners' language proficiency, i.e., whether
formal instruction facilitates the rate/success of SLA. This
branch of research has left us with contradictory findings.
It has been pointed out that this lack of conclusive
findings might be imputable to the research method employed
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in these studies. An attempt to overcome the methodological
weakness of the relative utility studies was Ellis
(1984b) which examined the absolute effects of formal
instruction on the L2 learner's acquisition of grammatical
structures. Although this study has its own shortcomings, it
has pointed to a new direction in empirical research on the
role of formal instruction.
A Pause for Reflection
We may return to the two issues raised at the beginning
of this chapter: a) does formal instruction aid SLA? b) what
kinds of formal instruction facilitate SLA most? We have
tackled the first issue by seeking answers to two main
specific questions: does formal instruction affect the route
of SLA? does formal instruction affect the rate of SLA? The
result related to the route of acquisition demonstrate that
formal instruction has little influence on the acquisition
order. The findings from the morpheme studies and other
longitudinal studies have indicated that regardless of years
of formal instruction, L2 learners follow a more-or-less
identical route in the process of SLA. On the other
hand, research which addressed the rate of acquisition has
provided sufficient evidence to suggest that further
research investigating the absolute effect of formal
instruction is very much in demand, since no satisfactory
findings on this question have as yet been obtained. Ellis
(1985), makes the following remarks when commentating on
Long's review (1983), "However, to deny that instruction can
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help learners to acquire a L2 is not only counter-intuitive,
but contrary- to the personal experience of countless
teachers and students. In broad terms, therefore, Long's
review of the research only confirms a common-sense
assumption. Ellis holds that what is of interest in SLA
research is not so much whether formal instruction
facilitates the rate/success of SLA, but how. The following
sections turn to the experimental evidence that will clarify
the second issue we started out with: what kinds of formal
instruction facilitate SLA most and how?
2.4.2 THE EFFECT OF SUBTYPES OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION ON SLA
In section 2.1 and 2.2, we clarified the conceptual
content of the terms: DEDUCTIVE, INDUCTIVE, EXPLICIT,
IMPLICIT, COGNITIVE-CODE METHOD, AUDIOLINGUAL METHOD.
We also discussed six local features of formal instruction,
which provide us with a basis for viewing the similarities
and differences of various teaching methods such as grammar-
translation, cognitive-code and audiolingualism. We
observed that in L2 pedagogy, some of these terms are often
used interchangeably. There seem to have been two ways of
using these terms. The word deductive is often connected
with the cognitive method which explicitly presents the
grammatical rules to the L2 learners. The word inductive,
on the other hand, is frequently associated with the
audiolingual method in which the grammatical rules may or
may not be clearly stated. Thus SLA researchers in the past
have identified two types of instruction characterized by
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two different chains of association:
DEDUCTIVE ---+EXPLICIT--- COGNITIVE-CODE METHOD
INDUCTIVE ---±EXPLICIT--- AUDIOLINGUAL METHOD
In the last twenty years or so, a number of comparative
studies have been conducted on the relative effectiveness of
each type of instruction in SLA. These studies fall into
three categories:
1) large-scale, longitudinal studies that failed to find
any differences between certain teaching methods,
2) small-scale, longitudinal studies which succeeded
in finding a better way of teaching, but which failed to
show the decisive factors in a successful teaching method,
3) small-scale, feature-focused studies which, with
considerable evidence, demonstrated the crucial factors for
effective teaching.
2.4.2.1 LARGE-SCALE LONGITUDINAL STUDIES
The Pennsylvania Project serves as a good example of the
first type of research. This project was initiated in 1965
and was designed to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
three teaching methods for beginning and intermediate French
and German classes in 58 high schools. The three methods
under examination were a) grammar-translation, though
translation was not stressed, b) the audiolingual method, c)
audiolingualism plus grammar. 11 All together 61 beginning
French, classes and 43 beginning German classes were assigned
to one of the three teaching methods. Only one method was
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used in any given school. Classroom instruction under each
of the three methods was carried out during the 1965-1966
school year and the field consultants visited all the
classes periodically to monitor teachers' adherence to the
assigned method. About half of the French and German
students who had participated in the original 1965-1966
experiment were followed through a second year of language
instruction (1090 students participated in the second year
investigation from a first-year total of 2171). Students'
achievement in the four skills was evaluated at the middle
and end of the first and second years by using MLA
cooperative classroom tests. The test results showed that
the project failed on the whole to uncover significant
differences among the three methods. After two years of
instruction, no difference was found with regard to the
students' achievement in the four skills.
The failure of the Pennsylvania Project is not
surprising, since in such a large-scale investigation, there
must have been. a host of potential variables which could not
have been wholly controlled. In addition to the
instructional variable, at least three important classes of
variables could influence students' performance: a) student
variables (e.g., difference in motivation, aptitude,
intelligence), b) teacher variables (amount of teaching
experience and skills, personality, c) school variables
(overall administrative atmosphere, classroom furnishing).
Because of the large sample, even the instructional variable
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was not under proper control. Hammerly (1975) argues the
result from this project is invalid. The main reason is
related to the adoption of different teaching methods. Since
so many teachers were involved in the project, one cannot be
certain that the way in which they conducted the classes was
in conformity with the tenets of each method. This project
has been widely criticized for its unscientific research
methodology.
2.4.2.2 SMALL-SCALE LONGITUDINAL STUDIES
Researchers have drawn lessons from the failure of
large-scale studies such as the Pennsylvania Project. Since
then, small-scale longitudinal or cross-sectional studies
have been carried out. The GUME Project typified this kind
of research. This project was conducted by a group of
scholars in Sweden. Their studies involved a relatively
modest number of lessons covering just a few target
structures. The results from this project revealed that
learners in cognitive-learning courses outperformed those
following an audiolingual course. Von Elek and Oskarsson's
(1970) experiment (as part of the project) showed a clear
advantage for the cognitive-code method in adult learners.
The objective of their study was twofold: a) to assess
the relative effectiveness of implicit/explicit methods in
the teaching of grammatical structures of English to adult
learners,, b) to see which of the two theories underlying
these methods-- audiolingual habit theory/cognitive code-
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learning theories is a better basis for teaching L2 grammar
to adults. The experiment was carried out in a 15-week
elementary English course offered at a secondary school for
adults. The regular course covered 6o hours in which
students met twice a week for a double session (2 hours).
The experimental lesson series consisting of 10 consecutive
lessons totally 40 hours in duration were administered in
the middle of the term. The subjects, 125 adult learners
aged from 17- 60, were assigned to the implicit and
explicit treatment groups on the basis of the proficiency
and aptitude tests. The implicit group was slightly superior
in initial proficiency in English. Five grammatical
structures were taught in the experimental lesson series: a)
the use of some and any and their compounds b)
adjectives and adverbs c) prepositions plus gerunds d)
possessive pronouns e) the passive voice. In this study,
all the experimental lessons were pre-recorded the and run
from tape-recorders. Each subject was supplied with a
workbook containing texts and exercises. The same course
books, tapes and additional aids were used in all
experimental classes. On the whole, the two lesson series
were identical in what was taught, but differ in how they
were taught. In an implicit lesson, grammar was taught by
means of carefully structured pattern drills. No explicit
grammatical explanation or generalizations were given.
Practice of audiolingual skills was predominant while in an
explicit lesson, the structure presented in the basic text
was carefully explained to the students at the beginning of
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the class by comparing and contrasting the corresponding
Swedish structure. In this method, grammar was not taught as
an end in itself, but was always followed by exercises
containing common every-day sentences, giving the learners
the opportunity of immediate application of the learnt
rules. A battery of tests were administered including one
attitude test, four pre-tests and four post-tests.
The results showed that both groups made some progress.
But the explicit group made better progress than the
implicit group, showing 13 percent improvement as opposed to
the 10 percent improvement of the implicit group. An
analysis of covariance with the oral test also indicated a
difference in favour of the explicit group. Their study
proves that more effective learning is achieved by the
explicit method. Pattern drills, no matter how carefully
structured and well performed, are of limited value as long
as insight into the structure of the language is not
provided explicitly. Further, the fact that the explicit
group did better on the oral test suggests that aural-oral
skills are not entirely dependent on aural-oral practice:
it may well be that cognitive command is a short-cut towards
the acquisition of such skills.
Compared with the Pennsylvania Project, the design of
this study is much better. The three variable ignored in the
Pennsylvania Project were, to some extent, controlled by the
Swedish scholars. They conduct their study in one secondary
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school, thus the school variable is under control. In order
to eliminate the teacher variable, they pre-recorded all the
experimental lessons. Besides, an attitude test is
administered to control the motivation factors. Despite its
contribution to SLA research, the study still suffers from a
number of drawbacks.
First of all, in this study, the teaching series were
pre-recorded and run from tape recorders. There was no
direct teacher-student interaction. Thus teaching and
learning seem to have followed a rigid pattern. No
adjustment could have been allowed when necessary. From our
experience in language teaching, this method is not
representative of common classroom practice-- language
classes are never wholly dependent on tape-recorders. We may
argue that although they have got significant findings with
respect to the two experimentally-controlled methods, their
findings may not have significance in terms of their
application to classroom teaching.
Secondly, this study looked at the combination effect of
several features of formal instruction rather than a single
feature. The two methods adopted in the experimental lessons
differ not only in the feature of explicitness but also in
other features such as the deductive/inductive presentation
of the rules and different exercise types and contents in
each group. When interpreting the data, it is difficult to
identify which feature is the decisive factor that
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ensures a better progress in learning. One cannot conclude
positively that it is the explicit aspect of the instruction
which is responsible for the finding. It might well be the
deductive presentation of the rule rather than the explicit
explanation that accelerates the learning rate.
Thirdly, the heterogeneity of the subject sample may
have a bearing on the results. The subjects in this study
varied a great deal with respect to age, social and
educational background, occupation, previous knowledge of
English, and had but few common characteristics. According
to Clark (1969) besides motivation and aptitude, previous
knowledge of English, social and educational background are
also elements constituting the learner variable. These
elements should either be controlled in the experiment or be
accounted for when the data is interpreted.
The large scale Pennsylvania Project and the better
controlled study of Von Elek and Oskarsson exemplify the
two types of empirical studies reproved by Seliger (1975).
The former illustrates quasi-controlled experiments which
are large in scale and attempt to confirm or disconfirm an
entire theory of teaching or learning without identifying
the component parts. This kind of experiments often
encompasses too many variables thus making the reliable
results almost impossible to obtain. The study of Von Elek
and Oskarsson illustrates small-scale, longitudinal
experiments which are better in design than the previous
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ones. However, as pointed out in the preceding sections,
their study does not focus on one single feature and results
are obtained under conditions approaching those of a
laboratory rather than in normal classroom setting.
2.4.2.3 SMALL-SCALE FEATURE FOCUSED STUDIES
In order to avoid aforementioned problems, small-scale
feature-focused research carried out in normal classroom
conditions with a relatively homogeneous population is
required. To our knowledge, research of this nature and
scope is noticeably lacking in the field of SLA. The only
small-scale feature-focused research reported in the
literature is carried out by Seliger (1975). This study is
feature-focused since only one feature, that is, ±deductive
was investigated.
The objective of Seliger's study was to evaluate the
inductive and modified deductive methods with regard to one
aspect of English syntax, i.e., the order of pre-nominal
modifiers. It should be noted that the only difference
between the two methods had to do with the position where
grammatical explanation was given in the lesson. In the
inductive method, grammatical explanation was given after
pattern drills while in the deductive lesson, grammatical
explanation preceded the pattern drills. The examples, the
patterns for practice and grammatical explanation were the,
same for both groups. In this study all lesson materials
were taped and played to the two experimental groups in the
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classroom.12 The experimental material consisted of two
lessons, one thirty minutes and the other thirty-five
minutes in duration for each of the experimental groups. Two
tests were given after the-experimental treatment. The first
test, a recall test, was administered one day after the
second lesson. Approximately three weeks after the first
lesson, the second test, a retention test, was given.13 The
results demonstrated that there was no significant
difference between the two groups on the recall test. But on
the retention test, the deductive group performed
significantly better than the inductive group: the
improvement score for the deductive group was 52%, while for
the inductive group was only 27%. On the basis of this
study, a conclusion was drawn that deductive method was
superior to the inductive method with respect to the
retaining of learnt grammatical concepts.
SUMMARY
The above sections have approached one of the most
thorny problems in L2 pedagogy in trying to ascertain the
relative effectiveness of subtypes of formal instruction.
Three types of research have been discussed. The first type
of study represented by the Pennsylvania Project failed to
reach the goal owing to the deficiencies in its research
design. The second type of study exemplified by Von Elek and
Oskarsson'.s (1970) experiment, which has improved in
methodology and has obtained some significant findings, has
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not provided us with a clear answer as to what particular
features of formal instruction are responsible for speeding
up the acquisition process of S LA. The third type of
research illustrated by Seliger (1975) is more convincing
than the other two in that rather than attempt to validate
inductive/deductive methods in general, the experiment
looked at only one local feature of formal instruction. As a
result, reliable findings in favor of deduction have been
obtained. However, in view of the limited range of syntactic
structure studied, the artificial setting of the lessons and
the short duration of instruction (65 minutes), one must be
careful not to derive broad generalizations from his
research. It follows then in order to gain deeper insights
into the effects of various kinds of formal instruction,
further modified empirical studies should be carried out.
The modification should allow the experiment to incorporate
two features: a normal classroom situation, and relatively
long duration of the experiment so that the effects of
formal instruction can be manifested more clearly. The
following table summarizes the experiments mentioned in
Section 2.4:
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Table 4. Studies on the Role of Formal Instruction in SLA
FORMAL INSTRUCTION IN GENERAL
STUDIES ON ROUTE OF SLA STUDIES ON RATE/SUCCESS OF SLA
MS LS RUS AES
Fathman (1975) Ellis(1984b)Schumann (1978) Carroll (1967)
Perkins and Chihara OllerFelix (1981)
Larsen-Freeman Lightbown (1978)
(1975) (1983) Briere (1978)











Tentative conclusion: Mixed results: positive,
negative, ambiguous, cf.Formal instruction in general
fails to change the route of Table 3
SLA.
SUBTYPES OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION
SMALL-SCALE SMALL-SCALELARGE-SCALE
FEATURE-FOCUSEDLONGITUDINALLONGITUDINAL
The GUME ProjectThe Pennsylvania Seliger (1975)
represented byProject
Von Elek Oskarsson(Smith 1970)
(1970)
FINDINGSFINDINGSFINDINGS
* explicit method deductive methodno difference
better than better thanamong the three
implicit method inductive methodmethods,
single-feature* multi-feature
1)± explicit ±deductivetoo many variables
2)± deductiveto be controlled
3) exercise type
MS= morpheme studyKey: FI= .formal instruction
RUS= relative utility studyLS= longitudinal study
AES= absolute effect study
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This table presents a sketch of the aforementioned
empirical studies on the role of formal instruction. Several
observations are given in the table:
1) A tentative conclusion has been drawn that formal
instruction in general has no effect on the route of SLA.
2) The findings from the previous research into the
rate/success of SLA remain ambiguous and the issue needs to
be clarified by further empirical studies.
3) With respect to research investigating the relative
effectiveness of different methods, some studies negate the
implicit method, while others lend support to the deductive
method. No experiment investigating the single feature value
±explicit has been undertaken. In short, empirical evidence
is far from sufficient to validate the effectiveness of any
kind of formal instruction. In the next section, we will
analyze the question whether formal instruction aids SLA
from a theoretical perspective.
2.5 MODELLING THE ROLE OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION IN SLA
In section 2.4, we reviewed the empirical studies on the
role of formal instruction in SLA. Research findings have
indicated that- the evidence for natural order is strong,
suggesting that formal instruction has no effect on the
route--of S LA. Studies on the relative utility of formal
instruction, on the other hand, have produced mixed results,
but in general lend support to the hypothesis that formal
instruction aids the rate/success of S LA (cf. Long's review,
1983). These findings have led to a conflict of opinion
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among SLA researchers on the question whether there is any
need to teach grammar given a natural order in language
acquisition. Some researchers feel that indeed there is no
need to teach grammar in class (Higgs & Ciffort 1983,
Terrell 1981, Krashen 1981, 1982). Others argue that
although formal instruction does not affect the route of
S LA, it has some effects on the rate/success of SLA. It may
act as an acquisition facilitator. L2 learners should be
exposed to grammatical properties (Sharwood Smith 1981, Long
1983, Van Baalen 1983, Rutherford 1987). Out of this debate
grew two conflicting theories. The monitor theory advanced
by Krashen is labelled as the "non-interface position",
while its counterpart the interface position is advocated
by a number of scholars, such as Bialystok (1978, 1979,
1981), Sharwood Smith (1981), Mclaughlin (1978), Stevick
(1980). The strands of this theoretical debate are discussed
in the next section.
2.5.1 THE NON-INTERFACE POSITION
Krashen (1981, 1982) identifies two knowledge sources in
SLA. One is learning, the other is acquisition. According to
krashen, acquisition is a subconscious process, and occurs
automatically through meaningful interaction in a natural
communicative setting. That is to say, when engaged in
natural communication, the learner, even if unaware of the
rules of the target language, can feel that some sentences
are right and others are wrong. Language learning, on the
other hand, is a conscious process in which the learner,
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when focused on the formal properties and provided with
enough time, develops his language competence by monitoring
and correction. Krashen posits that the two knowledge types
are entirely separate and unrelated. He writes, a very
important point that also need to be stated is that learning
does not 'turn into' acquisition. (1982) In his view,
whatever the efforts, learnt knowledge cannot be converted
into acquired knowledge. Following are his reasons for
divorcing acquisition from learning:
1) Acquisition is independent of learning
Krashen (1981) maintains that in second language
performance, a common phenomenon is that learners who do not
know the rules consciously can use complex structures in
communication. Actually they do not use learnt knowledge but
acquired knowledge to initiate utterances. Acquisition
serves the ultimate authentic function of spontaneous
language use- in naturalistic settings. Learning has a
peripheral role which only serves to edit or monitor one's
speech.
2) Having learnt a rule does not entail it is acquired
later on
Krashen observes that in the second language acquisition
literature, there are cases which show that learners who can
articulate grammatical 'rules but cannot use them correctly
in spontaneous communication. He also cites the case of
learner P (Krashen and Pon 1975), who, although strongly
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motivated to practice the language form, still fails to
acquire" the rule of third person singular present tense.
This, Krashen claims, shows that practice of formally
presented language items will not contribute to acquisition.
3) The third argument raised by Krashen against the
interface position is the limitation of the learner's
knowledge about the formal properties of the target
language. Even the best learner masters only a small subset
of the rules of a language (Krashen 1982). What is more,
the professional linguists are as yet far from understanding
the full intrinsic organization of the best studied
language.
4) Also called up in support of his position is the
research findings from morpheme studies. Krashen notices
that irrespective of formal instruction, learners constantly
follow a standard natural order in spontaneous language
production. This phenomenon, he argues, suffices to prove
that acquisition of the target language proceeds in accord
with 'natural order' with regard to its organizational
units, attempting to teach it is unnecessary and even
detrimental (personal talk with Rutherford, Rutherford
1987).
Ellis (1984b) points out that Krashen's position is not
only that, syntax should not be taught but also that it
cannot be taught. Krashen's non-interface position has been
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challenged by a number of SLA researchers, among them are
Bialystok (1978, 1979, 1981), Mclaughlin (1978), Sharwood
Smith (1981), Rutherford (1987). They criticize Krashen's
misconception from different perspectives. Given the
limitation of scope, we will confine our discussion to
Bialystok's and Sharwood Smith's models, since their models
clearly demonstrate the interaction between learnt/explicit
knowledge and acquired/implicit knowledge.
2.5.2 THE INTERFACE POSITION
Bialystok, like Krashen, also makes a binary
distinction between two knowledge sources in SLA. She names
them explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge (Bialystok
1978). Explicit knowledge, according to Bialystok, denotes a
conscious analytic awareness of the formal properties of the
target language, whereas implicit knowledge means an
intuitive feeling of what is correct and acceptable. In
order to account for the second language learning process,
Bialystok (1978) develops a model of second language
learning which makes a distinction between formal and
communicative strategies, as well as a distinction between
implicit and explicit knowledge sources. The model
































Figure 2. Bialystok's Model of Second Language Learning
We can see that this model consists of three levels:
INPUT, KNOWLEDGE AND OUTPUT. Each represents a different
stage in the learning and use of a second language, such as
encountering a target language through classroom, books or
immersion in the native culture. The knowledge level assumes
that there are three types of information the learner brings
to a language task: explicit linguistic knowledge, implicit
linguistic knowledge and other kind of knowledge. Each kind
of knowledge contributes to the attainment of language
proficiency. The distinction between explicit and implicit
knowledge lies in the different functions they perform in
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second language learning. Explicit knowledge is associated
with the learner's conscious awareness of linguistic
properties, while implicit knowledge is the intuitive
linguistic information that the learner uses. spontaneously
or automatically in carrying out language tasks. Unlike the
two linguistic knowledge sources, other kind of knowledge
provide the learner with related but not specifically
linguistic information such as knowledge about the cultural
aspect of the target language, knowledge of the world and so
on. Output refers to the product of language comprehension
or production and is represented by two types of responses.
All responses can be classified into one of these two types.
The essential distinction between the two types of responses
is the time element. Type I responses have time constraints
while type II do not. Speaking, for example, requires
spontaneous, immediate responses. There is a time limit, so
it belongs to the first type. But in reading, no immediate
responses are demanded, and review of the material is
possible. Therefore, Reading is more closely associated
with type II responses. Two implications can be derived from
this model:
(1) Since all the factors somehow interact with explicit
knowledge with the result of information not previously
known coming to reside in explicit knowledge, explicit
knowledge should be regarded as the crucial link in this
chain of reactions. If Bialystok's model is valid, it
follows- then in second language teaching, it is necessary to
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adopt those methods which emphasize the learner's cognitive
awareness of the linguistic properties of the target
language.
(2) Explicit knowledge can be transferred into implicit
knowledge by way of formal practising as the dotted line
between the circle of explicit knowledge and that of the
implicit knowledge indicates. Thus the cultivation of
explicit knowledge in the course of second language learning
and teaching becomes meaningful. It should be pointed out
that formal practising is the most, if not the only,
effective strategy to facilitate this transference.
Based on Bialystok's work, Sharwood Smith has developed
a model of his own, thus carrying the discussion of the








Figure 3, Sharwood Smith's Model of
Linguistic Input and Output
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As is evident from this figure, the learner can make
utterances in three different ways: 1) using implicit
knowledge only, 2) using explicit knowledge only, 3) using a
combination of explicit and implicit knowledge. This clearly
contradicts Krashen's view that utterances are exclusively
initiated by unconscious linguistic knowledge.
Another point that can be inferred from this model is
that since the input, which comes from two sources----
learner's own utterances and other speakers' utterances, can
feed back into either implicit or explicit knowledge (as is
indicated by he broken lines in the figure), the channel of
explicit to implicit knowledge is opened up. This is because
it is possible that an utterance initiated by explicit
knowledge may feed into implicit knowledge, and on the other
hand, an utterance initiated by implicit knowledge can be
rechannelled into explicit knowledge. Performance (output)
can occur by calling on each knowledge source separately or
together. Thus explicit knowledge converts into implicit
knowledge and vice-versa.
Sharwood Smith (1981) flatly refutes krashen's non-
interface position and declares that formal instruction (in
his words consciousness raising) is a short cut in SLA
which can both provide explicit knowledge and help to
convert it into implicit knowledge. The teacher's task is to
provide the learner with opportunities to practise. It is
through practice that explicit knowledge, which is non-
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automatic, becomes implicit knowledge, which is automatic.
The interface debate ha/ been largely conducted in
theoretical and speculative terms. The vast majority of the
studies on the effect of formal instruction have not been
framed in terms of the theoretical notion of interface.
There have been two empirical studies which relate the
findings to the interface issue (Ellis 1984b, Van Baalen
1983). Ellis' study approves neither the interface nor the
non-interface position. He holds that the study should be
replicated several times with different structures and
different learners before the confirmation of either
position. The only study claimed to be in favour of the
interface position was conducted by Van Baalen (1983). The
aim of his study is to examine the effectiveness of
grammatical instruction with varying degrees of
explicitness. it was hypothesized that teaching programs
providing explicit description of problematic target
structures in addition to practice may guarantee better
spontaneous language control of these structures after a
year of ESL learning than the acquisition oriented
methods.
In Van Baalen's study, four grammatical structures were
selected: two were labelled as easy rules i.e., SVO word
order and 3rd person -s, while two were considered
complex: -ing form and do support. 80 secondary school
students were randomly assigned to 4 groups treated with
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different methods: two with an explicit method, the other
two with implicit and compromise-ie methods
respectively. The main difference among the three lies in
the degree of explicitness in the presentation and practice
of grammatical rules. The explicit method offered a lot of
explicit rules to the learner in the learners' language
(Dutch) and repeated the rules regularly. The implicit
method did not present rules, but rather sentence patterns.
The compromise-ie method presented rules and patterns at the
end of the lesson.14 By the end of the term, two tests were
administered to evaluate the subjects' acquisition of the
target structures taught. One was a picture test, the other
a story-recall test. 15 Van Baalen claimed these tests had
elicited spontaneous acquired language.
The test results indicated that the more complex
grammatical items: do support and -ing form, as performed by
the four groups, did not present straightforward evidence
favouring the explicit groups. However, on the easy rule,
the three explicit type groups remarkably outperformed the
implicit group. Based on these research findings, Van Baalen
questioned the validity of Krashen's non-interface position.
He argued that the better performance of the explicit type
groups suggested that, a) contrary to Krashen's view,
conscious attention to grammar is conducive to the
development of 'acquired' knowledge. b) Krashen's rigid non-
interface position is untenable in the context of SLA
teaching in the Netherlands.
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SUMMARY
In this section we have tackled the question as to how
formal instruction may aid SLA. In seeking answers to this
question, S LA researchers have advanced two theories in an
attempt to explain the research findings and to provide a
theoretical model for understanding why formal instruction
should aid S LA. However, the validity of these theories or
models remains questionable, since little empirical
evidence has been obtained to either support or refute any
of them. By reviewing the available literature about the
role of formal instruction in SLA, our consciousness has
been raised, not, in terms of grammatical rules, but in terms
of research directions. In the following section we discuss
the implications of the above-reviewed research for the
focus of the present study.
2.6 IMPLICATIONS OF SLA RESEARCH FOR THIS STUDY
So far we have reviewed previous research on the
effectiveness of formal instruction from two perspectives:
formal instruction in general and particular types of formal
instruction. We have also discussed the interface debate
which is related to the necessity and importance of formal
instruction. The empirical studies in the past decades have
gained sufficient evidence to show that formal instruction
in general does not exert any marked influence on the route
of S LA. This fact is generally acknowledged in S LA research
circles. ABut there is no consensus about the role of formal
instruction on the rate/success of SLA. The existing
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literature has provided us with a hazy picture. In this
research area, almost all the empirical studies
investigating the relative utility of formal instruction
are invariably difficult to interpret (cf. section 2.4.1.2).
The only empirical study examining the absolute effect of
formal instruction is Ellis (1984b), and his findings do not
show any effect of form-focused classroom instruction on
learners' performance in WH questions.
In research related to the rate/success of SLA, we have
observed that better-designed empirical studies are in
demand. Ideally, the study should identify the pure effect
of formal instruction it should be carried out with a
reasonably long duration of time in an acquisition-poor
setting where learners have no target language exposure
outside the classroom.
In the survey of the literature related to the effect of
subtypes of formal instruction, we have found that the
situation almost ran parallel to that of formal instruction
at the general level. The Pennsylvania Project did not
obtain any reliable findings because of the problems
inherent in its research methodology. Van Elek and
Oskarsson (1972) provided us with a controlled experiment
testify the effectiveness of the explicit method. But as
explained previously, they failed to identify the particular
features in the explicit method that facilitates SLA. In the
only study which investigated a single feature ±deductive
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(Seliger 1975), other limitations such as the applicability
of the findings to real classroom teaching were noticed.
In the discussion of the interface debate, we have also
noticed that the debate has been conducted largely in
theoretical and speculative terms. There is only one
empirical study which lends support to the interface
position. Ellis (1984b) maintains that a single study cannot
provide sufficient evidence to prove or disprove any
specific theoretical position. A general position cannot be
established until multiple studies that provide similar
results have been carried out.
The present study was undertaken in an attempt to add
fresh evidence to the SLA research literature. Taking into
account the improvement in research design suggested by the
earlier experiments, we examined the role of formal
instruction in S LA by focusing on a single feature i.e.,
±explicit. Two different kinds of formal instruction methods
were designed: explicit formal instruction (hereinafter EFI)
vs. implicit formal instruction (hereinafter IFI). The study
was small in scale and conducted with a relatively long
period (about three weeks) in one of the average schools in
Shanghai, China. The subjects in this study were 40 Chinese
junior middle school students who are pure classroom
learners entirely dependent on classroom instruction. The
next chap-ter-provides detailed information about the design
and methodological issues of the study.
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Notes
1) In the present study, unless otherwise stated, second
language will be equated with foreign language. According to
Fathman (1978), a distinction between the two can hardly be
drawn when teaching methods, curricula or applications of
research are discussed. Therefore, English as a second
language will be put on a par with English as a foreign
language.
2) This project was begun in June 1979 by N.S. Prabhu and
the staff of the Regional Institute of English Southern
India in Bangalore. It involves teaching a language class of
thirteen-year-old pupils who had been learning English for
three years when the project began.
3) The plus(+) sign indicates presence and the minus(-)
sign absence of a feature. Some methods can take on+ and-
values for some features. For example, the audiolingual
method can take on+/- feature of explicitness.
4) These L2 acquisition order studies are, to a large
extent, influenced by Brown's (1973) now classic
longitudinal study of child's first language acquisition.
Brown analyzed the speech of three children over a four-year
period and found that these three children learnt 14 English
grammatical morphemes in a similar order. This led Brown to
suggest that the order of acquisition of certain grammatical
morphemes in English is invariant. Despite the different
rates of first language acquisition, there seems to be a
surprisingly uniform developmental course that all children
take in learning English. Brown's longitudinal finding was
confirmed by De-Villiers and De-Villiers in their cross-
sectional study (1973). Their findings on first language
acquisition order triggered subsequent studies on second
language acquisition order.
Dulay and Burt (1973, 1974) conducted cross-sectional
studies with 6-8 year children learning English as a second
language. A common order of acquisition was found by
studying a subset of the 14 morphemes Brown dealt with.
Since then more studies have been carried out to examine the
acquisition order of morphemes by children as well as by
adults. Bailey, Madden and Krashen (1974) initiated the
morpheme study with adults.
5) According to Krashen (1977), the natural order is a
similarly occurring order of English grammatical morphemes
in obligatory contexts produced by second language acquirers
under monitor-free conditions e.g., spontaneous oral
production. Krashen's natural order is as follows:
progressive -ing, plural -s-, Singular copula, progressive
auxiliary, article, past irregular, past regular, third
person singular, possessive.
6) Transitional structure, according to Dulay et al.
(1982), refers to the interim language forms that learners
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use while they are still learning the grammar of a language.
7) In his study, Ellis, besides syntactic structures, also
examined the acquisition order of three verb morphemes: the
copula, the auxiliary be and the past tense.
8) These learners learn the target language in two different
settings: the classroom setting and the naturalistic
setting/ exposure. The classroom setting is identified with
instruction. The learner learns the target language by
form-based tutoring in the classroom. The naturalistic
setting, in which no formal instruction is given, stands in
contrast to classroom setting The learner picks up the
target language through natural exposure to the target
language i.e., by conversing with native speakers or through
mass media, e.g., film, TV, magazines, and newspapers.
9) In these studies, exposure was quantified by calculating
a practice score for each subject. This was done by having
the student report how much English they spoke (on a scale
of 1-10) to native speakers of English, to speakers of their
own language and to other foreigners who were not native
speaker either. The sum of these scores, a talking score
was then multiplied by the length of time in the United
State to give a practice score. The way of obtaining the
practice score has been challenged.
10) Acquisition-rich environment is a setting in which the
target language is the native language while acquisition-
poor environment is a setting in which the target language
is the second language.
11) In the Pennsylvania Project, these three methods were
named as the traditional method, functional skills and
functional skills plus grammar which were identical to the
grammar-translation method, audiolingualism and audio-
lingualism plus grammar respectively.
12) In this study, there are two experimental groups and one
control group. One of the experimental group was taught by
an inductive method. The second experimental group was
taught by an deductive method. The control group did not
receive any special instruction but remained in class with a
teacher and studied something not related to the experiment.
13) The first test, a recall test, was administered one day
after the second lesson. Approximately three weeks later,
the second test, a retention test, was given. Both recall
and retention tests consisted of two parts. Part I tested
the learner's ability to remember the language rule and his
ability to categorize the lexical items into the classes as
they were defined by the rule. Part II measured the ability
of the subjects to distinguish acceptable and non-acceptable
instances of the language concept which was taught in the
class.
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14) The three methods employed in this study, in addition to
the feature of ±explicit, encompass other features, e.g.,
±deductive, exercise type. It is not similar to the
Seliger's study which examines only one feature of formal
instruction.
15) In the story-recall test, the subjects were first asked
to read the Dutch version of a parable. When they had
finished reading, the texts were collected. Then test sheets
with pictures and a number of English key words were
distributed. The subjects were asked to write the story in
the present tense.
In the picture test, the pupils were asked to write a
suitable text for 16 pictures (four for each structure). No
picture required more than two or three sentences.
These two tests, Van Baalen claims, elicit spontaneous




METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the present study is twofold:
a) to investigate the absolute effect of formal
instruction in SLA,
b) to ascertain the existence of the interface between
explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge. Formal
instruction in this study, as stated previously, is viewed
at two levels: formal instruction in general and particular
types of formal instruction. The research hypotheses for the
experimental survey are:
1) Formal instruction in general is conducive to the
success of SLA. It helps L2 learners to improve their
proficiency in.the production of well-formed sentences in
different learning tasks.
2) Explicit formal instruction is more effective than
implicit formal instruction in accelerating the rate of SLA.
The EFI group will make better progress than the IFI group
in the performance of different tasks.
3) There is an interface between explicit and implicit
knowledge. Through formal and functional practice, explicit
knowledge can be converted into implicit knowledge.
In order to testify these hypotheses, a small-scale,
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longitudinal experiment was conducted with 40 subjects in
one of the secondary schools in Shanghai, China. Three
grammatical structures: the simple past tense, the present
perfect tense, the passive construction, were selected to be
taught in the experimental lesson series. An achievement
test battery was designed and used both as pre-test and
post-test to measure students' improvement in language
proficiency. This chapter presents investigative methods and
procedures that were utilized for the study. Included are
the following: a) description of the subjects, b)
description of the grammatical structures selected for
investigation, c) description of the mini-curriculum, d)
data collection and instruments used for measurement.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBJECTS
The subjects who participated in this research
consisted of forty Grade 8 students studying in one of the
average secondary schools in Shanghai.1 The criteria for the
selection of the sample were as follows:
a) All of them should be enthusiastic about this program
and be willing to study English in their spare time.2
b) Students with different English proficiency scores
prior to the experiment should be included: high, average,
low.
c) Sex should be taken into consideration. It is better
to equalize male and female students in the two treatment
groups.3 Among 162 second grade students, about 90 entered
their names for the program from whom 40 were sampled.
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Table 5 presents the characteristics of the subjects:
Table 5. Characteristics of the Subjects
Number of subjects: 40






Target language exposure: classroom only
These subjects were randomly assigned to the two
treatment groups, EFI and IFI, by prior English proficiency
level as reflected by three test scores: a) score of a cloze
test, b) score of the pre-test, c) average academic score.4
The following tables provide data for a comparison of the
two treatment groups with regard to their prior proficiency
in English.
Table 6. Distribution of Subjects by Ability Leve15
Group) Ability Level
High (70-80%) (Average (60-69%) Low (50-59%)
6875.1 71.7 68.3 58.2 57.5IEFI













Table 7. A Comparison of the Initial Proficiency in English
between the Two Treatment Groups
Treatment Group
TEST EFI IFI
N X% S N X($) S 2-tail Prob
Pre-test 20 33.73 0.065 20 34.93 0.055 0.543
Cloze test 20 69.04 0.187 20 70.71 0.156 0.581
Academic score 20 90.16 0.082 20 90.12 0. 03 0.354
Total 192.93 194.76
From the total scores of the ability level and the
initial proficiency in English, we can see that there is no
significant difference between the two groups in terms of
prior English level. A comparison of the means of the raw
scores reveals that the IFI group is slightly superior to
the EFI group.
3.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTED GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES
3.3.1 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION
In this study, altogether 11 grammatical properties of
the three structures were chosen for the experimental
lessons.. The following figure presents the distribution of
the 11 grammatical properties:
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a) THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE
1) irregular vs 2) do-support for 3) anaphoric use of
regular verb negative and he past tense
morphology interrogative
construction
b) THE PRESENT PERFECT
types of the present perfect
v
4) perfect of 5)experiential 6) perfect 7) difference B) distinc-





C) THE PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION
7
9) morphological 10) mapping of 11) focus function
agent andproperties of the passive
patient toof the passive
noun phrases
Figure 4. Distribution of 11 Grammatical Properties
The selection of the grammatical properties was based on
three principles:
i). They should be easy enough for students at this
level to learn. (The low scores of the pre-test and the
relative high scores of the post-test suggest that the
choice of the structures was appropriate. See Table 15)
ii). They should not have been covered in the regular
course and should be unknown to the subjects.7
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iii). They should be structures that present special
difficulties to Chinese learners and have been found to be
sources of errors in the classroom, presumably because of
the grammatical differences between the two languages.
The following sections discuss the specific properties
related to the three grammatical structures that pose
problems for the Chinese learners. (cf. English Department,
Shanghai Foreign Language Institute, 1981, Swan and Smith,
1987).
3.3.2 The SIMPLE PAST TENSE
3.3.2.1 REGULAR VS. IRREGULAR VERB MORPHOLOGY
In English lexical verbs are classified into two
categories: regular and irregular verbs. The distinction
between regular and irregular verbs is based on the extent
to which the past and -ed participles are predictable from
the base forms (Quirk et al., 1973). For example, the simple
past tense is realized by adding the morpheme -ed to a
regular verb, so the simple past forms of regular verbs are
predictable:




Irregular verbs, however, do not have the predictable-










Linguists generally agree that Chinese is marked for
aspects but not for tense, to say nothing of the distinction
between the regular and irregular verbs (cf. Chao 1968, Li
and Thompson 1981). Past time is conveyed by lexical rather
than syntactic means such as time adverbial: zuotian
() jintian(), mingtian(). For
example, in a Chinese sentence, whatever the time adverbial,
the verb form may remain unchanged. In the corresponding
English sentence, however, the verb form has to be changed
accordingly. Observe the following pairs of sentences:
CHINESE
a) ta tiantian fabiao yanshuo
she every day deliver speech
ta zuotian fabiao yanshuo
she yesterday deliver speech
b) ta niannian cru Beijing
she every year go
ta shanqxinqi qu Beijing
she last week go
ENGLISH
He delivers a speech
every day.
He delivered a speech
yesterday.
He goes to Beijing
every year.
He went to Beijing
last week.
From these sentences, we can see that the two verb:
fabiao, qu do not undergo any morphological change,
while their counterpart in English deliver, go appear in
different forms. Acquiring English tense marking means
acquiring a new grammatical category for the Chinese
learners.
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The verb deliver is in the regular verb category and
the verb go is an irregular one. There are approximately
250 irregular English verbs (Quirk et al. 1985). To
remember different forms of these irregular verbs is really
difficult for Chinese students. It is necessary therefore to
explain to students some regularities in forming past
irregular verbs. Two types of past irregular verb forms are
identified:









The latter type of irregular verbs includes those with
suppletive forms such as was, were, as well as others which
can be. divided into different groups based on the three





It can be observed that the first group of verbs share
two features, a) the vowels in base and past forms are
identical, /e/, b) the consonant /d/ is changed into /t/. In
the second group, there is no change in the consonant, but
internal vowel change /i/ is observed.
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Such categorization of the irregular verbs, it is
assumed, may help students to interrelate and classify
different verbs they come across which will be more helpful
than mere memorization.
3.3.2.2 PAST-TENSE MARKING AND AUXILIARY STRUCTURE:
DO-SUPPORT IN NEGATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES
Quirk et al. (1981) explains the construction of Do-
support as follows: if a declarative sentence has no
auxiliary, in the corresponding interrogative and negative
structures, the verb Do is used as a 'dummy' auxiliary to
perform the function of operator which realizes distinctions
of person and tense:
e.g., DECLARATIVE: They cleaned the classroom yesterday.
We saw many people there.
INTERROGATIVE: Did they clean the classroom
yesterday?
Did you see many people there?
They did not clean the classroomNEGATIVE:
yesterday.
Did you see many people there?
In the above interrogative and negative sentences, only
DO is inflected. It acts as a tense carrier. The main verbs
are in their base forms. It has been reported that when
asked to produce the simple past negatives or questions,
Chinese students often put the past tense on more than one
verbal form:
Did they cleaned the classroom yesterday?
We did not saw many people there.
Sentences involving Do-support clearly pose problems for
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the Chinese learners of English.
3.3.2.3 MEANING AND FUNCTION OF THE PAST TENSE
According to Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1983) and
Quirk et al. (1985), the simple past tense is generally used
in the following conditions:
a) to express a habitual or repeated action/event in the
past, suggesting that some change in the habit/event has
taken place:
e.g., It snowed almost every weekend last winter
b) to express a definite single completed event/action
in the past:
e.g., I visited her two weeks ago.
c) It is used with BE and other stative verbs to denote a
past state of affairs.
e.g., The house was empty for ages.
d) anaphoric use of the past tense:
e.g., He went to Australia in 1984. He found a job in a
bank. He was promoted very soon and became the manager of
the bank.
The anaphoric use of the past time poses specific
problems for the Chinese learners, because the denotation of
the tense marking derives not from time adverbials occurring
in the same sentence, such as 'last winter', two weeks
ago', when she was young'. In the above example, only the
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first sentence has the past-time adverbial: in 1984, while
other sentences have no specific past time indicator at all.
The definite meaning of the past tense is suggested by the
preceding linguistic context. It is this anaphoric function
of past tense that presents difficulties to the Chinese
students. In the absence of time adverbials, they often fail
to recognize that the subsequent sentences, like the first
one, should also bear past tense marking. Alternatively,
they may fail to understand that sentences with anaphoric
past tense marking may refer to a past time identified in
preceding discourse. Thus, the anaphoric use of the past
tense should be specifically analyzed in the classroom.
3.3.3 THE PRESENT PERFECT
3.3.3.1 MEANINGS OF THE PRESENT PERFECT
Three types of the English present perfect identified by
Comrie (1976) were taught in the experiment:
a) experiential perfect: indicating a given situation
has held at least once during some time in the past leading
up to the present,
e.g., Bill has been to Africa.(On at least one occasion
Bill did go to Africa. But now he is back. There is no
restriction on when Bill went to Africa, other than that it
was sometime before the present).
b) perfect of result: a present state is referred to as
being the result of some past situation.
e.g., Bill has gone to America. (He is now in America.)
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This resultative meaning of the present perfect is
difficult for the Chinese learners, because it interacts
with verb semantics. For instance, while the above example
implies that Bill is now at the goal of the action denoted
by go (i.e. America). The sentence below, in which the verb
to be is used, implies that Bill is not in America.
Bill has been to America. (Now he is not in America.)
These sentences cause great confusion to the Chinese
learners who often treat have been and have gone as free
variants. One reason for this may be that the Chinese
counterparts of these two sentences involve the same verb u
go, but with different aspect markers:
bier qu- le beij ing
Bill go PFV Beijing Bill has gone to Beijing
bier qu- guo beijing
go EXP BeijingBill Bill has been to Beijing.
c) perfect of persistent situation: a situation that
started in the past but continues into the present,
e.g., I have lived here for a long time.
The reading of this sentence is that I began to live
here long ago. Now I still live here. The action live has
present relevance.
cf. I lived here for a long time.
This sentence, however, implies that I used to live
here, but I am not living here any more. The action live
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is completed.
It is not easy for the Chinese learners to differentiate
the fine semantic difference between these two sentences
although they may notice the syntactic difference.
3.3.3.2 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PAST TENSE
AND THE PRESENT PERFECT
Chinese learners of English often confuse the use of
simple past tense and the present perfect. Explanation of
the two global diagnostic characteristics may help them to
discern which tense should be used in certain contexts:
a) As observed by many linguists (e.g., Comrie 1985), an
important semantic component of the the present perfect is
current relevance. The simple past tense, on the other hand,
only locates the situation or event in the past. It does not
continue to or beyond the present:
e.g., I have played football many times.
In the above example, the time of the past action is not
known, but the sentence suggests a connection with the
present, implying I may still be able to play football.
Contrast this with the following sentence:
I played football many times when I was young.
Here we know the time of the past action: when I was
young. However, the sentence suggests no connection with the
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present, and does not imply that I can still play football.
To take another example, the following question is
appropriate if the speaker is concentrating on the purse's
present whereabouts.
Where have-you put my purse?
In contrast, the following sentence would be appropriate
if the speaker is interested in the specifics of the past
action:
Where did you put my purse?
b) The second diagnostic characteristic is that in
English, the present perfect generally cannot be used
together with specification of the time of a past situation
that does not include the moment of speaking (Comrie 1976,
Quirk et al. 1973):
e.g. I have seen Fred at five o'clock this morning.
We have gone to the park last week.
In the above sentence, the specific reference to the
point of time at five o'clock this morning or last week is
incompatible with the English perfect. The sentence below is
acceptable, because it is still morning at the time of
speaking the time within which the past situation held
includes the present:
I have seen Fred this morning.
3.3.3.3 ADVERBIALS AND THE PRESENT PERFECT:
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN SINCE AND FOR
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Three types of time adverbials can be identified in
relation to the present perfect (Quirk et al., 1973).
Adverbials referring to a period stretching up to the
present can be used with the present perfect. Examples are:
so far, up to now, hitherto, since Monday,
since last week, since I came here,
Adverbials referring to a period now past must be used
with the past tense. For example:
yesterday, a week ago, earlier this week,
the other day, at five o'clock, on Tuesday,
A third class of adverbials can be used either with the
simple past or the present perfect. For instance:
this morning, this week, this year, today,
An error often committed by the Chinese learners is the
failure to make appropriate use of since and for. They
produce errors that do not show an understanding of the
following distinctions between the two:
a) If the time adverbial is introduced by for, the
sentence can be either in the simple past or the present
perfect, depending on the meanings intended by the speaker.
When the adverbial phrase is introduced by since, the
sentence is generally in the present perfect tense (Quirk et
al., 1973).
b) Since is usually followed by a punctual phrase
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specifying a definite point of time (e.g., since three
o'clock, since last week, since it rained), but for is
followed by a duration phrase (e.g., for two days, for an
hour, for the whole year) (Quirk et al., 1973).
c) When used in a temporal sense, since can be followed
by a clause or a phrase, but for can only be followed by a
phrase (Quirk et al., 1973):
e.g., I have played chess since I was only five.
They have lived here since 1950.
I have played chess for many years.
They have lived here for 49 years.
3.3.4 THE PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION
3.3.4.1 FORMATION OF THE PASSIVE
According to Quirk et al.(1985), the transformation of
an active structure into a passive structure involves
rearrangement of two clause constituents and the insertion
of two morphemes:
a) Inversion of the subject and object position in the
sentence. The active subject becomes a postverbal object,
while the active object becomes the passive subject.
b) Addition of Be...En (i.e., the auxiliary verb BE plus
the past participle) in the passive sentence.
c) Addition of the preposition BY before the agent, the
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by phrase being optional, often left out when the agent is
vague or unknown.
The following figure indicates the relationship between
the active and the passive:
S V 0
John admired Mary
ACTIVE SUBJECT ACTIVE VERB ACTIVE OBJECT
PASSIVE SUBJECT PASSIVE VERB OPTIONAL AGENT
Mary was admired (by John)
VS A
Figure 5. The Active-passive correspondence
Keenan (1985) asserts that in general, what is
distinctive about the observable form of passive is
localized within the predicate or verb phrase (understood
broadly enough to cover aux. v.). In respect to verb phrase
morphology, there is substantial discrepancy in the way
passive construction is marked in English and Chinese. In
Chinese, passivization is realized by the coverb BEI (LI
Thompsom 1981).
e.g., to bei j iej ie ma -LE
s/he BEI sister scold PFV/CRS
S/He was scolded by (her/his) sister.
tamen bei jingcha da -le
They BEI police beat PFV/C
They were beaten by the police.
It may be observed that the verb stem in a Chinese
passive does not have any morphological change. But in
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English, the passive morphology is realized on the verb as
well as on auxiliary elements.
e.g., is scolded, was scolded, has been scolded,
are scolded were scolded, have been scolded
Passive morphology in English, therefore, presents
special difficulties to the Chinese learners. Some of the
common errors students make in passive morphology are:
a) subject/verb concord
The workers repaired the machine yesterday.
*The machine were repaired by the workers yesterday.
The police have beaten the student.
The student have been beaten by the police,
The dog has chased the cats.
kThe cats has been chased by the dog.
These errors often have to do with agreement involving
auxiliary have and be in passive sentences. The inclusion of
subject/verb concord as a relevant property of the passive
construction is based on the assumption that correct
subject/ verb concord in active sentences may not entail
correct verb phrase in the passive. Another error related to
passive morphology is that Chinese learners are often
incapable of handling the combination of the perfect (have+
en) auxiliaries. Many a time they drop the auxiliary be in
the perfective passive construction:
b) BE dropping
*All books have sold out.
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*They have invited to the party.
c) insertion of dummy DO
Students sometimes insert DO in the interrogative
passive sentence, possibly because they just remember the
rule that Do-support is necessary in an_ interrogative
sentence:
e.g., People have been arrested.
* Why do people have been arrested?
3.3.4.2 MAPPING OF THE AGENT AND PATIENT
TO DIFFERENT NP SLOTS
In the English active sentence, the subject often
denotes the agent/performer of the action. When transforming
an active sentence into a passive one, the active subject
becomes the object of the passive by-phrase, while the
object, often a patient or receiver of the action, is
promoted to the passive subject position. Mapping of the
semantic role of agent and patient to appropriate syntactic
positions is important in forming passive sentences.
Misplacement will change the meaning of the sentence or even
produce nonsense:
e.g., A famous architect designed this building.
The building was designed by a famous architect
* The architect was designed by the building.
It should. be made clear to students that in English
passive sentences, the subject should be the patient or
receiver, of. the action, not the performer.
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3.3.4.3 THE FOREGROUNDING FUNCTIONS OF THE ENGLISH PASSIVE
In English, the passive construction is used when one
wants to draw attention to the result or the patient (Celce-
Murcia Lasen-Freeman, 1983). This has to do with the fact
that the subject position is considered to be a salient
position in the sentence. The subject of the passive
structure, where the patient NP is located, is therefore
highlighted or foregrounded in some sense. (cf. Keenan,
1985). For example, in a sentence The thief was arrested
or The thief was arrested by the police, it is the patient
NP (the thief) that forms the focus of our attention, not
the agent.
In this section we discussed the 11 properties dealt
with in the experiment. All the properties were presented to
both groups, but the way in which the properties are
explained and practiced differs. The next section describes
the experiment schedule and teaching methods.
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3.4 DESCRIrP`iION OF THE MINI-CURRICULUM
3.4.1 SCHEDULE
This ESL program lasting about three weeks consisted of
eighteen 50-minute experimental lessons per method. In order
not to interfere with the regular course, all the
experimental lessons were given after normal class hours
(from 3:00- 5:00 p.m.). The investigator taught both the
EFI and IFI groups. Each group had two periods of classes,
each lasting 50 minutes on alternate days.
Since the selected structures/properties are not equally
complex, the proportion of time devoted to each
structure/property varied from one to another: the simple
past tense was covered in lesson 1-4, the present perfect
tense was dealt with in lesson 5-12, the passive voice was
given in the last six lessons. A great effort was made to
keep the time factor constant in the two lesson series. Thus
the time allotted to the presentation and practice of each
structure was very much the same in both methods.
An achievement test battery serving both as pre- and
post- tests was given preceding and following the lesson
series. The schedule of all experimental activities is given
in Table 8:
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Table 8. Schedule of Experimental Activities
Weeks Days Experimental Activity
I Friday
Icloze pre-test (part I, II)
Saturday pre-test (part !II, IV, V)
II Monday Wednesday
the past tense (IFI group)
Tuesday Thursday
the past tense (EFI group)
Friday the present perfect tense
(IFI group)
Saturday the present perfect tense
(EFI group)
III Monday, Wednesday the present perfect tense
and Friday (IFI group)
Tuesday, Thursday the present perfect tense
and Saturday (EFI group)
IV Monday, Wednesday the passive voice (IFI group)
and Friday
Tuesday, Thursday the passive voice (EFI group)
and Saturday
V Monday post-test (part I, II)
Tuesday post-test (part III, IV, V)
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3.4.2 TREATMENT METHODS
Two treatment methods, namely, the explicit formal
instruction and implicit formal instruction, were designed
to examine the, absolute effect of formal instruction on the
acquisition of the three grammatical structures. As stated
previously, the effect of formal instruction was viewed at
both general and specific levels. The two methods,
therefore, bear the distinctive feature of formal
instruction in general and differ only in one of the local
features, that is,± explicit (cf., section 2.3). A
description of the classroom activities will reveal that the
two methods have much in common in terms of teaching
techniques, the only difference between the two is related
to the degree of explicitness in the explanation of the
grammatical features. We may compare the two methods by
looking at various activities carried out in the four
teaching stages. Figure 6 summarizes the classroom
activities.
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Stage 1 presentation of
the basic texts
(same for both groups)
Stage 2 drill on the
structural patterns
(same for both groups)
Stage 3 hypothesis-testing
activity
a) error detection a) fill-in-the-
and correction blanks
b) sentence trans- b) sentence trans-
formation formation
c) dialogue completion c) dialogue completion
d) multiple choice d) multiple choice
(explicit statement (no statement of
the rules)of the rules)
communicativeStage 4
activity
(same for both groups)
Figure 6. Teaching and Learning Activities
in the Classroom
The following sections provide illustration of the
activities:
a) Presentation of the Basic Text
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In this stage, the subjects in both groups were exposed
to the grammatical structures through an inductive process.
They were first provided with the same basic texts (a
dialogue, a reading passage or some base sentences) each of
which contains a new grammatical property. The subjects
were asked to listen to and repeat after the teacher
sentence by sentence, in chorus or in small groups, until
they could repeat the text relatively accurately and
fluently. Then the teacher checked students' understanding
of the text by asking them some questions on the content. No
grammatical explanation was given at this stage.
Memorization of the text was not required.
The aim of the grammar-demonstration text was to
familiarize students with structural patterns and lead them
to inductive recognition of the hidden property or paradigm.
b) Structural Pattern Drills:
After the presentation and repetition of the basic text,
the same structural pattern drills were carried out in the
two treatment groups. The practice was controlled to the
extent that each drill was normally devoted to one specific
structural property and the basic pattern in a repetition
series did not undergo any syntactic change, substitutions
were introduced for only a limited number of lexical items.
Thus students' attention would not be distracted from the
structural pattern they were learning to manipulate. For
example, in the following drill, the pattern introducing the
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experiential perfect remains constant, only the object of
the verb undergoes substitution.




The pattern drills were first practiced orally in
chorus. The teacher uttered the cue words, students gave the
desired response. Choral response was followed by small-
group or individual responses with a return to chorus when
the small group or individual faltered.
The purpose of the drill was to concentrate the
attention of subjects on the new grammatical property and to
provide them with steady practice in handling the problem in
various lexical contexts. It was assumed that as students
worked through the drill with limited variations based on
the basic structural pattern, they might induce the
regularities underlying the patterns and evolve for
themselves a generalization which would account for the
consistencies they observed.
c) Hypothesis-testing Activity
In this stage, the subjects in both groups were engaged
in hypothesis-testing activities. The hypothesis-testing
activity or problem-solving activity mentioned by S.P.Corder
(1973) differed from the structural pattern drills in that
it forced students to make both semantic and syntactic
decisions in fulfilling different learning tasks. The
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substitution drills were purely mechanical and involved no
grammatical decision as far as the particular property being
taught was concerned. In the hypothesis-testing activity,
however, the learner had to use his reasoning power to
explore the semantic and syntactic functions of each
grammatical property and to make judgement about what was or
was not acceptable.
Altogether five types of hypothesis-testing exercises
were introduced in the experimental lessons. All were
written exercises. The subjects were asked to do the
exercise individually and then check their versions orally
in pairs or in groups. The five types of learning tasks were
as follows:
1) multiple choice tasks which required the learner to
fit an acceptable verb into a given pattern. The subjects
must understand the whole sentence and the implications of
other parts to. be able to select successfully (see Appendix
II, Worksheet 3).
2) f ill-in-the-blank tasks (see Appendix II, Worksheet 6)
The subjects were asked to give correct verb forms in
blanks. As the selected structures were related to tense and
aspect, most of the blank-fill-in exercises were
contextualized. The subject could get clues from the context
and decide what tense or aspect was most appropriate.
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3) error detection and error correction (see Appendix
III, Worksheet 6)
Sentences containing syntactic errors were presented to
the learner. The erroneous sentences were mixed with the
correct ones. The students were asked to judge whether the
sentences were acceptable or not. If not, they had to
provide the right version. This exercise forced the students
to think about what was wrong, why, and how to correct the
erroneous sentence.
4) sentence transformation (see Appendix II, III,
Worksheet 1-18)
Three kinds of transformation were practiced: negation,
interrogation and passivization. The subjects were required
to change sentence types: affirmative sentences into
negative and interrogative sentences active structures into
passive structures. The transformational exercise calls for
correlative syntactic changes, such as a change in word
order or the introduction of the new element. It involves
considerable restructuring of the sentence.
5) dialogue completion (see Appendix II, III, Worksheet
15)
In this task, the subjects were asked to complete the
dialogue with the key words and information given in
associate sentences. Dialogue completion is interesting and
thought-provoking. It trains the student to make use of
lexical and structural clues to produce meaningful and
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appropriate dialogue.
The hypothesis-testing activity was considered to be an
effective means to sensitize the learner to the grammatical
principles of the target language. When puzzling through
the given information and solving the problem, the subjects
found out how grammar was used in the text and what
constraints were imposed on the grammatical structures. So
it was a discovery process in which the learner, instead of
being given the specific grammatical property, was led to
work out the analysis himself.
d) Communicative Activity
Since the ultimate goal of language learning iE
communication,. the final learning task in the instructior
process is communicative activity. The learners were
encouraged to use the learnt structures immediately and
appropriately in different situations. The same
communicative activities were carried out in both groups.
Some of the communicative activities were related to the
learner's own life and interest. (see Appendix II, III,
Worksheet 2, 14). This is in line with Palmer's (1970)
suggestion that in communicative activity, the most powerful
technique at the teacher's disposal is his ability to create
situations which could be relevant to student's own life so
as to arouse the student's' interest in applying the learnt
grammatical principles in meaningful context.
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Other types of communicative activity such as chart
description (see Appendix II, III, Worksheet 6) and
information gap activity (see Appendix II, III, Worksheet
11) were also introduced in both groups. It was expected
that by carrying out the communicative activities, the
learners not only learn the usage, but more importantly,
learn the use of the language.
As can be seen from Figure 6 that in the first, second
and fourth stages, the learners performed the same
activities. In the third stage, however, four types of
hypothesis-testing activities were assigned to each group,
three of which were the same (dialogue completion, sentence
transformation, multiple choice). The error detection
activity, however, was performed only by the EFI group,
while the IFI group had the fill-in-the-blank exercise. It
should be mentioned that although the exercise type
differed, the contents of the exercises were exactly the
same. That is to say, the same grammatical properties were
practiced.
The assignment of the different tasks to different
groups was dictated by the principle that in the IFI group,
grammar should be taught in an implicit/covert way, while
the subjects in the EFI group, should learn the grammar
overtly/explicitly-- the grammatical information should be
openly presented and explicitly explained. The learners in
the EFI group, therefore, were directly exposed to the
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erroneous sentences. It was assumed that by drawing
learners' attention to such grammatical errors, their
consciousness of the grammatical features would be better
raised. This also accords with Rutherford's postulation
that one of the instruments to raise learners' consciousness
of aspects of the grammatical system could be error
identification and correction (Rutherford 1987).
In accordance with the principle set forth for the
experiment, the learners in the EFI group were asked to
articulate the. regularities if they were able to do so. The
teacher provided explanation of the rules with metalanguage
within the learners' grasp. In the IFI group, on the other
hand, there was no grammatical explanation, and the teacher
only provided confirmation of the correct versions of the
exercises.
A great effort was made to keep the time factor constant
in the two lesson series. The time alloted to the
presentation and practice of each property was exactly the
same for the two groups.
3.4.3 WORKBOOK
Since the text books available did not fit the purpose
of the present study, two versions of a workbook comprising
18 worksheets were compiled, one for the IFI group, the
other for the EFI group. Most of the texts and exercises
were selected from volume 2 of PROJECT ENGLISH, a four
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volume text written by T. Hutchinson (1986). The reason for
choosing this book is that it adopts a grammar based
analytical approach. The author claims that grammar is
treated as problem-solving activities and learners are
treated as thinkers who are guided to work out the rules for
themselves. This principle is identical with the principle
we laid down for the experiment. This book, therefore,
serves well the purpose of the present study. But we had to
adapt the text to our experiment purpose, because each unit
in the text contains far more exercises than can be covered
in the experimental lesson. In order to control the teaching
variable, the subjects were not allowed to bring the
worksheet home. The teacher collected the worksheets after
class. All the exercises were done in the classroom and no
homework was assigned. In the workbook, there are also a
number of pictures and photos provoking meaningful language
use in different visualized contexts. The two workbooks,
like the two treatment methods, have much in common. The
contents were exactly the same only part of the practice
exercises differed (see Appendix II, III).
3.5 MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND DATA ANALYSES
To investigate the efficacy of the two methods with
respect to the 11 grammatical features of the three
structures, an achievement battery was designed and used
both as pre- and post-tests to measure the subjects'
progress-. It was a written test with 242 grammar items
divided between 11 grammatical properties. The subjects were
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required to perform five tasks, namely, error detection,
error correction, passage/dialogue completion, reading
comprehension and spontaneous language production (see
Appendix I). Table 9 presents the items of the achievement
test:
Table 9. Test Items in the Achievement Test
Tasks Number of Properties tested
testing items
Error Detection 80 1- 10
Error Correction 80 1- 10
Sentence Completion 40 1- 10
Reading Comprehension 14 7, 10
Spontaneous Production 28 3, 7, 10, 11
Total: 5 242 11
In the error detection and correction tasks, 80 grammar
items were tested, half of which were correct (eight for
each property, except the function of the passive). The
first part of the the judgement task was composed of 20
sentences. The learners were not told which structure was
being investigated, but they were told some sentences
contained errors. In the second part of the judgement test,
some of the verbal forms were underlined and numbered. The
learners were asked to make judgements about the acceptance
of the sentences first and then make corrections if
necessary.
The third task was an ordinary sentence completion test
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with 40 grammar items, four for each property (except 11).
The learners were required to answer the questions with the
information given or fill in the blanks with proper verb
forms.
The reading comprehension test was specially designed to
examine the subjects' understanding of the temporal and
aspectual properties of the simple past tense and the
present perfect and the association of the semantic roles of
patient and agent with particular NP slots.
The last task was a spontaneous production test in which
the subjects were required (i) to describe a series of
actions the teacher performed (ii) to describe the pictures
with the words given (see Appendix I). The test items in
this part covered all the three structures: part (i) was
related to the different use of the simple past tense and
the present perfect part (ii) examined the use of the
passive construction.
In the first four tasks, no time limit was set. But a
time limit was imposed on the last task. When the teacher
was performing the actions, the subjects were required to
write down spontaneously the appropriate sentences. Another
ten minutes were set for picture description. So the
learners had no time to monitor their performance. It was
assumed that the action /picture description would elicit
natural, acquired knowledge.
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The achievement test was administered both as a pre-test
and post-test,'so that comparison can be made to see whether
there was any significant difference between the scores from
the two tests.
All the test papers were scored by the investigator.
Both binary and ternary scales were used in scoring. For
example, in the error detection task, a binary scale was
employed. If an error was discerned by the subject, 4 points
would be given. If the subject failed to spot the error or
took the right version for the wrong one, he received a 0.
In error correction, a ternary scale was adopted. If a
correct version was supplied, the subject received 4 points.
But if the verb form was partly right, a score ranging from
1- 3 was given. For example, given the following erroneous
sentence:
All the cakes has ate by the guests.
If the subject change the sentence all the cakes have
been eaten by the guests, he received 4 points.
The correction All the cakes have been aten by the
guests would be scored 3 points.
2 points would be given to the answer All the cakes
have been ate by the guests.
The subject would receive 1 point if he corrected the
sentence as All the cakes has aten by the guests.
The ternary scale was also used in the sentence
completion and action/ picture description tasks. In the
reading comprehension task, the binary scale was used. Any
correct version of the test item received 4 points. The
total score for the achievement test was 968 points.
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The results from both pre-and post-tests were hand
tabulated and numerically coded. They were then entered into
a data file and were statistically analyzed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS). T-Tests
and paired t-Tests were utilized to determine if there was
significant difference in the subjects' performance in the
pre- and post-tests. The following chapter reports the
results of the statistical analyses.
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Notes
1) In Shanghai, there are two kinds of schools in every
district: key schools and average schools. In general, there
are only one or two key schools in each district. Students
in these key schools rank above average in terms of
intellectual ability. It is often said that whatever the
teaching methods, these students would gain higher scores
than those in average schools. Having taken into
consideration the applicability of the present study, we
selected the subjects from one of the average schools in
Putuo District, representing the majority of secondary
schools in Shanghai.
2) As the experimental lessons were given after the normal
classes, motivation was considered to be an important
variable. Therefore, one of the criteria for the selection
of the subjects was that all of them should be volunteers.
3) The proportion of sex to whole population was not equal:
16/24, because there were more female volunteers. But
between the two treatment groups, the number of male and
female students was equal:
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4) The subjects' initial proficiency in English was measured
by these three scores. The cloze passage was chosen from
English for Today (Book II). The original text consists of
approximately 125 words. Every 5th word was deleted from the
original text, resulting in 20 blanks in the passage (see
Appendix IV). The cloze test was scored by the author
herself using the appropriate-word method. Any grammatically
and contextually appropriate word was counted as correct and
assigned 5 points. Therefore the maximum score should be
100. If no word was supplied in the blank, the subject
received a 0. If a contextually appropriate word was
supplied, but was grammatically wrong, the subject received
2.5 points (e.g., He dead at the age of eighty. He is born
in 1875).
The. average academic score was obtained on the basis of
the two scores: the score on the mid-term examination and
the average score of a series of quizzes held in their
regular English course. The pre-test will be described in
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some detail in section 3.5.
5) The score of ability level was obtained by the
following formula:
Ability level score= cloze test score+ academic
score+ pre-test score
3
6) Statisical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to
statistically analyze the pre-test results. Detailed
description about data processing and calculation is found
in section 3.5.
7) Because of the communication gap between the investigator
and the teacher of English in Beihai Middle School, the past
tense had been taught before the experiment. But based on
the mean scores of each group in the pre-test, we may claim
that before the experiment, the subjects had not acquired
the selected grammatical structures. Note the pre-test mean
scores given in the following figure for the three areas
under investigation:
the past tense the passive voicethe present perfect
r J*
IFI EFI IFI EFI IFIEFI
33.73 34.9359.65 29.36 28.8358.59
(percentile)
Figure 7. Mean Scores of the Two Treatment
Groups in the Pre-test
8) The three criteria are as follows:
a) v-ed identity, i.e., the past and-ed.participle forms
are the same, e.g., meet, met, met,
b) vowel identity, i.e., the base vowel is kept
unchanged, e.g., burn, burnt, burnt
c) suffixation in past and -ed participle, including not
only the alveolar suffixes -ed/-t as in dreamed/dreamt, but
also, nasal suffixes as in shaken.
In our experimental lesson, we did not explain the
criteria to the EFI group using such abstract terms as
suffix, alveolar in order not to make the matter too
complex. We simplified the criteria by noticing the subjects
that in the first group yuanyin (the Chinese version for
vowel) is not changed but fuyin (the Chinese word for
consonant) /d/ is changed into /t/. In the second group,
the vowel /i/ is changed into//, but the consonant is not
changed. Chinese students are exposed to the Pinyin
romanization system in primary school and are familiar with




RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES
This chapter presents the results of statistical
analyses. As a measure of determining whether the two
teaching methods produced significant results, t-test and
paired t-test were performed. These tests measure and
statistically compare the results of the pre- and post-tests
from two dimensions: a) the learner's performance on the
test items across the five learning tasks, b) their
performance on the test items of the eleven grammatical
properties. The following tables display the descriptive
statistics. All the mean accuracy scores were reported in
percentage. For the sake of convenience and space saving, a
few abbreviations are used in the tables. The following
lists the abbreviations used in this chapter:
PST the simple past tense PP the present perfect
ED error detectionPAS the passive construction
SC sentence completionEC error correction
IR forms of irregular verbsCO reading comprehension
AN anaphoric use of theDS do-support for negative
simple past tenseand interrogative
EX experiential perfectconstruction
RE perfect of result PE perfect of persistent
situationDI difference between the
SF the distinction betweensimple past the
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present perfect since and for
AG the mapping of agent FC the focus function of
and patient in NP slot the passive construction
FO morphological properties
of the passive
4. 1 Comparison. of mean scores in pre-and post-tests for
each group in terms of tasks
Paired t-tests were used to measure statistically
compare the results of the pre- and post-tests within each
method to see if there is a significant gain on the post-
test in each case. Table 11 shows the results of the
statistical analysis for the IFI group with regard to the
four tasks.
Table 11. Pre- vs. Post- Tests for the IFI Group





-13.88 0.0000.10067.960.073 2029.51Sc 1 20
-5.87 0.0000.10969.860.1251 2048.4720co
As shown in Table 11, the figures for 2-tailed
probability indicate that the IFI group made marked progress
in terms of overall performance on test items across task
types. There is significant difference in results between
Pre~ and post- test scores. The significance is at the .01
level.
Table 12. Pre- vs. Post- tests for the EFI Group











































Table 12 demonstrates that the same is true for the EFI
group, all figures for 2-tail probability show significance
at the .01 level.
4.2 Comparison of the mean scores in pre- and post- tests
for each group in terms of the 11 syntactic properties
Paired t-tests were also used to check the significance
by method in respect to the subjects' performance on test
items across the 11 linguistic properties. Results of these
tests are shown in Table 13 and 14.
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Table 13. Comparison of the Pre- and Post- tests for
the IFI Group with Regard to the Properties
PRE-TEST POST-TEST
N X S N X S T 2-Tail(PROPERTY
Prob
-8.00 +10.000PST IR 20 46.48 o.i6sl 81.92 0.110120
-0.48DS 20 57.75 0.177 20 60.87 0.230 0.633
-2.73 *0.010AN 72.7520 0.137 20 84.37 0.144
-11.92 *0.00020PP EX 21.06 0.150 20 78.75 0.156
-9.70 *0.000RE 20 0.132 2013.50 64.06 0.192
-10.460.146 20 73.3723.31 0.156PE 1 20 *0. 000
-7.78 *0.0000.084 20 67.1244.69 0.022DI 20
-6.30 *0.00068.150.133 20 0.04335..41-9SF 1 20




Table 14. Comparison of the pre- and post- tests for











































































































As evident in Table 13 and 14, in respect to the 11
grammatical features, the two methods yielded significant
results at the .01 level.
Through an analysis of paired t—tests, all of the pre-
and post-test scores in the above four tables were found to
be significantly different at the .01 level. This finding
suggests that each method in itself (IFI, EFI) provided the
students a chance to improve considerably on language
proficiency in this four—week program, lending support to
the argument that formal instruction in general is conducive
to SLA, be it implicit or explicit.
In order to see which method is more effective in
accelerating the rate of SLA, t-tests were performed to
compare the mean accuracy scores of the two groups in the
pre- and post- tests. The data was first analyzed to obtain
the overall achievement scores.
Table 15. Comparison of the Overall Achievement Scores of


























Table 15 demonstrates that in the pre-test there is no
significant difference between the two groups, while in the
post-test, the two groups differ significantly at the .01
level.
4.4 Comparison of the mean scores of the two groups in
the pre- and post- tests in terms of tasks
The mean accuracy scores of the two groups were also
compared across task types, the following two tables show
the results of the statistical analysis in the pre- and
post-tests:
Table 16. Comparison of the Pre-tests Results














































Table 17. Comparison of the Post-test Results












































It is observable that in the pre-test, there was no
significant difference between the two groups of scores,
while significant difference can be discerned across all
the task types in the post-test, showing that the EFI group
did conspicuously better than the IFI group in carrying out
various learning tasks. We may venture to conclude that the
explicit instruction is more effective than the implicit
instruction in speeding up the learning rate. However, this
conclusion turned out to be premature when we compared
the mean scores of the two groups across the grammatical
properties, a different picture was obtained,
4.5 Comparison of mean scores of the two groups in the pre-
and post- tests in terms the 11 syntactic properties
Table 18. Comparison of the Pre-test Results












































































































This table indicates that in the pre-test, generally no
significant difference was found between the two groups. The
subjects had the low scores on the passive construction,
but a significant difference was found vis-a-vis the
property of AG (p .05). The IFI group performed better
than the EFI group with regard to the mapping of the agent
and patient in NP slots. It should also be noted that a near
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significant difference between the two groups was found for
the property of FC with the EFI group performed better in
respect to the foregrounding function of the passive.
Table 19. Comparison of the Post-test Results
in Terms of Properties
GROUPEFI IFI GROUP
N x S N X S T 2-tail(PROPERTY
Prob.
IR 87.00 0.109 20 81.92 0.110 1.46 0.151120IPST
*0.015DS 20 77.56 0.178 20 60.87 0.230 2.57
AN 20 90.25 0.099 20 84.37 0.144 1.50 0.142
2 o 79.75P EX 0.185 78.7520 0.156 0.18 0.855
20 68.25 0.189RE 20 64.06 0.192 0.69 0.491
77.69 73.3720 0.185PE 20 0.156 0.80 0.431
t0.Ol0167.1277.37 0.136 20 0.098 2.74DI I20
20 68.15 0.190 0.5571.87 0.238 0.58720SF
*0.04275.8720 0.109 2.120.08182.31AG 2PAS
*0.0360.06878.06 2.18200.09083.562CFO
*0.0090.337 2.9067.50200.08220 90.00FC
Two observations can be made based on Table 19. Firstly,
there is a clear statistical difference between the two
groups in relation to the passive construction. A
significant difference can be discerned in all the three
properties of the passive construction. The EFI group did
conspicuously better than the IFI group in the use of the
passive (FC p= .009, raw score: 90/67%). Secondly, the two
groups showed no clear statistical difference on the
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acquisition of tense and aspect. Among the eight properties
relating to tense and aspect, only two (Do-support and
difference between the simple past tense and present
perfect) reached the level of significance. From the data
available, we may claim that explicit instruction is more
effective than the implicit instruction in teaching the
passive construction. The former is not superior to the
latter, as far as tense and aspect are concerned.
4.6 Comparison of Mean. Scores of the Two Groups
in Spontaneous Language Production in the Post-test
Table 20 exhibits the results of the spontaneous
production test designed to testify the interface position.
As it is practically impossible to discern the way in which
explicit knowledge is transferred into implicit knowledge by
available means, we have adopted the same methods by Smith
and diPaolo (1978) and Van Baalen (1983), that is, to
measure students performance on the spontaneous language
production (although the task types in this experiment
differed). Since improved spontaneous performance indicates
a high level of automatization of the target language, we
have reasons to believe that the explicit knowledge which
the subjects obtained during the course has been transferred
into implicit knowledge.
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Table 20. Comparison of Mean Scores of the Two Groups
in Spontaneous Language Production in the Post-test
EFI GROUP IFI GROUP
SPONTANEOUS N X S N X S T 2-tail
PRODUCTION Prob.
20 87.29 k0.008I0.112 20 71.57 0.215 2.87
This table reflects that the EFI group did significantly
better than the IFI group in both action and picture
description tasks, suggesting that there is an interface
between the explicit and implicit knowledge.
4.7 Comparison of the gain scores of the two groups
in terms of tasks
In order to find further evidence in support of the
above findings, the individual gain scores were computed and
then gain scores of the two groups were compared in terms of
both tasks and properties as well. The following tables show
the results.
Table 21. Comparison of the Gain Scores of the








Table 21 demonstrates that the difference in favour of
the EFI group is significant beyond the .05 (ED, EC) and
.01 (SC, CO) levels.
4.8 Comparison of the gain scores of the two groups
in terms of 11 gramatical properties
Table 22. Comparison of the Gain Scores of the
Two Groups in Terms of Properties
EFI GROUP IFI GROUP
T 2-tailX S X SN NProperty
Prob.
0.32835.44 12.151 0.9920 12.41 2039.92IRPST










As is clear from Table 22, no significant difference
was found in the properties related to tense and aspect. But
in the 'passive construction, a significant difference was
found in AG (p .01) and FC (p. 01). A near
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significant difference at the .05 level can also be seen
with respect to the morphological properties of the passive
(FO).
It is interesting that the results from the comparison
of the gain scores of the two group are identical to the
comparison of the post-test scores of the two groups. The
EFI group performed significantly better than the IFI group
across task types. But with regard to the grammatical
properties, the former did not outperform the latter, except
on the passive construction.
Summary
This chapter includes the data and statistical analyses
of the results in regard to the students' performance on the
test items across task types and grammatical properties.
Positive findings have been obtained which show that form-
based classroom instruction is conducive to the success of
SLA. Through three weeks of instruction, the learners in
both groups made significant progress in the acquisition of
the three grammatical structures. The comparison of the pre-
and post-tests scores within groups has provided evidence to
support the first hypothesis that formal instruction in
general has positive effects on SLA. The second hypothesis
is only partially confirmed by the statistical analyses. The
available data have indicated that explicit formal
instruction is more effective than implicit formal
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instruction in accelerating the learners' acquisition speed
of the passive construction. However, this is not true to
the subjects' acquisition of tense and aspect. As far as
tense and aspect are concerned, explicit instruction is not
superior to implicit instruction. The result of the
spontaneous production test appears to be in favour of the
interface position, the EFI group did significantly better
than the IFI group, lending support to the third hypothesis
that explicit knowledge can be converted into implicit
knowledge by dint of practice. Chapter V will provide
further discussion on these research findings.
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C H A P T E R 5
DISCUSSION OF MAIN FINDINGS,
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter contains a discussion of the research
findings, along with a discussion of the limitations of the
study and conclusions. The discussion will relate the main
findings to the three research hypotheses.
5.1 FORM-BASED CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION IS EFFICIENT
IN INCREASING SECOND LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY IN
CHINESE ADOLESCENT LEARNERS
The findings from this study suggest that formal
instruction in general is conducive to the success of SLA.
The scores obtained from the pre- and post-tests within each
group have provided ample evidence to support the first
hypothesis.
5.1.1 Marked Improvement on Test Items Across Task
Types and Properties in Both Groups•
As reflected in Tables 11 to 14, there was substantial
overall progress in each group as a result of experimental
lessons. The two methods functioned well and led to
significant difference at the .01 level both across task
types and properties.) Taking the scores of the properties
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as a starting point, it can be observed that the initial
scores of the present perfect and the passive construction
were very low, ranging from 0.94% to 46.87%. However, after
the experimental treatment, all the scores exceeded 64%. The
lowest gain score was 3.12% which appeared in the IFI group
on the test items relating to the property of Do-support for
negative and interrogative constructions (cf. Table 13, 22,
DS). The highest gain score reached 88.13% which was
obtained by the EFI group on the foregrounding function of
the passive (cf. Table 14, 22, FC). Although the initial
scores of the simple past tense were already relatively
high, ranging from 46.48% to 72.75%, noticeable progress can
still be observed. Tables 13 and 14 show that both groups
improved appreciably on the properties of the irregular past
tense morphology (IR) and the anaphoric use of the past
tense (AN). The lowest gain was an increase of 11.62% on the
scores of AN of the IFI group, and the highest gain an
increase of 39.92% on the scores of IR of the EFI group.
Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate respectively the overall
improvement of the IFI and EFI groups on the acquisition of
the 11 grammatical properties:
Figure 8. Overall Improvement of the IFI Group
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Figure 9. Overall Improvement of the EFI Group
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The evidence indicates that focusing learners' attention
on the formal characteristics of grammatical features
facilitates the rate/success of SLA. As was stated in
chapter 3, the subjects in this study did not have any
target language exposure outside the classroom. Therefore,
the conspicuous improvement the subjects made can only be
related to the amount of formal instruction they received in
the classroom. Thus the proposal that form-based classroom
teaching of specific linguistic properties and structures
contributes to the acquisition of L2 learners has been
confirmed by the findings from the present study.
5.1.2 Evidence for the Internalization
of Grammatical Knowledge
It must be emphasized that the learners' post-test
performance is not simply an indication of their familiarity
with the test items. No evidence has emerged pointing to a
task bias in the post-test, and the better performance of
the EFI group should not be ascribed to a practice effect
in the experimental lessons. There is substantial evidence
showing that the learners of both groups have internalized
the linguistic properties and structures.
Firstly, from the description of the task types in
section 3.5 and the test paper in appendix I, we can see
that most grammatical items in the achievement test were
contextualized, involving the meaningful use of the target
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language. For example, in the sentence completion task, the
subjects were required to finish the dialogue using non-
verbal cues (cf. Tom's diary in Appendix I, part III). In
the same task, the subjects were asked to complete a passage
with information given in the chart (cf. Appendix I, III).
In the reading comprehension task, the learners were
provided with several dialogues and their understanding of
the temporal and aspectual properties would be a
prerequisite to the correct inference (cf. Appendix I, IV).
The picture/action description task elicited the subjects'
spontaneous use of the learnt structures (cf. Appendix I,
V). These tasks by and large examined the learners'
internalized/acquired knowledge of the target language. The
gain scores of the two groups and the significant difference
between the pre- and post-test results reflected that
after three weeks' instruction, the subjects had acquired to
some degree some of the properties of the selected
grammatical structures.
Secondly, the higher scores of the EFI group should not
be ascribed to the teaching and learning effect. In the
description of classroom activities, we stated that the
error detection and error correction tasks were only
practiced in the EFI group. One may argue that the test
results of this study might be task-biased. On the other
hand, the investigator, if not consciously, might
subconsciously give more practice in the EFI group.
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However, if we take a close look at the two versions of
the workbook and compare the exercises in each lesson, we
can find that although the IFI group did not have any
practice on error detection and error correction,they had
more practice on the sentence completion (fill-in-the-
blanks) task. Assuming that there was a practice effect,
the IFI group should have outperformed the EFI group on the
sentence completion task. But the fact is that even on this
task, the EFI group did much better than the IFI group. The
gain score of the EFI group is 49.19% while the IFI group
had a gain of 38.45%, 10.74% less than the EFI group. This
has provided evidence to reject the practice effect
assumption.
The argument suggesting a teaching effect is also not
well grounded. As stated in section 3.4.2, in the
experimental lesson series, the time allotted to the four
stages, namely, the presentation of the basic text,
structural pattern drills, Hypothesis-testing activity and
communication, was exactly the same for the two groups. The
grammatical structures were taught consecutively in the
order given in the workbook, such was strictly adhered to by
the investigator. All these have given support to our
argument that the test results show the learners have
acquired/internalized, to different degrees, the linguistic
properties and structures. introduced.
5.2. EXPLICIT FORMAL INSTRUCTION SHOWS LIMITED
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SUPERIORITY TO IMPLICIT FORMAL INSTRUCTION
Hypothesis 2 states that explicit formal instruction is
more effective than implicit formal instruction in
accelerating the rate of SLA. Results indicate that the EFI
group outperformed the IFI group in the five tasks. However,
so far as the grammatical properties are concerned, this
hypothesis is only partially confirmed (cf. Table 19, 22).
Comparisons of the post-test scores given in Table 19 reveal
that the EFI group excelled on the five properties, namely,
Do-support in the negative and interrogative sentences (DS),
difference between the simple past tense and the present
perfect (DI), mapping of agent and patient to NP slot (AG),
morphological properties of the passive, (FO) and the
foregrounding/focus function of the passive (FC).
Comparisons of the gain scores of the two groups given in
Table 22 demonstrate that the EFI group did significantly
better only with respect to AC and FC, and marginally FO.
With regard to the acquisition of the other properties, the
relative effectiveness of the two methods was about the
same. The results raise an interesting and important
question: why is explicit formal instruction useful in some
syntactic areas, but not others?
5.2.1 Morphological Complexity of Tense Marking in English
In English, tense marking is morphologically complex,
because it is not always suffixed to the verb stem.
Sometimes it is suffixed to modals at other times, it
appears on aspectual elements or dummy DO:
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e.g., I Gould not go.
He had gone before I arrived.
I d not see him.
The regularities of tense marking in English can be
summarized as follows:
i) In a declarative/affirmative sentence, tense marking
appears on the first verbal element of the clause, whatever
that is. It can be a main verb or an auxiliary verb:
e.g., John left the classroom (main verb is inflected).
John could draw well when he was only five.
(inflection on the modal auxiliary)
John' had turned off the light before he went
to bed.
(inflection on the aspectual element)
ii) In negative and interrogative sentences, tense
marking appears on the first auxiliary element if there is
one (including modal and aspectual morpheme). If there is no
auxiliary element, tense marking appears on a dummy DO:
e.g., John was not singing.
Was John singing?
John did not pass the mid-term examination.
Did John pass the mid-term examination?
The variable positioning of tense marker may present a
serious problem for learners whose first language is
Chinese, a language generally considered to be morpho-
logically impoverished.
Although past tense marking is morphologically complex,
regularities such as the condition for the tense marking of
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dummy Q,,,_O exist. Given the poor language environment, it
would be difficult for the Chinese learners to induce such
complex rules on their own from limited amounts of
exposure. It is in this context that explicit instruction
may be useful. In the EFI group, the abovementioned
regularities were explicitly explained to the learners who
may benefit from clear statement of the regularities on the
part of the teacher. Our results suggest that the EFI group
benefited from the explicit statement of the tense marking
regularities.
Table 19 demonstrates that there is significant
difference between the two groups on the property of DO-
support (p= .015). If we further examine the performance of
each group on the property of Do-support (DS) in the pre-
and post-tests, we find that the IFI group did not have any
marked improvement after instruction. The score of DS in the
pre-test is 57.75%, whereas the score in the post test is
only 60.87% (cf. Table 13). What is interesting is that in
the post-test, a significant difference was found between
the two groups. But in the computation of the gain scores of
the two groups, there was no significant difference (p=
.083). A tentative conclusion can be drawn that tense-
marking regularities are difficult for the Chinese learners
to acquire. Explicit statement of such regularities can have
some positive effect, but 'only to a limited extent.
Another aspect of past tense morphology that poses
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problems for Chinese learners is the existence of irregular
past tense forms. Irregular verbs, unlike regular ones, are
not inflected with the -ed morpheme. In English, verbs that
take irregular tense morphology are entirely idiosyncratic.
To identify which verbs take on irregular morphology and how
the irregular verbs are inflected are really no easy task.
In the experiment, we drew the learners' attention to sets
of irregular verbs from which they could generalize some
inflection regularities. The test results indicate that
focusing learners' attention on different classes of
irregular verbs (cf. Quirk et al., 1985) has a noticeable
effect. As shown in Table 13 and 14, in the pre-test, the
learners had difficulties in identifying and producing the
irregular verb forms. In comparison with the scores of
anaphoric use of the past tense (AN) and the Do-support,
(DS), the scores of irregular verb (IR) are relatively low.
The score for the EFI group was 47.08%. The IFI group had a
score of 46.48%. However, after formal instruction, both
groups had impressive progress: the gain scores for each
group exceed 30%, the highest among the three properties
related to the past tense. What should also be noticed is
that no significant difference was found between the two
groups, indicating that in respect to this property, both
methods had positive effects.
5.2.2 Semantic Complexity* of the Present Perfect
Results from this study reveal that there was no
significant difference between the two groups with respect
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to the, acquisition of the five properties of the present
perfect (cf. Table 22).2 A possible explanation for this
finding is that the concept of aspect is semantically
complex and abstract. On one hand, the present perfect
bears the core meaning of current relevance of a prior
event on the other hand, it carries shades of peripheral
meanings (cf. section 3.3.3.1). In our study, besides the
core meaning of the present relevance, we explained to the
EFI group the peripheral meanings. However, as indicated in
Table 19 and 22, the EFI group did not surpass the IFI group
with regard to their performance on these properties,
suggesting that the explicit explanation of the peripheral
meanings of the present perfect did not generate better
application of the present perfect in appropriate
situations.
The second noticeable point is that with limited
exposure to the norms governing the use of the present
perfect in English, it is difficult for the Chinese learner
to derive the core meaning of the present relevance by
implicit instruction alone. The implication of current
relevance is very subjective and abstract. Without explicit
explanation of such meaning, the learners will find it
extremely difficult to correctly distinguish between the
past tense and the present perfect. This claim is confirmed
by the low score of the IFI group in the post-test (67%). It
should also be mentioned that although the EFI group
performed significantly better than the IFI group in the
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post test, the comparison of the gain scores between the two
groups did not show any significant difference, giving
further evidence to the postulation that the core meaning of
the present perfect is one of the evasive areas for Chinese
learners.
The third point that should be noted is the fact that
among the five properties, the learners had the lowest score
on the resultative perfect (cf. Table 19), giving
confirmation to our prediction that resultative perfect is
overwhelmingly difficult for Chinese learners (cf. section
3.3.3.1). On the other hand, both groups had the highest
scores on the property of experiential perfect, 79.75% and
78.75% for the EFI and IFI groups respectively. A possible
reason is that- in Chinese there is an aspectual marker for
the experiential perfect: the toneless suffix -quo (Comrie,
1981). The two languages, therefore, bear similarity in
respect to the property of experiential perfect. This has
led to a positive transfer in the learners' performance.
Even without the explicit explanation, the learners of the
IFI group were able to discern the regularities and did
equally well as their partners in the EFI group.
5.3 Explicit Instruction Accelerates the Acquisition of
the Passive Construction
In this study, the statistical evidence indicates that
explicit instruction is more effective than implicit
instruction in accelerating the acquisition rate of the
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passive construction. The EFI group had outstanding
performance on the passive construction. Significant
differences can be discerned between the two groups in all
the three properties of the- passive construction, either in
the comparison of the post-test scores or the gain scores
(cf. Tables 19, 22). Following are explanations for the
better performance of the EFI group.
5.3.1 The Selected Properties of the Passive Construction
Is Less Complex than That of Tense and Aspect
with Regard to Structure and Meaning
This statement seems to be contrary to the findings fro]
Li acquisition studies. In Brown (1973), they found tha children acquired the passive construction later than the
past tense. But notice the limited scope of our argument
the selected properties. That is to say, so far as the
properties in the present study are concerned, those related
to the passive construction are simpler than those connecter
with tense and aspect, as will be shown below.
5.3.1.1 Mapping of Semantic Roles to NP Slots Does Not
Require the Knowledge about the Relationship
between an Event and the Moment of Speech
The property of mapping of agent and patient to noun
phrases only involves a syntactic operation, that is, the
interchange of the subject and object noun phrases. This,
of course, is much simpler than the inferencing of the corE
meaning of the present perfect.
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In the EFI group, the learners were provided with the
formula of the passive transformation which saliently
demonstrated the inversion of the subject and object in the
active/passive sentences. What is more, they were required
to discern the correlation between the subject and verb form
and state explicitly whether the subject in each sentence
was the doer/agent or receiver/patient (cf. Appendix III,
worksheet 14). The inclusion of a reordering formula and the
explicit statement greatly facilitate the acquisition of the
property of AG. Notice that in the pre-test, the IFI group
significantly outperformed the EFI group (P= 0.031).
However, after the experimental treatment, the EFI group did
significantly better than the IFI group (cf. Table 19, 22).
5.3.1.2 Passive Morphology is Simpler than
Past Tense Morphology:
The following schema shows that the passive morpheme,
unlike that of the past tense, is attached to a fixed
position. The passive be is always located between the
auxiliary and the verb,3 and the passive en always appears





In our experimental lesson, the position of the passive
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morpheme, as well as two common errors related to the
passive morphology: subject/verb concord and insertion of
dummy do, were. directly explained to the EFI group. The
results of the spontaneous production task (a picture
description task) reveal that the subjects in the EFI group
had performed significantly better than the IFI group,
suggesting that they had internalized the morphological
rules involved in passive formation.
5.3.1.3 The Application of the Passive Construction is
Easier than That of the Present Perfect
The passive construction has the foregrounding function.
It is used when one wants to emphasize the result or the
patient (cf. section 3.4.3). However, the present perfect
can be used in different situations. Besides the core
meaning of the current relevance, it has different
peripheral meanings (cf. section 3.3.3).
It should be mentioned that in the Chinese classroom,
the foregrounding or focus function of the passive is seldom
explained to the learner. The common practice in the
teaching of the passive structure is sentence
transformation. The learners are asked to convert active
sentences into passive ones, or vice versa. The consequence
is that the learners do not know when to use the passive
structure. Again given a' relatively impoverished learning
environment,. it is difficult for the learners to induce this
function from teachers' limited use of the passive
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structures by mere exposure. Given this context, it seems
plausible that explicit description of the foregrounding
function of the passive will facilitate its acquisition. In
our experiment, the explicit explanation of this property to
the EFI group proved to be an aid to the learners. The
results of the picture description test indicate that the
EFI group did conspicuously better than the IFI group.
5.4 EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE CAN POSSIBLY BE TRANSFERRED INTO
IMPLICIT KNOWLEDGE BY FORMAL AND FUNCTIONAL PRACTICE
This study was framed to investigate the interface
position. The spontaneous production task specifically
designed to elicit the learners' acquired/internalized
knowledge allows us to examine the interface position on a
small scale. As mentioned in section 3.5, in the spontaneous
production test, the learners were asked to perform two
tasks: 1) describe the teacher/investigator's performance,
2) describe the eight pictures given in the test paper (cf.
Appendix I. V).
It should be mentioned that these two test types: action
description and picture description were employed in
previous experiments on Ll and L2 acquisition. Smith and
diPaolo (1978) used the action description instrument to
examine English-speaking children's acquisition of temporal
and aspectual properties.'They asked 28 children aged 4-7 to
watch the experimenter's performance of actions with toys,
and then recounted what they had seen. In their study, the
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stimuli consisted of eight actions. Four had definite end
points, four did not. These actions were presented singly
and in combination. It was assumed that such practice
elicited natural use of time expressions.
In our study, we duplicated the activity as in Smith and
diPaolo's. But the stimuli consisted of more actions, all
together 20 actions. The subjects were asked to write down
rather than articulate the teacher's performance (see
Appendix I,V)..The investigator performed the four actions
in combination three times. For example, she put on a white
coat, took it off, put on a red coat and went out.
Obviously, the first three sentences should not have current
relevance and should have the simple past tense, while the
last sentence should appear in the present perfect. This
test lasted only 15 minutes, three minutes for a set of
actions.
The picture description task was based on Van Baalen's
study. In order to examine the subjects' acquisition of the
four grammatical structures (cf. section 2.5.2), he asked
them to describe (in written form) the 16 pictures which
presumably created obligatory contexts for the grammatical
structures. He claimed that the picture description task was
an adjusted version of Bilingual Syntax Measure that
elicited natural, acquired language. It should be noted that
in his study, no time limits was set for the picture
description task. One may argue that such task was pseudo-
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spontaneous as the learners had time to monitor their
performance. In our study, therefore, we took the time
element into consideration. Only ten minutes were assigned
to the picture description task- less than two minutes for
each picture.. The subjects had to resort to their
internalized knowledge of the grammatical properties and
structures.
From the above description, we can see that the
action/picture description tasks in this study are
spontaneous production which measure the learners' ability
to use the target language automatically. In section 2.5.2,
we discussed Bialystok's and Sharwood Smith's models.
According to them formal instruction can contribute to
second language acquisition by providing the learner with
the opportunity to practice and so to automatize the learnt
rules. It is through practice that explicit knowledge-- the
learner's conscious awareness of linguistic properties,
becomes implicit knowledge-- the intuitive linguistic
information the learner uses spontaneously or automatically
in carrying out language tasks. Instruction can both provide
implicit and explicit knowledge by convert the latter into
implicit knowledge.
Findings from this study appear to be in favour of the
interface position. Results of the learners' performance on
the spontaneous production task in the post-test reveal that
the EFI group significantly outperformed the IFI group (cf.
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Table 20).4 lending support to the possibility of transfer
of explicit linguistic knowledge into implicit linguistic
knowledge. Krashen's theory seems incapable of handling the
superiority of the EFI group over the IFI group. However,
because of the small-size of the sample and limited number
of test items, no definitive conclusion can yet be drawn
about the existence of the interface position. Further
studies using different elicitation instruments with
different structures and subjects should be conducted before
one can confirm the possibility of the transference between
explicit and implicit knowledge.
5.5 ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
In the previous sections, we discussed the major
findings which were related to our research hypotheses. When
analyzing the research data, we obtained other interesting
findings. The following sections will provide a brief
discussion of the additional findings.
5.5.1 Focus Learners' Attention on the Verb Phrase of the
Passive Sentence is More Effective than Mere
Sentence Transformation
Keenan (1985) points out that passive should not be
thought of as a way of deriving a sentence from another
sentence. The formation of passive in a language takes place
at the level of verb-phrase syntax not at the level of
sentence syntax. According to him, the field worker
interested in the passive construction should look for ways
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of for-Ming passive verb phrase, not ways of modifying
sentences to yield another sentence.
In the light of Keenan's suggestion, while introducing
the passive structure to the EFI group, we first drew the
students' attention to the verb phrase. They were asked to
infer and state the common features of the verb phrases in
the text. (cf. Appendix III, worksheet 13). But in the IFI
group, we followed the traditional way of teaching: the
learners were asked to do sentence transformation from the
very beginning (cf. Appendix II, worksheet 13). The test
results have indicated that in the teaching of the passive
construction, it is better to approach the verb phrase
first.
5.5.2 Error Detection and Error Correction is One of
the Effective Measures to Raise the Learner's
Consciousness of Linguistic Properties
Rutherford (1987) postulates that in the acquisition-
poor setting, where the classroom is the only source of the
target-language, the teacher should provide the learner with
appropriate data from which hypotheses may be formed and
meaningful generalizations drawn. According to him, the
exposure factor is crucial to successful second language
learning.
Another postulation made by Rutherford (1987) is that
error identification and correction can be used as one of
the instruments to raise learners' consciousness to aspects
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of grammar. At appropriate times in the teaching programme,
learners can be led to make judgements on grammaticality of
some sentences that are produced by themselves. These
sentences should be embedded in the original context and
interspersed with a few correct ones.
In our research design, we took these two postulations
into account. In the EFI group, the learners were constantly
exposed to negative data from which they could test their
hypotheses and make generalizations about the linguistic
properties. At the stage of hypothesis testing activity,
they were asked to identify and correct the errors either
produced by themselves or provided by the investigator (cf.
Appendix III, Worksheet 3, 61 71 11, 12, 15, 16, 18). 5 The
better performance of the EFI group in the post-test have
provided evidence to Rutherford's postulations. In the
second language classroom, error detection and correction
can be an effective means to cultivate the learner's mental
awareness of the grammatical principles of the target
language and accelerate the acquisition speed.
5.6 DISCUSSION OF THE (IMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The description of the research design in Chapter 3 has
made it clear that in order to validate the research
findings, much effort was made to control instructional and
learner variables. However, in generalizing further
research based on the present study, certain research design
limitations and uncontrolled factors should be recognized.
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5.6.1 Exclusion of a Retention Test
Seliger's (1979) study revealed that the two experimen-
tal groups performed equally well in the recall test which
was administered immediately after the experiment. But one
month later, when the retention test was conducted,
significant difference was found between the two groups
(cf. section 2.4.2.3).
Ellis holds that results of a retention test can
possibly differ from that of a recall test. A retention test
will provide more data from which interesting findings
might be obtained (personal talk with Ellis at CUHK).6
However, because of the time and scheduling constraints, the
investigator could not go back to Shanghai one or two months
later after the experiment. The retention test, therefore,
was not conducted in this study.
5.6.2 The Experiment was Product-based
Rather than Process-based
Rutherford (1987) points out that most research on the
effect of classroom instruction are product-oriented. Ir
other words, these studies evaluate the learner's knowledge
of the target language by examining his performance after
the experimental treatment. He argues then of equal value
are those studies which are process-oriented. That is, they
explore, the. effect of instruction on the changing internal
states of the learner's grammatical competence. However, few
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studies are of the second type.
Ellis (1984b), while examining the absolute effect of
formal instruction, analysed the teacher/learner inter-
actions in the learning process, and found that it was the
low interactors who benefited from formal instruction.
Pienemann (1985) carried out a study in which the
process of -the learners' acquisition of linguistic
properties of German was observed. It was found that
instruction would not enable the learner to bypass certain
acquisition stages.
The present study represents an experiment of the first
type. No effort was made to examine the learning process. It
might be more fruitful if we, besides analyzing the data of
the learners' product, recorded all the experimental lessons
and directed our attention to the teacher/learner
interactions in the classroom.
5.6.3 Limitation of the Duration of the Experiment
Comparatively speaking, the present study had a longer
duration than either Ellis'(1984b) or Seliger's (1979)
study. But with regard to the number and difficult level of
the properties, three weeks may not be enough. Perhaps, for
the difficult items, such as those properties related to
tense and aspect, more time of instruction may produce
significant results.
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5.6.4 Spontaneous Production Test Was Not
Included in the Pre-test
As discussed in section 5.4, in order to control the
motivation factor, the subjects were not asked to perform
the spontaneous production task in the pre-test. This made
the post-test results less meaningful. Although we assumed
that the two groups were at the same level in terms of the
spontaneous production task before the experimental
treatment (cf. section 5.4, note 5), without the mean scores
on the action/picture description tasks, our argument can
only be a speculation.
5.7 CONCLUSION
In this study, we examined the absolute effect of formal
instruction on the acquisition of the three grammatical
structures by the Chinese adolescent learners of English.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, this study provides
some interesting data on SLA. Research findings enable us to
give answers to the two questions set forth by Ellis (cf.
section 2.1).
1) Does formal instruction aid SLA?
The overall results seem to permit the general
conclusion that form-based classroom instruction facilitate
S LA. Comparison of the pre- and post- tests results revealed
that after three weeks instruction, both groups registered
marked improvement on their performance in the post-test.
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The argument that focus the learner's attention on the
formal characteristics of the grammatical features
contributes to S LA has been proved by the present study.
2) What kinds of formal instruction facilitate SLA most?
It is difficult from this study to decide which method
is most effective in accelerating S LA. The contention that
explicit instruction is a better means to speed up SLA is
provided limited support here. Results indicate that
explicit instruction is more effective in teaching the less
complex properties and structures such as the passive
construction. In respect to the more complex properties as
the semantic meanings of the present perfect, explicit
instruction does not show any superiority to implicit
instruction. This finding is compatible with that of Van
Baalen's (cf. section 2.5.2). A tentative conclusion can be
drawn that explicit instruction is effective with simple
rules but not so with complex ones.
3) Possibility of interface between explicit and
implicit knowledge
With insufficient data, the present study cannot be said
to have proved the interface position. Results from this
study appear to be in favour of the interface position, but
no cogent reasons can be derived from the findings to reject
Krashen's non-interface position. What is being suggested is
more empirical studies that explore why explicit knowledge
can be transferred into implicit knowledge and which method
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is most effective to accelerate this transference. This
might be a profitable line for future enquiry.
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Notes
1) No significant difference was found in the IFI group on
the property of DS (P=.633). However, there were significant
differences for the other 10 properties and for the task
types as well (P .01).
2) A significant difference was found in the post-test in
respect to the property of DI. However, the comparison of
the gain scores of the two groups did not show any
significant difference (p=.109)
3) Adverbs are excluded from the discussion here.
4) The spontaneous production task was not carried out in
the pre-test because of two considerations. First, it was
considered that at the time of the experiment, the subjects
had not learnt these structures. A spontaneous production
task would have been extremely demanding for them and might
discourage them from their participation in the experiment.
Secondly, the investigator intended to control the variable
of practice effect. Because the five sets of actions exhibit
the same pattern: the first three on the past tense and the
last on the present perfect. It would have been quite easy
for the subjects to remember the correct answer once they
learn the right version from their high-school teachers.
Given the fact that the EFI and IFI groups almost showed no
significant difference in the pre-test, either in terms of
task type or linguistic property, it stands by reason to
assume that the two groups were at the same level before
experimental treatment with respect to the spontaneous
production task.
5) The negative data provided by the investigator were
typical syntactic errors made by the Chinese students. These
errors were collected from several books mentioned in
Chapter 3 and also from the investigator's own teaching
practice.
6) At the International Conference on Syntactic Acquisition
held in CUHK, 1989, the author presented a paper based on
this thesis. Professor William Rutherford and Rod Ellis,
made valuable comments on this study.
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APPENDIX I. ACHIEVEMENT TEST
I, Below are twenty sentences in the passive voice. Some
sentences contain grammatical errors. Indicate whether the
sentence is correct or wrong by giving X or X in
brackets. Give the riaht version in the snr-e niuon
X1.14
II3‘
Example: The picture drew Mary.( X)
The oicture is drawn bv Marv
1, Table tennis is played all over the world.
2, The building have not been selled out yet.
3, Everywhere is spoken English.
4, A car is had by Mike
5, The cat have been made the place dirty
6, The wall was hit by the car.
7. All the cakes have ate by the guests.
8. Has the classroom been cleaned yet?
9. The film has not been shown yet.
10, The road is parked by cars.
11, Golds have been discovered in these hills.
12, why do that fence have been pull down?
13, All the thieves have been caught by the police.
14, Have the floor been sweeped yet?
15, Every student has been obeyed the regulations.
16, The accident was happened yesterday.
17, Why have all the books been taken away?
18, The house is belonged to Mr.Smith
19, When did 'he born?
20, The book has been read by every student.
II, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving V or X in
brackets. Give the right version in the space given.
(I
2V
A, Yesterday when I began to go to school, the weather was
fine I go to school as usual and I did not bring a
2 3
raincoat or an umbrella. When it was lunch time, the sky
suddenly growed dark. There were black clouds in the sky
4
and they hide the sun. When school was over, it was
5 6
raining hard. Many students runned to bus stops. They
7
did not paid any attention to traffic signs. It was very
8
dangerous for them to do so. I shouted at them, Don't
9
run. It is dangerous. Walk slowly. But they just did
not listened to me. One of them even hit me. I was quite
10 11
angry, but I did not beat him. I walked slowly to the
12
















B, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving V or x in
brackets. Give the right version in the space given.
(33 -7“X
Rachel: Hello, Bob.
Bob: Hello, Rachel. I haven't seen you since several
1 2
months.
Rachel: I have seen you in town three weeks ago, but you
3
haven't seen me. I was in a bus.
4
Bob: Well, how are things? Are you still living near
the shop?
Rachel: No, I moved to Queen Street last winter. I found
5 6
a flat there. I Lived there since then.
7 8
Bob: Have you passed your driving test yet?
9 9
Rachel: Yes, I passed it in October. But so far I did
10
Hot buy a car. I saw a beautiful car in an
11 12
exhibition last month. I did not buy it, because
13
it is too expensive. I didn't have enough money.
14 15
What about you, Bob? Have anything exciting
16
happened for last winter?
16 17
Bob: No, not really. I didn't passed the driving test
13




Rachel: Oh, dear. I'm sorry to hear that.




Rachel: Did he left school in the summer, then?
23 23




Rachel: Are you still working in the university?
Bob: Yes. They have just given me a pay rise.
26 26



























C, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving X or X in
brackets. Give the right version in the soace aiven.
Dear Ms. Liao,
I have been ill for several days. I cannot go to
1
school. Last Sunday mother sended me to the hospital. The
2
doctor asked me to stay there. But I did not want to,
3 4
because I had never stayed in hospital since I was a
child. Then the doctor asked me to stay at home and take
some medicine. Now I staved at home for nearly a week.
5
Would you come and see me if you have time? I am still









Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving V or X in
brackets. Give the right version in the space given.
’.“V’-
Li Hua: Hello, Wu Min.




Li Hua: I have gone to Xinjiang. I have just come back.
2 3 5
Have you ever been there?
4 4
Wu Min: Yes, I went there four times since I left
6
school. It's a nice place. People there are
6
very friendly.




Wu Min: Yes, of course. I have been there for two times.
8
I know an old man there. His name is Mai Mai Ti
He is really kind. When I went
q
there last April, he invited me to eat grapes
10
at his home. He picked many grapes from the
11
vineyard I eaten a lot. Do you
12
know him?
Li Hua: Oh, yes. I Knew him for two years. Every time
13 14
I go there, he invites me to go to his home.
Wu Min: I will go there in April. Will you go with me?















E, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving V or X in
brackets. Give the right version in the space given.
(…1
;|4?14
Gu Qi: I never ate any snake meat. Some people find it
1




Fu Jie: Yes, I like it very much. You see, I have come
3
to Guangzhou for 1982. Many restaurants in
4
Guangzhou serve snake meat. So far I ate at
5
least three pound of it. Did you eat monkey's
6 6
brain since you came to Guangzhou?
Gu Qi: Oh, yes. I like this stuff. It can make you
clever if you eat one brain every week.
Fu Jie: How much did you eat up to now?
7 7
Gu Qi: Four.
Fu Jie: That's too little. You have been in guangzhou
8
for three month. You should have had more.
Gu Qi: But it's too expensive. How about you, Fu Jie?
Have you ever eaten any?
9 9
Fu Jie: No. I never ate it. I will vomit 0 when












Ill, Complete the following sentences:
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given in brackets.
1, What language (speak) in America.
2, The English film (show) many times since last
week. Students enjoy it very much.
3, People's lives (save) by the boy in a small
village. He heard a break in the singing of the rails.
Then he asked the conductor to stop the train.
4, The box has been opened already. Some of the tins
(take out).
5, Yesterday my friend Wang Wei went to an exhibition of
Egyptian pyramids. He went there at three o'clock in the
afternoon. What time will the exhibition close? he
asked. At five o'clock this afternoon, the girl said.
Wang Wei sat in a quiet corner. He (fall) asleep
immediately. When he woke up, it was nearly 10 o'clock in
the evening. The exhibition was closed and no body was in
the exhibition hall. He (not) (ring) the
alarm bell, becaue he wanted to jump out of the window.
But the windows were all closed. He saw the warden(
) sleeping in the reception room. He (not)
(wake) him up. Then he went back to the hall and
(sleep) there for a long time. The next morning,
the warden came. He asked the boy, Why are you sleeping
here? Wang Wei (tell) him the story. Then the
145
warden let him go.
6, Ji Pin: The film "Superman" is going to be shown
tonight. you (see) it?
Li Bai: No. But my sister (see) it. She enjoyed
it very much.
Ji Pin: Let's go to the film together. I have already
bought two tickets.
Li Bai: I'm sorry. I can't go, because my friend came
this morning. I have to be with him.
7, Hu Na: I'm going to Fudan University this weekend. I
never (be) there. you ever
(be) there?
Gu Wei: No. But I received a letter from a friend there.
He invited me to visit their new laboratory.
Hu Na: Will you go then?
Gu Wei: Yes. I will go there next week.
8, Mr.Hu: Your friend (come) here to see you. It's
already two o'clock. They (wait) for an
hour. Where have you been?
Ms. Liu: I (go) to the library at half past one.
Then I (borrow) some books. Where are
they?
Mr. Hu: They are waiting in your office.
9, I (not) (see) your aunt for sometime.
she (return) from her trip yet? I
(ring) her yesterday but no one (anwer).
B, This is Tom's diary. Answer the questions with the




meet Mr. Ford at the Guest House,
fly to Beijing,
Tuesday, not feel well, catch cold, stay at the
hotel,
Wednesday morning, visit Qinghua University, interview some
students and teachers,
afternoon, Write a report, send it back to Xinmin
Evening Newspaper by telex
evening, phone Sam, invite him to the concert,
Thursday, leave Beijing, go to Chang Chun
by train,
Friday, visit Jilin Univerity, meet some
friends,
Questions: 1, When did Tom fly to Beijing?
He
2, Did he do anything on Tuesday? Why?
3, What did he do on Wednesday?
He
4, Did he invite Sam to visit the friends?
5, Did he leave Beijing during the weekend?
( Complete answers are required)
c.
For each blank in the following passage, choose the
best answer from the choices given below. Underline the
choice you think correct with a pencil.
8
Ann has bought a present for Betty, because it is
Betty's birthday today. She to Betty's home
and is talking with her.
Ann: Look, Betty, what here?
Betty: I don't know. It is wrapped up. It looks like a
book.
Ann: No, it is not a book. You so many
books. I won't buy you any.
Betty: What is it then?
Ann: A new dress! You any dress since last
Christmas. I just want you to have something new.













D, Look at. the chart below and fill in the blanKs according
to the information you get from the chart.
1, Mr. Su is living in Guangxin Street now. But he did not







How long he (live) in Guangxin Street?
He (live) in Guangxin Street for.
2, Beijing is in the north of China. It often snows in














It is Sunday today. Xiao Fang is at home. She
(stay) at home since, because it began to
snow that day. She telephoned Li Hua early in the morning.
Li Hua said, I will come before 10 o'clock. So Xiao Fang
began to wait for her. It is three o'clock in the afternoon,
but Li Hua is still not here. Xiao Fang (wait) for
LiHua for.
IV. Read the following English and Chinese sentences.
Indicate which Chinese sentence gives the correct
inference of the English sentence.
波 下 法 ] 的 中 荽 文 句 子 . 中 戈 句 子 棄 王 对 夕 也 表 么 ） 奠
夂 句 手 巧 沿 合 約 女 恿 ，
1, Jane: Have you received any letter from John?
Bob: No. But he has come to Shanghai.
… 约 输 现 存 在 上 海
约 输 现 在 不 仨 上 洛 ，
约 输 观 ！ 在 ： 是 石 在 上 洛 不 績 楚 ，
2, Jane: Have you received any letter from John?
Bob: No. But he came to Shanghai the other day.
… 约 输 现 在 衣 上 海 .
巧 输 现 在 是 毛 江 上 洛 不 清 楚 ,
3, Dr. Guan is watching the football match on TV. His
student is talking to him.
student: Dr. Guan, you like
to play football, don't you?
Dr. Guan: Yes, indeed. I watch football match on TV
every





4, Dr. Guan is watching the football match on TV. His
student is talking to him.
student: Dr. Guan, you like to play football, don't you?





凄 博 士 在 迅 妫 足 汰 .
7
关 寸 卑 十 观 在 场 錄 足 对 : 清 楚 必
5, Honghong: I went to the East Lake last week.
It is really a beautiful place. Do you know
where the East Lake is?






的 扭 父 现 在 也 作 茬 本 对 ，
X.
6, Honghong: I went to the East Lake last week. It is
really a beautiful place. Do you know where
the East Lake is?




酌 扭 父 長 玉 在 东 邛 位 庄 万 崎 楚 .
7, Ms. Huang: Hello, Mr. Xie. I haven't seen you since
last year. Where have you been?
Mr. Xie: I have been to Shanghai.
激 先 生 现 在 是 名 在 丄 洛 了 、 靖 楚
8, Jock: Have you seen Mr. Jiang lately, Mary? I have
some good news to tell him.
No. He has gone to Wuxi.Mary:
…1
； 工 先 庄 去 》 唧 里 不 靖 楚 .
9, Mr. Han: Have you ever been to XiZang, Mr. Liu?
Mr. Liu: Yes, I went there last summer.
。 ， ' ] 沒 去 也 命 戴 邛 玲 楚 ,
10 Ms. Xu: Has your husband ever eaten rat's meat?









Was the car hit by the bus?






別 人 直 。 ： ] 玛 硐 .V




Tom has been laughed at.





Have you been invited by Mr. Weng?
% £i£. ft-fir. 3 °3?
fcv%%zb'5-)
V, Pictureaction description:
A, Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks according to




have been caught by
has been found by at last.
3,
4,
was invited by to go the concert
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B, Make up a sentence to describe what is happening in each











C, Look at the teacher's performance and use the following
words to describe the series of actions that the teacher
carries out. Pay attention to the tense you use.
看 充 呻 約 劫 々 丨 闱 下 面 的 同 和 词 組 相 遂 遠 丨 丨 予 所 彳 丫 ： 的 - 糸
|I
1, show, put on, take off, give,
2, take out, open, take out, close,
3, put on, take off, put on, go out,
4, hide, take out, read, throw,








Three things I like
Three things I do not
like
2, Reading passage
It was eight o'clock. Tim got up and went to the
bathroom. He had a bath. He was very happy, because it was
the first day of his holiday with Mary. He got dressed. He
put on a white shirt and blue trousers. He had his breakfast
in the kitchen and then he cleaned his teeth. At nine
o'clock, he phoned Mary and then he phoned for a taxi. The
taxi arrived at half past nine. But when Tim went to the
door, he fell over his suitcase. He broke his leg and cut
his hand. The taxi driver took him to the hospital. He could
not go abroad on his holiday. But Mary was already at the
airport. Did she go abroad on the holiday? What do you
think?
3, Base sentences
a, Mary was at the airport yesterday.
b, We were late for class two day ago.
c, I had a bath late at night.
d, Tim cleaned his teeth early in the morning.
e, You arrived in Shanghai the day before yesterday,
f, They invited Mr.Wu to the party last week.
4, Do the substitution drills










c. I had a bath
supper
a walk
a cup of coffee
late at niqht
d. Tim cleaned his teeth
played tennis
watched TV
laughed at his sister
early in the morning.
e, You arrived in Shanghai
phoned Mr.Smith
agreed to come
moved to a new house
two days ago.
f, Thev invited Mr.Wu to the party
started to work
planted some trees
decided to go to the Youth Palace
last week.
5, Fill in the blanks in the following passage with:
waswerehad.
Jill: Yesterday I at the wax museum with the students.
We there very early, but it full.
Wo i nfprpqt-i nrr ffprnnnn. Thp cifnripnt-
very interested in the historic figures ： 局 史 人 物
Steve: you tired afterwards?




a, We went to the Shanghai Museum and saw many antiquities
there.
b, Tim broke his leg last weekend.
c, Betty brought many English magazines to the class.
d, Tim put on a white shirt and made a telephone call.
e, You swept the floor and left the door open last Sunday.
f, I drank beer yesterday evening.
g, She took my advice and grew vegetables in the garden.





went to the Shanghai Museum and saw many
antiquities there.
b, Tim broke his leg
spoke at the meeting
woke up early
last weekend.





d, Tim put on a white shirt
shut the door
hit the nasty dog
cut the cake in four
and made a telephone call




f, I drank beer
sang folk songs
rang you (up)
got up from the chair and






took my advice and grew vegetables
in the garden.




















4, Give the simple past form of the following verbs.
awake, bite, blow, break, cleave, creep, describe,
discern, let, know, set, shake, shrink, spring,
stink, stretch, violate, weep,
5, Group activity SWEET MEMORY
Say something about your childhood. You may start the
description by saying: When I was a child,... Fol-
lowing words and expressions are just for your reference.
go to the kindergarten, have many friends there,
wake up late drink milk, watch TV every day,
draw pictures, eat little, be naughty, break a glass,
cut my fingers, go to park, fall into a lake,
have a birthday party,
Worksheet 3 (IM)
1, Pair work
Change the base sentences into interrogative and
negative forms, using the expressions given.
Example: airport Mary went to the hospital
Did Mary go to the airport?
No, she did not go to the airport.
She went to the hospital.
a, Window Tim cleaned his teeth early in the morning.
b, yesterday You arrived in Shanghai the day before
yesterday.
c, Mrs. Wu They invited Mr. Wu to the party last week.
d, an art exhibition We went to Shanghai Museum and saw
many antiquities there.
e, arm Tim broke his leg last weekend.
f, novels Betty brought many English magazines to the
class.
g, jacket Tim put on a white shirt and made a telephone
call.
h, last Monday You swept the floor and left the door open
last Sunday.
i, milk I drank beer yesterday evening.
j, her husband She took my advice and grew vegetables in
the garden.
k, yesterday morning The naughty boy hid the teacher's
notebook this morning.
2, Choose the best answer from the choices given below.
a, Tim at eight o'clock yesterday morning.
1, gets up 2, is getting up 3, got up
b, He did not for an ambulance.
1, phoned 2, phone 3, phones
c, The taxi at half past nine.
1, arrive 2, arrives 3, arrived
d, I on the chair and asleep at once
1, sunk....fell 2, sank....fell 3, sank....fall
e, Did she on her holiday this summer?
1. aoed 2, went 3, qo
f, My mother her finger when she the dinner.
1, cut....preparing 2, cutted....was preparing
3, cut.... was preparing
q, He the dog under the bed, but unfortunately it.
1, hided.... barked 2, hid....bark 3, hid....barked
h, At the party last Sunday, all the people danced and
and.
1, sang....ate 2, sing....ate 3, sang....eat
3, According to the information you get from the diary, see
whether the following statements are true or false. If
the statement is false, correct it. e.g., Tony's mother
phoned for a taxi.
Tony's mother did not phone for a taxi.
She called a doctor.
a, The doctor did not come, because he went to Tim's home.
b, Tony's mother bought some medicine from the shop.
c, The cat ate the glue.
d, Tony's father bought some more glue.
e, The dog broke Tony's aeroplane.







Yes, you had a
week at home in bed.
You're
Oh, yes?
it was a grent
July 1985
15 Monday When I jof up, I fet Hi j,ack to
bed Murn Coled H4 dcfor. f3u£ he couldn xb comg.
because he urtxs iff, hoo.
16 Tuesday T me at II o'clock, hie curoh? a
pretcriplu3T f-or Some medicine. Mum got ih when
she. urenh ho the shops. Ih ojch hornl. HiK
17 Wednesday Pad bought- one a. model aeroplane.. reo.dI
Me nsbrtsch'onSj tfk I coulolnk make iht because tha. do
ale. the glue, ftum hook bkc Jog ho the. vet. hook my
medicine cagaW. Y UK f LEAGH J YUK!
18 Thursday ffun and Pad cuere very coorh'ed abmut
hip. dog. Huh J Ulhah oSiouh rip
'Jane, brought- some. more, glue, cuhen she ccum_
home.. made bha ajeroplcvyu.
|9 Friday fe((. befer) So I could yet uf-
!%nanclma. Came. Ske. sah on, my aeroplane, amd
Ijoke ih. Huh!
20 Saturday fJie weekend.





1, Write a short passage about Mary Wong, using the
information you get from the chart.
1965 -1971
study in the middle school,
good at science and mathematics,
1971 finish her education,
start to work for her uncle,
help him to make radios,
1973 her uncle die,
start her own business,
employ 4 people,
1974 invent a new way to make radios
business big,
employ 400 people,
1978 sell the factory,
open two dress shops,
1979 buy a new house with a garden,
grow flowers in the garden,
be happy,
2, Answer the following questions.
a, What did Mary do after she finished her education?
b, When did her uncle die?
c. Did she borrow money from her uncle?
d, What did she invent?
e, Why did she sell the factory?
f, When did she marry?
g, Did she grow flowers in the garden?
h, Why was she happy?
3, Have a dialogue in pairs. One will be Mary, the other be
John (Mary's former classmate) They haven't met each
other since they left school. John is asking Mary what
happened to her. You may start your conversation like
this:
John: Hello, Mary. Nice to see you.
Mary: Hello, John. Nice to see you, too.
John: Haven't seen you for long. How are you getting on?
Mary: Not bad....
Worksheet 5 (IM)
Mrs. Davies is the oldest person in Elm Street. She's seen a
lot of changes in her life. Kelly is interviewing her now.
Kelly: How long have you lived in Elm Street, Mrs.
Davies?
Mrs.Davies: I've lived here all my life.
Kelly: Have you lived in this house all that time?
Mrs.Davies: No, but I've been in this house for fifty years
now.
Kelly: Where did vou live before?
Mrs.Davies: I was born at number 63. I lived there till I was
twenty five. When I got married, we moved into
number 20 here.
Kelly: And you've been here ever since?
Mrs.Davies: Yes.
Kelly: Has the street changed much?
Mrs.Davies: Oh yes! The people have become much richer.
They've got cars and televisions. You never saw
a car in this street, when I was a girl.
Kelly: Do you think life is better now?
Mrs.Davies: No, not really. It's nice to have TV, but people
have become less friendly. My husband and most of
my friends have died. So it's often very lonely.
1, Base sentences
a, I have lived here all my life.
b, She has been in the house for fifty years now.
c, We have stayed in Shanghai since we were born.
d, They have known each other for two years.
e, Liyin has worn glasses since she was seven.
f, He has studied English for two years.
2, Choose the best answer from the choices below.
a, I here all my life.
1) lived 2) have lived 3) live
b, He in that house for fifty years. He moved here
in 1986
1) has lived 2) lived 3) live
c, you here ever since
1) Have... stayed 2) Did...stay 3) Do...stay
d, We in Xinjiang last summer.
1) have been 2) are 3) were
Worksheet 6 (IM)
1, Look at the picture and answer the following questions.
a, How many years have you worked in this factory?
b, How long have you lived in this house?
c, Are you still studying in Elm Street School?
d, Where is he? Is he in the bathroom now?
e, Is Mr. Davies working in a bank?
f, Are they in America now?




in this factory for
ten years..
We've lived
in this house all
our lives.
He's been
in the bathroom for
two hours.
They lived
in America for six
months.
I was at





2, Complete the following conversation, using the words given
in brackets
Phil• Hello, Mr. Baily. you (live) in Elm
Street all your life?
Mr.Baily: Oh no. I (not born) in this town.
1 (born) in Liverpool. We (move)
here in 1920.
Phil: And you _(live) in the same house
ever since?
Mr.Baily: No. I (live) at number 21 till I
(get) married. That was in 1935. Then we ZZZHH
(buy) a house in the next street. I (move)
back to Elm Street in 1980. Eight years
(pass) since I (move) here.
3, Group activity
Step 1, Ask each other questions and fill in the chart.
Example: What's your name?
My name is Liyin.
Do you know Gujie?
Yes. He is my classmate.
When did you begin to know each other?
We began to know each other in 1986.
Name the year you
began to live











Step 2, Use the present perfect tense to describe the chart
Example: How long has Liyin known Gujie?
She has known him for two years.
Worksheet 7 (IM)
1, Base sentences
a, Have you ever been to Beijing?
b, Have you ever seen any flying saucer?
c, She has never eaten any frog's leg.
d, Have you ever travelled by plane?
e, I have never spoken to any famous person.
f, Have you ever climbed the Tai Mountain?
2, Complete the sentences with these words:
fly, read, see, eat, drink, ride, travel,
a, I have China Daily, but I have never The
T1 i mor
b, Have you ever with CAAC 13
c, He has never by ship.
d, Have you ever a donkey? 妒 子
e, Have you ever Shao Lin Xiao Zi?
f, Minmin has never any English food, but he has
Enalish beer.
3, Write a short dialogue using the words given
(Complete answers are reqired)
a, you ever ride a donkev
No
b, you ever see Shao Lin Xiao Zi
Yes,
c, She ever travel by ship
No,
but by train
d, They ever be Paris
No
e, he ever eat English vegetables
No.
but drink English beer
F vni i =Tr flv with CAAC
Yes
cr, you ever read the Times 时 復
No.
but read China Daily 12 3
Worksheet 8 (IM)
1, Perform the dialogue you have just written in pairs.
2, Read the following passage and do the exercise
Our other story this evening is the weather. For the last
five days it has been below zerc in most parts
of the country. Cold and heavy snow have caused terrible
problem everwhere. Everyone is asking the same question-
When will it end?
It has been cold five days.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
It has been cold last monday.
3, Fill in the blanks, using since or for.
a, It is eleven o'clock. The man has been waiting for the
bus 10.30.
b, In other words, he has been there half an hour.
c, The woman has been waiting only ten minutes.
d, In other words, she has been waiting 10.50
e, The man has been waiting_____ a longer time than the
woman.
4, Read each sentence and complete it by supplying for or
since.
a, Mr. Scot hasn't had a vacation years.
b, He hasn't been to school a long time.
c, Jane hasn't been to Nanjing last August.
d, She hasn't seen any film_ her last vacation.
e, We haven't met each other a long time.
f, They have' t gone to a concert last April.
g, I haven't gone swimming I went with Xiao Lin six
weeks ago.
h, You haven't written to your family several weeks.
5, Answer the following questions as shown in the examples:
Can you skate?( three years)
Yes, but I haven't skated for three years.
Can you climb a rope?
yes, but I have't climbed one since I left school.
a, Can you play chess? (ten years)
b, Can you row a boat? (1977)
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c, Can you skate? (last winter)
d, Can you read a map? (quite a long time)
e. Can you repair a radio? (I got married)
f, Can you make cakes? (ages)
g, Can you drive a car? (over six months)
h, Can you paint in oils? (my last holiday)
6, Group activity:
Use the sentence pattens you have just learned to ask and
answer questions about your own experience.
Worksheet 9, (IM)
Picture story: HOT DOG AND COOL CAT
1, New word: robot, detective, silly, safe, criminal,
arrest, invent,
2, Look at the pictures and tell what has happenE
in each picture.
a, Who are in the picture?
b, What have they done?/ What has he/it/done?
3, Base sentences
a, I have invented a robot detective.
b, They have opened the door of the safe.
c, I have broken the window.
d, I have found the criminal.
e, I have their guns.
f, They have run away.
g, They have left the money.
h, I have picked up the money.
i, A police car has arrived.
j, They have arrested Cool Cat.
4, Fill in the blanks with the words given.
a, Mr. Smith (arrive) in Shanghai. He will stay here
for 5 days.
b, you (open) the door of the safe? I want to get
some money.
c, Tom (arrive) in Shanghai two weeks ago. He's a busy
guy and you never know where he is.
d, I opened the window last night, because it was very
stuffy. But a thief came and took my money away.
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2, Write the questions to match the answers.
Write the questions to match the answers. U3e these




















1, Read the following sentences and write the numbers of the
sentences in the appropriate column.
a, He has lived in Shanghai for 30 years.
b, He lived in Shanghai for 30 years.
c, He has been in Shanghai for 30 years.
d, He was in Shanghai for 30 years.
e, He has stayed in Shanghai for 30 years.
f, He stayed in Shanghai for 30 years.
g, He has come to Shanghai.
h, He has gone to Shanghai.
i, He came to Shanghai last summer.
He is still in
Shanghai now.
He is not in
Shanghai now
It is not clear
whether he is in
Shanghai or not.
2, Fill in the blanks with the words given in brackets.
a, Jill (buy) a new car two weeks ago.
b, I (lose) my key. I can't find it anywhere.
c, Last night I (arrive) at home very late.
I (have) a bath and then I (go) to bed.
d, yo (visit) many museums when you were in Paris?
e, My bicyckle isn't here any more. Somebody (take) it.
f, Lao Li you don't smoke now. When you (give) up
smoking?
g, The car looks very clean. you (wash) it?
h,- Hello, Susan. Is Alan here?
- No, I'm afraid he (go) out.
- Oh, what a pity! When he (go)?
- About ten minutes ago.
3, Activity
The teacher assigns students to do different things, such
as open the window, draw a picture on the blackboard,
take off the slogans from the wall.... Then four
students are asked to leave the classroom. They will be
called in minutes later. They may have a good look
round and ask e.g. Have you opened the window? You have
taken off the slogan, haven't you?... The other students
answer their guestions.
Worksheet 12 (IM)
1, Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense: present
perfect or simple past.
a I (buy) a new house last year, but I (not
sell) my old house yet, so at the moment I have two houses.
b,- I can't find my gloves. you (see) them?
- Yes, you (leave) them in the car vesterdav. T
(put) them back in your drawer. 抽 潘
c, You (know) any English when you first
(arrive) here?
d.— Mv son (not start) work yet. He is still in the
High School.
How long he at school?
He (be) at the High School for six years, before
that he (spend) five years at the Primary School.
e,- I (play) football since I was five years old.
- You (play) since you (come) to England?
- Oh yes, I (play) quite a lot. I (join) a
club after I (arrive).
f,- Hello, Jack! I (not see) you for ages. Where
you (be)?
- I fbe} to Beiiincr. I meant to send you a postcard,
but I (not have) your address 丨 把 址 with me.
Never mind. you (have) a good time in
Beijijng? How long you (be) there?
I (be) there for a month. I just (come)
back. I enjoy it very much. I (skate) all day
and (dance) all night.
2, Picture talk: Look at the pictures and Make dialogues in
pairs.
PROG RES S AND CHANGE
ISSUE 5
4 Lock at these cictures Make
Jialcgues like this.
I Example
break camera on holiday see Superman on Monday
Jse: buy new dress last Saturday
I've bought a new dress.
i When oid you buy it?
I bought it last Saturday.
find rnunuy' yesterday finish homework at four o'clock
a,nt bedroom last week burn han Ci yes; erday morning write letter to ct
Worksheet 13 (IM)
1, New words: teleprinter room, photograph,
develop, print, load,
2, Base sentences
a, Messages are received in the teleprinter room.
b, Messages are taken to the news room.
c, Stories are written in the news room.
d, Photographs are stored in the dark room.
e, The newspapers are printed in the machine room.
f, The newspapers are loaded at the train station.
g, The newspapers are sent to other countries.
3, Give the passive form of the verbs in brackets.
a, Her clothes (wash) every day.
b, I (give) a glass of milk for breakfast
every morning.
c, This novel (write) by Qiongyao.
d, The lights (turn) off at 7.30 every morning
e, The house (paint) once a year.
f, The rubbish (collect) every evening.
4, Perform dialogues in pairs.
Example:
- Are the messages received in the photo library?
- No, they are not.
They are received in the teleprinter room.
- Where are the stories written?
- Stories are written in the news room.
ANEWSPAPER OFFLCE
Jorn
He's a reporterwith The
Daily Mirror. He's going to












:he news room now.
The stories are written
_ here.
—7 This is the
'photo library. Thousands of
photographs are stored on the,
shelves.• y
Photos are
developed in the darkroom
I n the machine
room, it's very noisv in there.





are itaken into vans here and
they're sent to shoos all over





1, Please find out who does what at the Daily Mirror?













The stories are chosen by
The reports are checked by
The photographs are taken by
People are interviewed bv
The newspaper pages are made by
The stories are written by_
The reporter's stories are
typed out by
The newspaper is delivered bv
The van is driven by
2, Change the sentences. Make the verb passive. Leave out
the words in italics and make changes when necessary.
e.g., Somebody cleans the classroom every Saturday.
The classroom is cleaned every Saturday.
a, Birds build the nest every winter.
b, People speak English all over the world.
c, Lu Xun writes a lot of novels.
d, Somebody sweeps the floor every morning.
e, Ken drives the van.
f, People sell TV sets in this shop.
g, Tom invites-Mary to the concert every Saturday.
h, People call him Iron Man Wong.
3, Make sentences in the passive voice, using the
words given.
a, people speak English all over the world
b, Lu Xun write many plays
c, somebody sweep floor every Sunday
d, Qi Baishi paint many pictures
e, Ken drive van
f, student use recorders in English class
q we take pictures every month
4, Group activity: Find out about newspapers in Shanghai.
a, How many newspapers are produced in Shanghai?
b, What are their names?
c, Where are they printed?
d, Where are they sold?
e, Which newsoaper is most popular?....
tlle team
I 'm. Ann.
I'm a reporter. I interview




I usually go with the
Vreporters. when they
j nt.ervi e w f!!jof
I'm Tony
I'm a compositor




I check the reports.
I'm Jane.
s I'm a typf5t Sometimes~
the reporters can't get back to the
office in time. They telephone.,
v their stories to the office
and I type them.-
rm Ken...- A
I'm a van driver. I Snd X
he newspapers to the sh.opsJ
stations and airports. I have to
drive very fast, if 'lie
newspaper is iaie
Worksheet 15 (IM)
1 Complete the following dialogues, using the passive
voice.
a,- There is a new shop in Shiquan Street.
- Yes, radio TV sets sell there
b,- Who is that PLA man?
- He is Uncle Leifeng.
- Do you know him?
- No, I have never heard of him.
- Yah, he forget people
c,- What do you think of our English class now?
- It's a bit difficult. The teacher doesn't tell us rules.
- How can that be?
- I don't know, ourselves all the rules work out
d,- Dongdong is not going to school today.
- Why?
- He had a high fever yesterday.
- Is he in the hospital now?
- Yes, he send his father to hospital last night
e,- I listened to the news this morning,
hangzhou typhoon hit yesterday
many big trees blow down
f,- I can't find my dictionary.
Have you seen it, Xiao Li?
- Oh yes, it take away a moment ago Xiao Zhang
g,- What a beautiful picture!
You bought it, didn't you?
- No, it draw classmate
He sent it to me at my birth party.
2, Perform the dialogues in pairs.
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Worksheet 16 (IM)
1, Change the sentences in the following passage into the
passive construction when necessary.
At about 1.30 am last night, a neighbour saw a young man
in Mr.Wu's garden. He informed the police immediately. Ten
minutes later, the police took the man to the police
station. They searched his pockets. They found rings and
gold there. The police asked the young man," How did you get
all these?" The young man said," It was easy. A window was
open and all the drawers were not locked."
The police returned the rings and gold to Mr.Wu the next
morning. He was surprised. He did not know what had
happened.
2, Group activity.
a, Answer the following questions:
Who was seen by Mr.Wu's neighbour?
Was Mr.Wu informed immediately?
Who was taken to the police station?
What were found in the young man's pocket?
Was the young man arrested?




it There was an earthquake in Tangshan. Following is part
of a report written by a newspaper reporter. The city has
been restored. Many changes have been made. Many new
houses have been built. Roads have been repaired. But
people do not obey the parking regulations. vans, buses
and tractors are parked along roads. New businesses have
been started. Education has not been neglected. New
schools have been set up. A new university has been
recently opened. Tangshan will soon become one of the
most beautiful cities in China.
2, Change the passive sentences into negative and
interrogative ones.
Example: The city has been restored.
The city has not been restored.
Has the city been restored?
How has the city been restored?
3, Complete the conversation with the words given in
brackets.
a, Mr.Xie's wife was killed yesterday.
Mr.Xie (question) by the police?
Yes, of course.
Why all the buildings (turn) down?b
An exhibition will be built there.
the bookC (publish)
Yes, you can go to the book store to buy it.
Is the new teaching method efficient?d,
I don't know. The experiment (carry out) yet.
4, Group activity:
nne student takes the role of a reporter. Others are his
somethingfriends. They are anxious to know ( 渴 望 知 道 ）
about Tangshan. Ask and answer questions with the




Complete the following dialogues with the words given
in brackets. and perform the dialogues in pairs.
a, Has the old town restored?
No, not yet. But many of the old houses (repair)
b Why all the lights( turn off)?
I don't know. Maybe there is no electricity.
c, You can't go to Beijing tomorrow.
Why? I've got everything ready.
The train (hold up) by snow.
d How dirty the classroom is!
We had a party last night and had no time to clean
it yet.
So the classroom (make) dirty by you.
2, Fill in the blanks in the following passages with
the words given.
a, make, belong, buy, allow,
We have an old vase. It in Ming dynasty. It
to our family for a long time. It by
my grandfather many years ago. We never
to touch it.
b, fill, go, pay, faint, find, send, happen,
A woman to the supermarket. Her basket
soon with eggs, cakes and milk. She
the money at the counter. But suddenly she
She to the doctor immediately. What
then? A chicken under her hat.
3, Picture talk. Look at the pictures and make a dialogue
with your partner.
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APPENDIX III, WORKBOOK FOR THE EFI GROUP
Worksheet 1 (EX)
1, Identity card
Name Three things I like
Class





It was eight o'clock. Tim got up and went to the
bathroom. He had a bath. He was very happy, because it was
the first day of his holiday with Mary. He got dressed. He
put on a white shirt and blue trousers. He had his breakfast
in the kitchen and then he cleaned his teeth. At nine
o'clock, he phoned Mary and then he phoned for a taxi. The
taxi arrived at half past nine. But when Tim went to the
door, he fell over his suitcase. He broke his leg and cut
his hand. The taxi driver took him to the hospital. He could
not go abroad on his holiday. But Mary was already at the
airport. Did she go abroad on the holiday? What do you
think?
3. Base sentences
a. Mary was at the airport yesterday.
b. We were late for class two day ago.
c. I had a bath late at night.
d. Tim cleaned his teeth early in the morning.
e, You arrived in Shanghai the day before yesterday.
f, They invited Mr.Wu to the party last week.
Do the substitution drills








c, I had a bath
supper
a walk
a cup of coffee
late at night.
d. Tim cleaned his teeth
played tennis
watched TV
laughed at his sister
early in the morning.
e, You arrived in Shanghai
phoned Mr.Smith
agreed to come
moved to a new house
two days ago
f, They invited Mr.Wu to the party
started to work
planted some trees
decided to go to the Youth Palace
last week.
4, Fill in the blanks in the following passage with
uasup.rp.had.
Jill: Yesterday I at the wax museum 1
with the students. We there very early, but
it full. We an interesting afternoon. The
student very interested in the historic
figures
Steve: you tired afterwards?




a, We went to the Shanghai Museum and saw
many antiquities there.
b, Tim broke his leg last weekend.
c, Betty brought many English magazines to the class.
d, Tim put on a white shirt and made a telephone call.
e, You swept the floor and left the door open last Sunday.
f, I drank beer yesterday evening.
g, She took my advice and grew vegetables in the garden.





went to the Shanghai Museum and
saw many antiquities there.
b, Tim broke his leg
spoke at the meeting
woke up early
last weekend.





d, Tim put on a white shirt
shut the door
hit the nasty dog
cut the cake in four
and made a telephone call.




yesterday evening.f, I drank beer
sang folk songs
rang you (up)
got up from the chair and





took my advice and grew vegetables
in the garden.































Question: Can you tell how to make the simple past tense
of action verbs? How many types are there?
4, Give the simple past form of the following verbs,
awake, bite, blow, break, cleave, creep, describe,
discern, let, know, set, shake, shrink, spring,
stink, stretch, violate, weep,
5, Group activity: SWEET MEMORY.
Say something about your childhood. You may start the
description by saying: When I was a child,...
Following words and expressions are just for your
reference.
go to the kindergarten, have many friends there,
wake up late, drink milk, watch TV every day,
draw pictures, eat little, be naughty, break a
glass, cut my fingers, go to park, fall into a lake,
have a birthday party,
Worksheet 3 (EX)
1, Pair work
Change the base sentences into interrogative and negative
forms, using the expressions given.
Example: airport Mary went to the hospital
Did Mary go to the airport?
No, she did not go to the airport.
She went to the hospital.
a. Window Tim cleaned his teeth early in the morning.
b, yesterday You arrived in Shanghai the day before
yesterday.
c, Mrs.Wu They invited Mr.Wu to the party last week.
d, an art exhibition We went to Shanghai Museum and saw
many antiquities there.
e, arm Tim broke his leg last weekend.
f, novels Betty brought many English magazines to the
class.
g, jacket Tim put on a white shirt and made a telephone
call.
h, last Monday You swept the floor and left the door open
last Sunday.
1, milk I drank beer yesterday evening.
j, her husband She took my advice and grew vegetables in
the garden.
k, yesterday morning the naughty boy hid the teacher's
notebook this morning.
2, Choose the best answer from the choices given below.
a, Tim at eight o'clock yesterday morning.
1, gets up 2, is getting up 3, got up
b, He did not for an ambulance.
1, phoned 2, phone 3, phones
c, The taxi at half past nine.
1, arrive 2, arrives 3, arrived
d, I on the chair and asleep at once.
1, sunk....fell 2, sank....fell 3, sank....fall
e, Did she on her holiday this summer?
1, goed 2, went 3, go
f, My mother her finger when she the dinner.
1, cut....preparing 2, cutted....was preparing
3, cut.... was preparing
gt He the dog under the bed, but unfortunately it.
1, hided....barked 2, hid....bark 3, hid....barked
h, At the party last Sunday, all the people danced and
and.
1, sang....ate 2, sing....ate 3, sang....eat
(Check your version with your partner and discuss what rules
should pay attention to in producing the past tense forms of
verbs.)
3, According to the information you get from the diary, see
whether the following statements are true or false. If
the statement is false, correct it.
e.g., Tony's mother phoned for a taxi.
Tony's mother did not phone for a taxi.
She called a dnr-t-nr
a, The doctor-did not come, because he went to Tim's home.
b, Tony's mother bought some medicine from the shop.
c, The cat ate the glue.
d, Tony's father bought some more glue.
e, The dog broke Tony's aeroplane.












15 Monday WHen( jot up, I feH Ht. urenb back ho
bzd. Muum called tha dochor. But h cauldnh come,
because he usas i(l} too.
16 Tuesday ~[kc doctor came at 11 o'clock. He ujrohr a
prescription. f-or Some rtejd(c)ig. Mum got -h urken
she urenh to (Me shops. It cua.s hornla. HiK
17 Wednesday Pa.d bought me a. model aeroplane. re
but I coulolnt make 'h, because hka. do
ate. the glue. Hum hook the dog ho tbuz. yeJr. hook my
medicine o-qaih. Y UK f 13LEPGH I YUKI
18 Thursday dum and Pad cuere very toorn'ed about
the, dog. Huh J Uhah about me.f
Scene. brought some. more. g(u.e, uihen she. came
home. I made hka ojeroplan.
9 Friday£(. belter, so I could get up-
hramolma Came. She sat on. my aeroplame. omci
'Tohe it. Huh
20 Saturday 7 Weekend.




1, Write a short passage about Mary Wong, using the







study in the middle school,
good at science and mathematics,
finish her education,
start to work for her uncle,
help him to make radios,
her uncle die,
start her own business,
employ 4 people,




open two dress shops,
buy a new house with a garden,
grow flowers in the garden,
be happy,
2, Class discussion.
Ask two students to read out their passage, others
listen and try to find out the errors. Justifications
should be given.
3, Have a dialogue in pairs. One will be Mary, the other be
John (Mary's former classmate). They haven't met each
other since they left school. John is asking Mary what
happened to her. You may start your conver-sation like
this:




Mrs. Davies is the oldest person in Elm Street. She's seen a













How long have you lived in Elm Street, Mrs.
Davies?
I've lived here all my life.
Have you lived in this house all that time?
No, but I've been in this house for fifty years
now.
Where did you live before?
I was born at number 63. I lived there till I was
twenty five. When I got married, we moved into
number 20 here.
And you've been here ever since?
Yes.
Has the street changed much?
Oh yes! The people have become much richer.
They've got cars and televisions. You never saw
a car in this street, when I was a girl.
Do you think life is better now?
No, not really. It's nice to have TV, but people
have become less friendly. My husband and most of
my friends have died. So it's often very lonely.
2, Base sentences
a, I have lived here all my life.
b, She has been in the house for fifty years now.
c, We have stayed in Shanghai since we were born.
d, They have known each other for two years.
e, Liyin has worn glasses since she was seven.
f, He has studied English for two years.
3, Question: Why do we use the present perfect in the
following sentence:
I have lived here all my life.
I have been in this house for fifty years.
You've been here ever since.
Would it be all right for Mrs. Davies to say:
I live here all my life.
I live here in this house for fifty years.
I stayed here ever since.
If not, Why?
Workheet 6 (EX)
1, See whether the following statements are right or wrong
according to the sentences in the bubbles. If it is right,
give a V in the bracket, if it is wrong, give a X!
Then check the answer with your partner and give your
reasons.
a, I still work in a factory now.()
b, They do not live in this house now.()
c, I am not at Elm Street School now.()
d, He is not in the bathroom now.()
e, Mr. Davies does not work in a factory now.()
f, They still live in American now.()
g, Kevin Keegen still play for Liverpool now.()
3 i Kevin Keegan
played for Liverpoo
We've lived
in this house all
our lives.
Xg) He's been
in the bathroom for
two hours.
They lived
[ in America for si
months.
I've worked
in this factory for
s. ten years.
| was at




2, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passage is correct or wrong by giving V or X in





Hello, Mr.Baily. Have you lived in Elm
1 1
Street all your life?
Oh no. I did not born in this town.
2
I born in Liverpool. We have moved here in 1920
3 4
And did you lived in the same house
5
ever since?
No. I lived at number 21 till I got married.
6 7
That was in 1935. Then we have bought a house
8
in the next street. I moved back to Elm Street
9















Step 1, Ask each other questions and fill in the chart.
Example: What's your name?
My name is Liyin.
Do you know Gujie?
Yes. He is my classmate.
When did you begin to know each other?
We began to know each other in 1986.













Step 2, Use the present perfect tense to describe the chart
Example: How long has Liyin known Gujie?




a, Have you ever been to Beijing?
b, Have you ever seen any flying saucer?
c, She has never eaten any frog's leg.
d, Have you ever travelled by plane?
e, I have never spoken to any famous person.
f, Have you ever climbed the Tai Mountain?
2, Why is the present perfect used here?
What similarity can you spot among these sentences?
I have never seen any car in the street.
I never saw any car in the street when I was young.
3, Write a short dialogue using the words given.
(Complete answers are reqired)
a, you/ ever/ ride/ a donkey
No,
b, you/ ever/ see/ Shao Lin Xiao Zi
Yes,
c, She/ ever/ travel/ by/ ship
No,
but/ by/ train
d, They/ ever/ be/ Paris
No,
e, he/ ever/ eat/ English vegetables
No,
but/ drink/ English beer
f, you/ ever/ fly/ with CAAC
Yes,
g, you ever/ read/ the Times ( 时 報 )
No.
but/ read/ China Daily
(Exchange what you have written with your partner. See
whether there are any grammatical errors. If your are not
certain, ask the teacher. Perform the dialogues)
Worksheet 8 (EX)
1, Perform the dialogue you have just written in pairs.
2, Read the following passage and do the exercise
Our other story this evening is the weather. For the last
five days it has been below zero() in most parts
of the country. Cold and heavy snow have caused terrible
problem everwhere. Everyone is asking the same question-
When will it end?
It has been cold five days.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
It has been cold last monday
3, Fill in the blanks, using since or for.
a, It is eleven o'clock. The man has been waiting for the
bus 10.30.
b, In other words, he has been there half an hour.
c, The woman has been waiting only ten minutes.
d, In other words, she has been waiting 10.50
e, The man has been waiting a longer time than the
woman.
(Discuss in pairs: When do you use since? When do you
use for?)
4, Read each sentence and complete it by supplying for or
since.
a, Mr. Scot hasn't had a vacation years.
b, He hasn't been to school a long time.
c, Jane hasn't been to Nanjing last August.
d, She hasn't seen any film her last vacation.
e, We haven't met each other a long time.
f, They have' t gone to a concert last April.
g, I haven't gone swimming I went with Xiao Lin six
weeks ago.
h, You haven't written to your family several weeks.
5, Spot the misuse of since or for in the following
sentences and say why. (Do it in pairs)
a, Can you play chess?
Yes, but I haven't played it since 10 years.
b, Can you skate?
Yes, but I haven't skated for last winter,
c, Can you read a map?
Yes, but I haven,t read it for quite a long time.
e, Can you repair a radio?
But I haven't repaired it since I got married.
f, Can you make cakes?
Yes, but I haven't made any cakes since ages.
6, Group activity:
Use the sentence pattens you have just learned to ask and
answer questions about your own experience.
Worksheet 9, (EX)
Picture story: HOT DOG AND COOL CAT
1, New word: robot, detective, silly, safe, criminal, arrest,
invent,
2, Look at the pictures and tell what has happened in each
picture.
a, Who are in the picture?
b, What have they done? What has heitdone?
3, Base sentences
a, I have invented a robot detective.
b, They have opened the door of the safe.
c, I have broken the window.
d, I have found the criminal.
e, I have their guns.
f, They have run away.
g, They have left the money.
h, I have picked up the money.
i, A police car has arrived.
j, They have arrested Cool Cat.
4, Why is the present perfect used here?
cf. a, I have invented a robot detective.
I invented a robot detective.
b, I have opened the door of the safe.
I poened the door of the safe.
c, A police car has arrived.
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Worksheet 10 (EX)







C, buy/ spend/ money
d, eat/ be/ sick
smoke/ have/ coughe
f, invite/ many guest
eat up/ be hungry
2, Write the questions to match the answers.
(Check your version with your partner. Ask the teacher if
you have any questions)
Write the questions to match the answers. Use these;


















1, Read the following sentences and write the numbers of the
sentences in the appropriate column.
a, He has lived in Shanghai for 30 years.
b, He lived in Shanghai for 30 years.
c, He has been in Shanghai for 30 years.
d, He was in Shanghai for 30 years.
e, He has stayed in Shanghai for 30 years.
f, He stayed in Shanghai for 30 years.
g, He has come to Shanghai.
h, He has gone to Shanghai.
i, He came to Shanahai last summer.
He is still in
shanghai now
He is not in
Shanghai now
It is not clear
whether he is in
Shanghai or not.
2, Discuss in groups: The differences in the above pairs of
sentences. What's wrong with some of the sentence beow?
a, I have lost my ket. I have just found it.
b,- Where have you been?
- I have gone to Shandhai.
c,- Lao Li, you don't smoke now. When have you given up
smoking?
- Two years ago.
d,- Have you visited many museums when you were in Paris?
e,- Hello, Susan. Is Alan here?
- No, he goes out.
- Oh, what a pity! When has he gone?
- I don't know. I've just come.
3, Activity
The teacher assigns students to do different things, such
as open the window, draw a picture on the blackboard,
take off the slogans from the wall.... Then four
students are asked to leave the classroom. They will be
called in minutes later. They may have a good look
round and ask e.g. Have you opened the window? You have
taken off the slogan, haven't you?... The other students
answer their questions.
Worksheet 12 (EX)
1, Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense: present
perfect or simple past.
a 1 (buy) a new house last year, but I (not
sell) my old house yet, so at the moment I have two houses.
b,- I can't find my gloves. you (see) them?
— Yes, you (leave) them in the car vesterdav. I__________— WAAWAH«• 1 V-
(put) them back in your drawer. 柏 屣
c,- You (know) any English when you first
(arrive) here?
d,- My son (not start) work yet. He is still in the
High School.
- How long he at school?
- He (be) at the High School for six years, before
that he (spend) five years at the Primary School.
e,- I (play) football since I was five years old.
- You (play) since you (come) to England?
- Oh yes, I (play) quite a lot. I (join) a
club after I (arrive).
f,- Hello, Jack! I (not see) you for ages. Where
you (be)?
- I (be) to Beijing. I meant to send you a postcard,
but I (not have) your address ( 地 姓 with me.
- Never mind. you (have) a good time m
Beijijng? How long you (be) there?
- I (be) there for a month. I just (come)
back. I enjoy it very much. I (skate) all day
and (dance) all night.
(Check your answers in groups. If you have any questions,
ask the teacher.)




4 Lock at these pictures. Make
dialogues like tins
Example
break camera on holicJav
see Superman on Monday
Use: buy new dress last Saturday
A I've bought a new dress.
B When did you buy It?'
A bought it last Saturday.
find monuy yesterday finish homework at four o'clock
paint bedroom last week burn hand yesterday morning write letter to ci {t-ienA
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Worksheet 13 (EX)
1, New words: teleprinter room, photogragh, develop, print,
load,
2, Base sentences
a, Messages are received in the teleprinter room.
b, Messages are taken to the news room.
c, Stories are written in the news room.
d, Photographs are stored in the dark room.
e, The newspapers are printed in the machine room.
if, The newspapers are loaded at the train station,
g, The newspapers are sent to other countries.
3, Based on the above sentences, fill in the chart.
SUBJECT VERB ADVERBIAL
(Question: What is the common feature of the verbs?
Why is the passive voice used here?)
4, Perform dialogues in pairs.
Example:
- Are the messages received in the photo library?
- No, they are not.
They are received in the teleprinter room.
- Where are the stories written?
- Stories are written in the editorial room.
ANEWSPAPER OFFICE This is the
teleprinter room. Messages
from all over the world
N. are received here.
This is jom
He's a reporterwith The
Daily Mirror. He's going to
show us around the
ijiewspaper office We're in N,
the net+js room now.








'photo library. Thousands of
photographs are stored on the 1
shelves.• y
In the machine




s the newspaper J
V printed?
__— m. rfil' fWl ige
Photos are 41




3re taken into vans here and
they're sent to shops all over
Jhe country and abroadx
Worksheet 14 (EX)
1, Please find out who does what at the Daily Mirror? Fill













drives a delivery van.
The stories are chosen by
The stories are checked by.
The photographs are taken by
People are interviewed by.
The newspaper pages are made by
The stories are written by
The reporters are sent out by
The reporter's stories are typed
out by.
The newspaper is delivered by
The delivery van is driven by.
2, Based on each sentence in Excercise 1, complete the
following items of information.
SUBJECT DOER or RECEIVER VERB VT or VI VOICE OF VERB
(Question: Is there any correlation between the subject and
the verb form?)

















This formula expresses the voice transformation.
ACTIVE X V Y
(subj.) (v.) (obj.)
PASSIVE Y be+ V+ en (by X)
(It is optional)
3, Make sentences in the passive voice, using the words
given. Pay attention to the verb form and see whether
the agent (doer) can be omitted?
a, bird/ build/ nest/ every winter
b, people/ speak/ English/ all over the world
c, Lu Xun/ write/ many novels
d, somebody/ sweep/ floor/ every Sunday
e, Qi Baishi/ paint/ many picture
f, Students/ use/ recorders/ in the English class
g, we/ take/ pictures/ every month
4, Group activity: Find out about newspapers in Shanghai.
a, How many newspapers are produced in Shanghai?
b, What are their names?
c, Where are they printed?
d, Where are they sold?
e, Which newspaper is most popular?....
THE TEAM
l'n Ann
I'm a reporter. I interview








. I'm a compositor.




I check the reportsj
I'm Jane.
y I'm a typ'st Sometimes
the reporters can't get back to the
office in time. They telephone
their stories to the office.
1 and I type them.
l'n ken
I'm a van driver. I Snd
(the newspape-rs to the shop
stations and airports.. I have to
anve very fast if the
npwc innp' is laie
Worksheet 15 (EX)
1, Complete the following dialogues, using the passive
voice.
a,- There is a new shop in Shiquan Street.
- Yes, radio TV sets sell there
b,- Who is that PLA man?
- He is Uncle Leifeng.
- Do you know him?
- No, I have never heard of him.
- Yah, he forget people
c,- What do you think of our English class now?
- It's a bit difficult. The teacher doesn't tell us rules.
- How can that be?
- I don't know, ourselves all the rules work out
d,- Dongdong is not going to school today.
- Why?
- He had a high fever yesterday.
- Is he in the hospital now?
- Yes, he send his father to hospital last night
e,- I listened to the news this morning,
hangzhou typhoon hit yesterday
many big trees blow down
f,- I can't find my dictionary.
Have you seen it, Xiao Li?
- Oh yes, it take away a moment ago Xiao Zhang
g,- What a beautiful picture!
You bought it, didn't you?
- No, it draw classmate
He sent it to me at my birth party
(Read out what you have written in groups. Point out the
errors if there is any. Ask the teacher if you have
any questions.)
2, Perform the dialogues in pairs.
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Worksheet 16 (EX)
1, Change the sentences in the following passage into the
passive construction when necessary.
At about 1.30 am last night, a neighbour saw a young man
in Mr.Wu's garden. He informed the police immediately. Ten
minutes later, the police took the man to the police
station. They searched his pockets. They found rings and
gold there. The police asked the young man," How did you get
all these?" The young man said," It was easy. A window was
open and all the drawers were not locked."
The police returned the rings and gold to Mr.Wu the next
morning. He was surprised. He did not know what had
happened.
2, Group activity.
a, Answer the following questions:
Who was seen by Mr.Wu's neighbour?
Was Mr.Wu informed immediately?
Who was taken to the police station?
What were found in the young man's pocket?
Was the young man arrested?




1, There was an earthquake in Tangshan. Following is part of
a report written by a newspaper reporter. The city has
been restored. Many changes have been made. Many new
houses have been built. New businesses have been started.
Roads have been repaired. But people do not obey the
parking regulations. Vans, buses and tractors are parked
along roads. Education has not been neglected. New
schools have been set up. A new university has been
recently opened. Tangshan will soon become one of the
beautiful cities in China.
2, Change the passive sentences into negative and inter.
rogative ones.
Example: The city has been restored.
The city has not been restored.
Has the city been restored?
How has the city been restored?
3, Read the following dialogues.
a,- Mr.Xie's wife was killed yesterday.
- Has Mr.Xie questioned by the police?
- Yes, of course.
b,- Why all the building been turned down?
- People will build an exhibition hall there.
c,- Have the book been published?
- Yes, you can to the book store to buy it.
d,- Is the new teaching method effective?
- I don't know. The experiment has not carried out yet.
(Discuss in groups: Are all the above sentences
grammatically correct? Which sentence contains error?
How to correct it? What should you pay attention to in
making the present perfect passive sentences?)
Group activity:
One student takes the role of a reporter. Others are his
friends. They are anxious to know something about Tangshan.
Ask and answer questions with the information you get from
the above passage.
Worksheet 18 (EX)
1, Detect the grammatical errors in the following dialogues.
Indicate whether the sentence is correct or wrong by
giving V or X in brackets. Give the right version in
the space criven.
a.- Have the old town restored?
- No, not yet. But many of the old houses have
renaired.(
b.- Why do all the lights have been turn off.
I don't know. Maybe there is no electricity
c,- You can't go to Beijing tomorrow
Why? I've got everything ready
Snow has been held up the train
d.- How dirtv the classroom is!
We had a party last night
We had no time to clean it yet
So you have been made the classroom dirty.
2, Indicate whether the underlined part in the following
passages is correct or wrong by giving or X in
brackets. Give the right version in the space given.
a. We have an old vase. It made in Ming dynasty. ： 明 朝 It
has belonged to our family for a long time. It was buyed
3 4









b, A woman went to the supermarket.Her basket soon filled
1 2
with eggs, cakes and milk. She paid the money at the




to the doctor immediately. What happened then? Under her
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Appendix IV, CLOZE TEST
Fill in the blanks with the proper words.
William Scott's grandfather was born 1850. He was
born on farm in Indiana （ 印 第 安 纳 ） He lived the
farm all his life. children were born there. He
at the age of eighty.
had four sons and one Three of the sons
went the city. But William Scott's didn't
leave the farm. He born in 1875. He died the
age of seventy.
William was born on the farm,. He was born
in 1923. children were born on the and are
still living there. Sam Scott isn't going to
on the farm. He isn't to be a farmer. He going
to be a worker. will live in the city.


